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Abstract
In a nutshell, this thesis studies the solvability issue and the approximation issue of
CTMDPs(Continuous-Time Markov Decision Processes).
In Chapter2, understandard conditions allowing unbounded(both from above and
below) transition rates and cost rates, for a discounted CTMDPin a Borelstate space,
whenthere is only one performancecriterion, we develop the dynamic programming
approachand establish the existence ofa deterministic stationary optimal policy. When
there are more than onecriteria, we develop the convex analytic approach and show the
existence of a (possibly randomized) stationary optimalpolicy.
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 address the approximation issue of CTMDPsbystudying the
accuracy of the fluid approximations for three specific CTMDPs. In Chapter 3, for
a Birth-and-Death process with an absorbing state, we firstly propose an appropriate
fluid model, which can differ from the naturally looking one, as confirmed by means
of an example. Then, forthis fluid model we show that a feedbacktranslation of the
fluid optimal policy results in a satisfactory policy, which achieves some optimality
asymptotically, with the rate of convergence (alsocalled its efficiency) being estimated
explicitly involving only the primitives. The sameissues offluid approximations are
investigated in Chapter 4 for EOQ (Economic Order Quantity) and EPQ (Economic
Production Quantity) models. The translations in Chapters 3 and 4 are both of a feed-
backtype, and their efficiencies are both o(+), wherenisthe fluid scaling parameter.
In Chapter 5, we consider the tracking policy whichis resulted in by a time-dependent
but nearly state-independenttranslation of the fluid optimal policy. For a bandwidth-
sharing network overa finite horizon,firstly, without extra conditions being imposed
on the network parameters, we show theefficiency of the tracking policy to be O( =);
and secondly, after imposing some extra conditions on the network parameters, we
show that the tracking policy could be also of the efficiency o(4). By means of an
example, we are assured that the feedback translation considered in Chapters 3 and 4
cannot generally result in a policy (for the stochastic model) of the efficiency better
than O( 1).
In Chapter 6 we investigate a fluid model of an Internet router under the MIMD
(Multiplicative Increase Multiplicative Decrease) congestion control. We firstly study
the long run behaviourofthe trajectories (the numberof packets in the router along the
time), for which a limiting regime,in the form of a cycle, is shown. After that, with in
mind two performancecriteria, we then study the optimal buffer size, given as a Pareto
set. Finally, when the parameters are tuned to correspond to STCP (Scalable TCP), the
obtainedresults are verified by simulations.
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Chapter 1
General introduction
This thesis concerns about CTMDPs, where the system dynamics can be modelled as
jumpprocesses,and one(the so called decision maker) can implement somecontrol on
the jump (transition) rates continuously in time over a given time horizon,in orderto
achieve the optimality regarding some predetermined performancecriterion(criteria).
Therefore, the ultimate aim in CTMDPsisto find (providedits existence) the optimal
decisionrule (policy) outofall the feasible ones. There are many waysto classify CT-
MDPs.For example, depending on the numberof performancecriteria kept in mind by
the decision maker, CTMDPsare called unconstrained(if there is only one criterion)
or constrained (if there are more than one). Analternative classification of CTMDPsis
according to the underlying horizon, which canbefinite orinfinite. In case ofa finite
horizon, typically, the criterion(criteria) may take the form of minimizing the expected
total cost, whereas if the horizonis infinite, one often aims at minimizing one of the
following: the expected total cost up to when the system reachesa certain point, the ex-
pected total discounted cost, or the long run average expected cost. Hence,this raises
yet anotherclassification of CTMDPs, which is by the exact forms of the optimiza-
tion criteria. In fact, the aforementionedcriteria are often referred to as “basic” (see
Herndndez-Lerma and Lasserre (1996)), and we refer readers to Guo and Hernandez-
Lerma (2009) for other “advanced” ones. Here we confess that all the terminologies
as well as some mathematical expressions used below in this chapter are by no means
rigorous: they are only to give preliminary impressions, and their accurate definitions
will be given in later chapters.
Standard examples of CTMDPsinclude controlled queueing systems, inventories
and BS (bandwidth-sharing) networks.
Preliminary example (a): Consider an M/M/1 queueing system (which,if one likes,
can be also read as a Birth-and-Death process), where the instantaneousstate Y, takes
values from the state space S = {0,1,2,...}. Suppose one can controlthe arrival rate
 as well as the service rate, so that for any fixed x € S, the jump rate q(y|x,a) con-
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centrated on x, x+1, x—1 (if x =0, then we do not consider g(x — 1|x,a)) is also
a-dependent, where a € A(x) C A stands forthe chosenaction(control), A is the action
space, and A(x) is the admissible action space given the current state x. Supposethe
cost rate takes the form of c(x,a), and one aims at minimizing the expectedtotal cost
EX, [Jy ¢(%,a(¢)) dt] overall feasible 7, where 7 and Yo stand for the policy and the
initial state. By the way, this expectation is called the performance functionalof the
policy 7 (for the concerned performancecriterion), and the infimum of performance
functionals overall feasible 7 is called the value function of the CTMDP. Moreover,
for our particularinterest in the system beforeit firstly goes empty as well as technical
reasons, wetypically put q(y|0,a) = c(0,a) =0. Thatis, state zero is absorbing. There-
fore, the underlying CTMDPiscalled an absorbing one. Sometimes,it is desirable not
to take any state as absorbing. On such occasions,for the sake of technicalities as well
as the concept of present values, one often instead aims at minimizing the expected
total discounted cost Ey, [foe “c(Y¥,,a(t)) dt], where o& > Ois a fixed discountfactor.
Thenthe corresponding CTMDPiscalled a discountedone.If in the mean timeof min-
imizing Ey, [Jo e “'e(¥,,a(¢)) dt], one must ensure E¥, [Jo “ei (Yi,a(t)) dt] < di,
wherec;(x,a) is anothercost rate, and d, is a fixed constant, then the CTMDPis called
a constrained discounted one.
Preliminary example (b): Consider an EOQ model, where the instantaneousstate Y;
stands for the inventory level. Let the state space, action space and admissible action
space be S = {0,1,2,...} and A = A(x) = {1,2,...}, respectively. Consider the jump
rate q(y|x,a) = q(y|x) concentrated on x and x 1 if x > 0, and g(y|0,a) concentrated
on a and0. In words, the inventory level decreases gradually like a pure Death pro-
cess up to state zero, at which the decision maker will order new inventories, which
will arrive after some exponentially distributed delay. The order quantity is controlled
so as to minimize limps. rey [Wi e(¥,@(%))| out of all functions ® from S to A.
Then the underlying CTMDPis one with a long runaverage cost. Here ®(0) indeed
stands for the order quantity, and in the context of Inventory theory, its corresponding
performancefunctional(the long run average expected cost)is called total cost per unit
time, or in short TCU.If a policy is optimal, then the corresponding order quantity is
called “economic”. By the way, policies taking the form of a function ® are called
deterministic stationary.
Preliminary example (c): Consider a simple linear bandwidth-sharing network (see
Massoulié and Roberts (2000); Verloop (2009)) with two resources and three types of
flows, where the instantaneousstate is ¥, = (¥',¥?,¥3)’, with Y‘, k = 1,2,3 stand-
ing for the numberof flows of type k. Here the symbolof ‘ meansthe transposition.
Let the state space be S = {(x1,.x2,x3)'} © (0,1,2,... )3, and considerthe action space
as well as the admissible action space A = A(x) = {(a),a2,a3)/} (IR)> such that
10 1
1R(a,,42,a3)' < Z with R = ( 7 and Z = (z1,22)
/ € (R°)?. Here Ro (resp.
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ay, k = 1,2,3) standsforthe set of nonnegative real numbers(resp. the allocated capac-
ity to flows of types 1,2,3), and Z indicates the capacity of each resource. Note, in a
bandwidth-sharing network,if a flow is routed on several resources, then each of those
resources must provide the samecapacity to the flow. Thetransition rate g(y|x,a) is
concentrated on x, + 1, x and xy, —1,k = 1,2,3, whereif x, = 0, then we do not consider
x, — 1. With the cost rate c(x,a) and a fixed horizon 0 < T < c, one aims at minimizing
Ex fr c(%,a(t)) dt| The underlying CTMDPis usuallycalled a finite one.
Note that in Preliminary example (b), the CTMDPisrestricted to the class of de-
terministic stationary policies. There are mainly two reasons for making such primary
assumptions. Oneis that in practice sometimes the system operatoris subjectto tech-
nical difficulties and can only implementsuch simple policies. The other oneis solely
for simplicity. As far as the latter reason is concerned,the general theory of CTMDPs
has been developed in order to coverthe following issues:
Problemset (a): Doesit add values by allowinginto consideration more complicated
policies, which for example, can be randomized as well as dependenton the past in-
formation (history) about the system? In other words, is the class of deterministic
stationary policies sufficient for solving the underlying optimization problems? In case
the answeris positive, does there exist a deterministic stationary optimalpolicy?
Onthe other hand, suppose an exact optimization problem in the form ofaCTMDP
with local transitions (like the M/M/1 queueing system in Preliminary example (a)) is
fixed together with its parameters(the jumprate and so on). Then one mustsolve for its
optimal policy. Primarily,it is desirable to solve the CTMDP analytically with its opti-
malpolicy as well asits value function, which, when viewed asa pair, is often referred
to as the optimal solution. Unfortunately, this is well knownto be a difficult task, and
onlyrelatively few examples, where CTMDPsare solved explicitly have beenavailable
in the literature, see for instance, Kitaev and Rykov (1995); Tanet al (2010); Verloop
(2009) and (Piunovskiy 1998, Sec.7). Therefore, algorithms such as value iterations
and policy iterations (see Guo and Herndndez-Lerma(2009)) have been developedto
obtain the optimal solution numerically. Unfortunately, when the state space and ac-
tion space are large, as they typically are, such algorithms become muchless efficient.
Consequently, one getssatisfied with obtaining policies, whose performancesare close
to that of the optimal policy. Intuitively, this may be achieved by solving a problem
close (in somesense)to the original one, and this problem must beeasier for investi-
gations. Having in mindthat the main difficulty for solving a CTMDP can come from
its discrete and stochastic behaviour, a natural candidate problem to do the job would
be its continuous and deterministic analogue, the so called fluid model ie
Preliminary example (d): For the EOQ model described in Preliminary example (b),
 
'Our introduction ofthe term “fluid model”is ina strong taste of engineers. A different definition (which
we do not considerin this thesis) of that term states it to be the collection ofall the fluid limits, though the
term “fluid limit” in its own right varies with different authors, see Foss and Kovalevskii (1999) and the
references therein.
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let us put g(x — 1|x,a) = u > 0, Vx > 0. Thenits fluid model lookslike the following:
denoting y(t) > 0 the instantaneousstate and g, which maps (0,2) to (0,¢), any fixed
policy (for the fluid model), then with the initial condition y(0) = yo = Yo, the sys-
tem dynamic of the fluid model is governed by fe =-uWVy>O0, and y(t*+) = ¢(0),
where t*+ stands for the moment immediately after {y(t), ¢ > 0} reaches state zero.
Here we choosenotto take into accountthe delay about the ordering, because in prac-
tice keeping the inventory emptyis not desirable, and in the fluid model everything is
deterministic, meaning that one can alwayseffectively get rid of any delay by ordering
beforehand. Then one aims at minimizing lim7—.. t fo cl, ~(y))dt, where we have
put y instead ofy(t) for brevity.
Indeed, fluid models are generally easier to tackle (see Gajrat and Hordijk (2005)),
and they canbe solved, while the analytical study of the original stochastic ones look
untractable (see Verloop and Nujiez Queija (2007); Verloop (2009)). Calling approxi-
mating the original CTMDPusingits fluid model“fluid approximations”, the following
issues immediately arise:
Problemset (b): Are fluid approximations accurate, at least in some sense? In addi-
tion, given a policyfor the fluid model which is then translated in some way to onefor
the stochastic model (in the form of a CTMDP),how differentis the performance func-
tional of this translated policy in the stochastic model from that of the (pre-translated)
policy in the fluid model? Here we are mainly concerned with CTMDPs with local
transitions.
Note, in Problem set (b) we emphasize that oneis interested in the accuracy of
fluid approximations “in some sense”. As a matter of fact, in the general senseit is
very easy to encounter situations where the fluid modelfails to provide reasonable
approximations. For example, suppose we are concerned with a controlled M/M/\
queueing system (recall Preliminary example (a)), where the initial state is Yo = 1,
q(x+1|x,a) = 4 > 0 and q(x —I\x,a) = wa with a € A(x) =A = {0,u}, HW > 0
and A > uw (by a small difference). We shall fix the absorbing state to be some big
enough integer, so that the state space S is indeed finite. Suppose the cost rate is
c(x,a) = CI{x = 0} + al{x = 1}, where /{-} is the indicator function and C > 0 is a
sufficiently big (in relation to 1) penalty incurred whenever the system reachesstate
zero. Being restricted to the class of deterministic stationary policies, we aim at mini-
mizing EP [Jy c(%,®(¥,))dt], which can be seen well defined for any ® mapping 5 to
A. Clearly, since C is much bigger than ,1, which is then ratherclose to A, the optimal
control at state one should be ®(1) = d, meaning that the value of its performance
functional will be strictly positive. On the other hand,in its fluid model (written down
similarly as in Preliminary example (d)), since y(0) = 1 and A — t > 0, one cantake
~(v) = 0, whose performance functional will be zero. Here {@} stands for the class
of deterministic stationary policies for the fluid model. Therefore, we see thatin this
example both the optimalpolicies and the values of performancefunctionals differ sig-
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nificantly betweenthe stochastic modelandits fluid model (see also (Piunovskiy and
Clancy 2008, Sec.5, p.427) for a related observation, where the authors considered an
epidemic model proposed by Gleissner (1988)). However,if for the stochastic model
one speedsupthe time as well as scales downthe space both linearly with somescal-
ing parameter n € N (if n = 1, the stochastic modelis not scaled), then hopefully in
the limiting regime(for large n), the nth stochastic model is well approximatedby the
fluid model. By the way this scaling (resp. this parameter n) will be called a standard
fluid scaling (resp. fluid scaling parameter), whoseintuitive meaning will be described
in later chapters. Suppose n is fixed. Givena policy for the fluid model, suppose we
have translated it according to some wayinto onefor the nth stochastic model. Then
the accuracy of this fluid model (approximation) is given by the absolute difference
betweenthe values of the corresponding two performance functionals”, which is gen-
erally n-dependentand thus denoted by @(n). If lim,&(n) = 0, then we saythe fluid
modelis accurate in the sense offluid scaling, and for the underlying translation mech-
anism, wecall &()its efficiency. In this thesis it is in the sense offluid scaling that we
study the accuracy offluid approximations. Now the “somesense”in Problem set (b)
is clear.
Should the questions in Problem set (b) be answeredpositively, then one has pre-
liminary beliefs in fluid approximationsto (stochastic) optimization problemswith lo-
cal transitions. Such problemsare typical in telecommunications. For example, in
the Internet most information packets are sent from a source to a destination via ba-
sic Drop Tail router(s), which has some bounded space(the so called buffer) to hold
a certain amountof information packets whenits outgoing link is busy, and reject all
the newly arrived ones whenthebufferis full. Therefore, the traffic at the router can
be viewed as a queueing system. In basic Drop Tail routers, apart from the router ca-
pacity, the buffer size is the only parameter to be tuned. Indeed,it is also one of the
few parameters that can be tunedby the operators of a TCP/IP (Transmission Control
Protocol/ Internet Protocol) network, which makes the choice of the buffer size very
important for network designs. Since thetraffic in the Internet is of quite complicated
stochastic nature, its fluid model is usually formulated for analytical studies (see for
example, Avrachenkovet al (2005); Bohaceket al (2003); Bolot and Shankar (1992);
Hespanhaet al (2001); Khoury and Altman (2004)). Thenthe following questionis of
ourinterest:
Problem set (c): Under the MIMD congestion control scheme (see Altman et al
(2005)) which is particularly relevant to Scalable TCP (see Kelly (2003); Khoury and
Altman (2004)) as well as the Slow Start phase of TCP New Reno (see Allmanetal
(1999); Fall and Floyd (1996)), how big should the buffer be sized, if one has in mind
two performancecriteria of delay (to be minimized)and throughput (to be maximized)?
 
2We emphasize thatin the context ofoptimizations normally it is the performance functional that receives
the greatest interest.
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Revolving about the aforementioned three problem sets, the main contributionsof
this thesis are three-folded. Firstly, for constrained discounted CTMDPswith Borel
state space and unboundedtransition rates, taking into accountthe class of history-
dependent and possibly randomized policies, we answer questions raised in Problem
set (a). Indeed, Problem set (a) has been a core topic in the studies of CTMDPs,and has
attracted considerable attention from the research community, see Yushkevich (1977);
Guo and Dai (2002); Guo and Hernaéndez-Lerma (2003a,b,c, 2009); Guo (2007); Guo
and Zhu (2002); Guo and Piunovskiy (2010); Feinberg (2004); Kitaev (1986); Kitaev
and Rykov (1995); Piunovskiy (1998, 2005); Yan et al (2008) (this is far from being
an exhaustive list, and we refer readers to the most recent survey Guo et al (2006)
for more references). However, they are all subject to some limitations: bounded
rates are assumed in Piunovskiy (1998, 2005); Feinberg (2004); Yushkevich (1977);
Kitaev (1986); Kitaev and Rykov (1995), at most the class of (possibly randomized)
policies depending on the current state and time (Markov policies) are allowed for
consideration in Guo and Dai (2002); Guo and Hernandez-Lerma (2003a,b,c, 2009);
Guo (2007); Guo and Zhu (2002); Yan et al (2008), and the state space is required
to be countable in Guo and Piunovskiy (2010). Therefore, to our best knowledge,
the exposition of constrained discounted CTMDPsinthis thesis is based on the most
general setting in the currentliterature. Secondly, we address Problem set (b) and ob-
tain the accuracy offluid approximations (in explicit formulae involving only primary
date) for controlled M/M/1 queueing systems, EOQ (as well as EPQ) models and
bandwidth-sharing networks, which have beenillustrated in Preliminary examples(a,
b, c). Formal justifications of fluid approximations, or in other words, formal com-
parisons of stochastic optimization problemswiththeir fluid models, have been an in-
teresting problem, as considered onvarioussettings in Altmanet al (2001); Chen and
Mandelbaum (1991, 1994); Chen (1996); Dai (1995); Mandelbaum and Pats (1995);
Mandelbaum et al (1998); Maglaras (2000); Gajrat et al (1997); Gajrat and Hordijk
(2000); Gajrat et al (2003); Bauerle (2000, 2002); Ethier and Kurtz (1986); Pang and
Day (2007); Piunovskiy (2009a,b); Robert (2003) (again this list is far not being ex-
haustive). However, out of those works, Chen and Mandelbaum(1991, 1994); Chen
(1996): Dai (1995); Mandelbaum and Pats (1995); Mandelbaum et al (1998) as well
as (Ethier and Kurtz 1986, Chap.11) and (Robert 2003, Chap.9) only comparethetra-
jectories, which do notdirectly reveal the difference between performance functionals,
of particular interest in the context of optimizations, Gajrat et al (1997); Gajrat and
Hordijk (2000); Gajrat et al (2003) only consider stochastic optimization problemsin
discrete time, Altmanet al (2001); Bauerle (2000, 2002); Maglaras (2000); Pang and
Day (2007) do notprovide the accuracyoffluid approximationsin closed-form, and Pi-
unovskiy (2009a,b) are, to our best knowledge, the few worksin the currentliterature,
which do provide the accuracyoffluid approximations for models like those described
in Preliminary examples (a, b), based on however, somewhatrestrictive conditions,
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requiring for example, boundedness and someversion of continuity of the transition
rates. In comparison, the exposition of fluid approximations in this thesis provides
their accuracy, and more interestingly, notices the accuracy can change qualitatively
with the values of parameters of the underlying system. Thirdly, we address possible
answers to Problem set (c). The problem ofbuffer sizing has been studied intensively
by manyauthors, see for example, Appenzelleret al (2004); Avrachenkovetal (2002,
2005, 2010); Dhamdhere et al (2005); Dhamdhere and Dovrolis (2006); Enachescu
et al (2005); Ganjali and McKeown (2006); Lakshmikanthaet al (2008); Morris (1997,
2000); Prasad et al (2007); Stanojevié et al (2006); Gorinsky et al (2005); Villamizar
and Song (1994); Vu-Brugieret al (2007); Rainaet al (2005); Wischik and McKeown
(2005); Zhang and Loguinov (2008). However, most of them focus on the network,
where flows are under the AIMD (Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease) conges-
tion control algorithm (see Rothblum and Shorten (2007)), with the exceptional cases
of Stanojevié et al (2006); Zhang and Loguinov (2008), which advocate sizing buffer
adaptively, and hence no formulaefor the buffer size are provided. By the way, the
AIMDcongestioncontrol algorithm is the cornerstone of the current TCP New Reno
version. Onthe other hand,it has been noticed that the current TCP New Renoversion
is not able to utilize efficiently high speed links (see Floyd (2003)). Consequently, sev-
eral more aggressive alternatives have been proposed with one example being STCP,
which relies on the MIMD congestioncontrolalgorithm. In responseto that, in this
thesis, rather than focusing on the AIMD congestion control algorithm, we tackle the
buffer sizing problem analytically for the case of the MIMD congestion control algo-
rithm.
In the above we haverevealed that Problem sets (a, b, c) are related to each other.
Onthe other hand, to some extent, they are also independent: for example, one has no
need to have in mind CTMDPs, wheninvestigating the buffer sizing problem. Forthis
reason,the rest of this thesis is organized as follows: the main body ofthis thesis is
divided into three self-closed parts (in the sense of one part not directly relying on the
results derived in the others), where the first part consisting of Chapter 2 focuses on
Problem set (a), the second part consisting of Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 is
concentrated on Problemset (b), and the third part comprised of Chapter 6 responds to
Problem set (c). The greater details are as follows:
Chapter 2 tackles constrained CTMDPswith the state space and action space be-
ing both Borel. The optimality criterion to be minimized is the expected discounted
cost, while several constraints of the same type are imposed. Thetransition rates and
cost rates can be unbounded (from above and from below). For the special case of no
constraint, following the dynamic programming approach the existence of determin-
istic stationary optimal policies is shown, where the optimality is out of the class of
history-dependentpolicies. As for constrained CTMDPs, by adopting the convex an-
alytic approach weintroduce andstudy occupation measures, establish the equivalent
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linear program formulations for the concerned optimization problems,andfinally show
the existence of stationary constrained-optimalpolicies. The power of the derived re-
sults is illustrated with an example, which, to our best knowledge, cannot be covered
by the entire current literature on CTMDPs.
In Chapter 3, we consider the fluid model of a controlled Birth-and-Death process
with an absorbingstate, where the performancecriterion is the expected total cost up to
the absorption(recall Preliminary example (a)). After noticing by means of an example
that the standard fluid modelcan fail to provide reasonable approximations(even in the
sense offluid scaling), we proposea refinedfluid modelfor the concerned problem. For
this refined fluid model we provide its accuracy, which is then verified by illustrative
examples.
Results obtained in Chapter 3 also have implications on stochastic problems with
a long run average expected cost. One example of such problemsis the EOQ model,
where,as we recall, one aims at obtaining the EOQ minimizing TCU.In Chapter 4, we
are concerned withthe fluid approximations to the EOQ model. Based on the results
for the Birth-and-Death process with an absorbing state like those derived in Chapter
3, we providethe efficiency of a natural translation mechanism for the order quantity
(particularly EOQ)in the fluid model, which is then verified by examples. As a by-
product, the EPQ modelis also studied.
Chapter 5 considersfluid approximations to a general bandwidth-sharing network
(with an arbitrary numberof flows and resources), where the concerned stochastic op-
timization problem is taken as a finite CTMDP(recall Preliminary example (c)). Here
special attentionis paid ontheso called tracking policy (see Bauerle (2000)) translat-
ing the fluid optimalpolicy back into onefor the stochastic model, which is piecewise-
constant in time(in other words, not stationary). Particularly we study the efficiency of
the tracking policy. The most interesting observation is that the efficiency can change
qualitatively, depending on the values of parameters.
In Chapter 6, by formulating and investigating a fluid model we study the inter-
action between the MIMDcongestion control algorithm and a bottleneck router with
Drop Tail buffer. We study conditions under which the system trajectories converge to
limiting cycles with a single jump. Following that, we consider the problem ofthe opti-
malbuffer sizing in the frameworkof multi-criteria optimization in which one accounts
for the average throughput (to be maximized)andthe average delay in the queue(to be
minimized). As case studies, we consider the Slow Start phase of TCP New Reno and
Scalable TCP for high speed networks.
Eventually we finish this thesis with conclusions and appendices.
Asfor references, this thesis largely comesfrom the following collaborative results:
e “Convergenceoftrajectories and optimal buffer sizing for MIMD congestion
control”(with K. Avrachenkov, U. Ayesta and A. Piunovskiy, co-authors). Com-
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puter Communications, Vol 33, Issue 2, p.149-159, 2010.
“Fluid model of an Internet router under the MIMD control scheme” (with U.
Ayesta and A. Piunovskiy, co-authors). Chapter 11 in Telecommunications mod-
eling, policy, and technology, p.239-251. editors: S. Raghavan, B. Golden and
E. Wasil, Springer, NY, 2008.
“Accuracy offluid approximationsto controlled Birth-and-Death processes: ab-
sorbing case”(with A. Piunovskiy, co-author). Submitted to Mathematical Meth-
ods of Operations Researchfor publication.
“Asymptotic fluid optimality and efficiency of tracking policy for bandwidth-
sharing networks” (with K. Avrachenkov and A. Piunovskiy, co-authors). Sub-
mitted to Journal of Applied Probability for publication.
“Onthe fluid approximations of a class of general inventory level-dependent
EOQ and EPQ model” (with A. Piunovskiy, co-author). Submitted to Central
European Journal of Operations Research for publication.
“Constrained discounted continuous-time Markov decision processes with un-
boundedtransition and cost rates: the case of Borel state space” (with A. Pi-
unovskiy, co-author). In preparation.
Finally, let us finish this chapter with a summaryof denotations and abbreviations.
The following denotations are frequently used throughoutthis thesis:
a.e. : almost everywhere,
a.s.: almost surely,
s.t. : subject to,
resp.: respectively,
I: the indicator function,
6,(-) : the Dirac measure concentratedat x,
&(X) : the Borel o-algebra ofthe set X,
o(X) : the o-algebra generated by a set or a random variable X,
F\\) Fo : the smallest o-algebra containing the two G-algebras .Fand Fp,
X°¢: the complementof the set X,
|u| : the total variation of the signed measure[,
u(n) = O(4) + Himyom SH = 1,i
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Ry: (0,°°),
Ro : [0, 0),
The abbreviations of the main terminologies used in this thesis are collected as
follows,too:
AFO: Asymptotically Fluid Optimal,
AO: Asymptotically Optimal,
AIMD: Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease,
BDP: Bandwidth Delay Product,
BS: Bandwidth-Sharing,
CTMDP:Continuous-Time Markov Decision Processes,
DLP: Dual Linear Program,
DTMDP:Discrete-Time Markov Decision Processes,
EIBL: Economic Inventory Backup Level,
EOQ: Economic Order Quantity,
EPQ: Economic Production Quantity,
LHS:Left HandSide,
MIMD:Multiplicative Increase Multiplicative Decrease,
PLP: Primal Linear Program,
RHS: Right HandSide,
RTT: RoundTrip Time,
STCP: Scalable TCP,
TCP/IP: Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol,
TCU:Total Cost Per Unit Time.
Chapter 2
Constrained discounted
CTMDP
2.1. Introduction
Roughly speaking, a CTMDP models a jump process, where one cancontrolits transi-
tionrates, if necessary, at any time moment,so as to optimize a performance functional
regarding a given criterion. Herethetransition rates dependonly onthe currentstate of
the process and the action being chosen. If apart from the key performance functional,
one must ensure the acceptable performanceof the system regarding some otherper-
formancecriteria, then the underlying CTMDPis called a constrained one. If the per-
formancefunctional(s) are discounted, the regarding (constrained) CTMDPiscalled a
discounted one. Here we emphasize that the formal definitionsofall the terminologies
of appearancein this section will be given shortly in Section 2.2. From the practical
point of view, the decision makercanrely onall the history about the system. Also, a
decision canbe potentially chosen randomly. Taking into accountthese two features,
the standard and rigorous construction of CTMDPswas knownin Kitaev (1986). An
alternative construction can be found in (Guo and Hernandez-Lerma 2009, Chap.2),
which however, only allows oneto consider at most the class of Markov policies. Here
Markovpolicies mean that decisions are made possibly randomly, but only based on
the current state and time of the system. By the way, in what follows, we often use the
two terms of “CTMDP”and “CTMDPoptimization problem”interchangeably.
Regarding CTMDPs, one question for study lies in whetherit is necessary to make
decisions randomly and based onthe history, and particularly, whetherit is sufficient
to make decisions deterministically and based only on the currentstate of the system.
A decision-making rule (policy) of this type is often called deterministic stationary.
Another question is whether the concerned CTMDPissolvable, or in other words,
11
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whetherit admits a policy, under which the system achieves the optimal performance.
Both questions are important regarding the decision maker: a deterministic station-
ary optimal policy is clearly much “cheaper” and “easier”, because one has no need
to memorizethe history, or to switch controls between two consecutive jumps of the
controlled process.
Revolving about these two questions, initial studies of discounted CTMDPsare
mainly concentrated on the case of uniformly boundedtransition rates. On such oc-
casions, one may indeed apply the well known uniformization technique (Puterman
(1994)) to reduce the continuoustime problem to an equivalentdiscrete time problem.
Then, relatively well-developed theories on DTMDPs(Discrete-Time Markov Deci-
sion Processes) (see for example, Altman (1999); Piunovskiy (1997)) can be applied.
For example, Feinberg (2004); Piunovskiy (1998, 2005) studied the solvability and the
form of optimal policies for constrained discounted CTMDPswith a Borel and count-
able state space, respectively. Indeed, to our best knowledge, Piunovskiy (1998) is one
of the first papers in constrained CTMDPs. The more challenging case is when the
transition rates may be unbounded. Forinstance, based on the dynamic programming
approach, Guo and Dai (2002); Guoet al (2006); Guo (2007); Guo and Hernandez-
Lerma (2003c); Guo and Zhu (2002); Yanet al (2008), with Guo and Dai (2002); Guo
et al (2006); Guo and Hernandez-Lerma (2003c); Guo and Zhu (2002) on countable
state space and Guo (2007); Yanet al (2008) on Polish state space, showed the exis-
tence of deterministic stationary optimal policies, but the optimality is only out of a
special class of Markov policies. Note, Guo and Dai (2002); Guo etal (2006); Guo
(2007); Guo and Hernandez-Lerma (2003c); Guo and Zhu (2002); Yan et al (2008) are
all about unconstrained discounted CTMDPsonly.For the constrained discounted CT-
MDPs,the dynamic programming approach wasalso applied in Guo and Hernandez-
Lerma (2003a) to study the solvability as well as the form of optimal policies. However,
overthere the authors only considered oneconstraint, and againthe optimality is out of
the special class of Markovpolicies. Indeed, when the optimality is out of the class of
history-dependentpolicies, the study of CTMDPswith possibly unbounded transition
rates had been long knownasa challenging one, and the most recent survey of the
theory of CTMDPs Guoetal (2006)still mentioned it as an open problem. To our best
knowledge,the first successful treatmentof this open problem is the recent work Guo
and Piunovskiy (2010), where the authors studied constrained discounted CTMDPsfor
the case of countable state space, based on the combination of the dynamic program-
ming approach as well as the convex analytic approach.
In a nutshell, to our best knowledge, this chapter is the second treatment of the
open problem mentioned in the previous paragraph. In more details, this chapter is
about constrained discounted CTMDPswith Borel state space and action space, where
the transition rates and cost rates can be unbounded. Our main contributionsare three-
folded: firstly, for unconstrained CTMDPs, which can be regarded as a special case
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of constrained CTMDPs, we derive the corresponding Bellman equation, prove the
existence of deterministic stationary optimal policies; secondly, for the general case
of constrained CTMDPs, we study the space of occupation measures, and establish
equivalent linear program formulations to our optimization problems, for which we
provethe absenceofthe duality gap between the PLP (Primal Linear Program) and its
DLP (Dual Linear Program); andthirdly, we prove the solvability of the constrained
CTMDPs,and showthe existenceof a (possibly randomized) stationary optimal policy.
Bythe way,it is knownthat in general the class of deterministic stationary policies
are not sufficient for constrained CTMDPs, see (Piunovskiy 1998, Sec.7). Here we
emphasize that our optimality is outofthe class of history-dependentpolicies, in which
sense, even for the unconstrained CTMDPs, when the state space is Borel and the
transition rates are unbounded,the sufficiency of the class of deterministic stationary
policies has not been shownin the currentliterature. In relation to the most closely
related works, for unconstrained CTMDPs,the current work complements Guo (2007);
and for constrained CTMDPs,it extends Guo and Piunovskiy (2010) to the case of
Borel state space.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: in Section 2.2, we remind the
construction of the concerned constrained discounted CTMDPs, define the mainter-
minologies and present some preliminary results. In Section 2.3 we focus on the
unconstrained CTMDPs, and develop the dynamic programming approach to derive
the existence of deterministic stationary optimal policies, while in Section 2.4 for the
constrained case, we develop the convex analytic approach to derive the existence of
stationary constrained-optimalpolicies. Section 2.5 provides an exampleto illustrate
a situation, whereall our theoremsare applicable, but those inall the previous onesin
the theory of CTMDPsare not. Wefinish this chapter with conclusionsin Section 2.6.
The proofsof the main statements are collected in Section 2.7 at the very end.
2.2 Preliminaries
2.2.1 Kitaev’s construction of the controlled process
We would like to makeit clear that the materials presented in this subsection are from
Kitaev (1986); Kitaev and Rykov (1995); Piunovskiy (1998), but they are necessary to
introduceall the notations.
The primitives of the concerned CTMDPsare the following elements:
e state space: (S,A(S)),
e action space: (A, A(A)),
e admissible action space A(x) € A(A) and the space of admissible action-state
; Apairs K = {(x,a) €SxA:a€ A(x)} € A(S x A), assumedto contain the graph
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of a measurable function @ from S to A such that V x € S, @(x) € A(x),
© transition rate: g(dy|x,a), a signed kernel on &(S) given (x,a) € K, taking non-
negative values on Is \ {x} with T's € A(S), being conservative in the senseAof g(S|x,a) = 0 and stable in that Gy = supge4(,) Qx(a) < 2°, Where qx(a) =
—q({x}|x,a),
e key cost rate: cy(x,a) measurable in (x,a) € K,
e sources of constraints: (c;(x,a),dj)i=1....v, Where for any i= 1,...,N, ci(x,a) is
measurable in (x,a) € K, d; € R, and N is the numberof constraints,
e discount factor: @ > 0,
© initial distribution: y(-), a probability measure on (S, A(S)).
Incidentally speaking, we remindthat a singleton {x} C S is measurable; and q,(a) is
measurable on K, see (Bertsekas and Shreve 1978, Prop 7.29). In what follows, for
the sake of formality, if needed, for any P's € A(S), we may consider q(Ts|x,a) as
its measurable extension on S x A, where q(T's|x,a) = 0 on (S x A) \ K, and similar
assertions are applicable to other functions such as c,, and so on. This is just the
convention (Hernaéndez-Lermaand Lasserre 1996, Chap.6).
Given the aboveprimitives, let us now remind thereaders of the construction of the
underlying stochastic basis (Q,.¥, {.F; }:>0,P/) and the controlled process {&,,t > 0}
thereon, as given in Kitaev (1986) and Piunovskiy (1998), and this will be done in
steps.
Step 1: measurable space (Q, #). Starting with the measurable space (Q°, F°)
((S x R,)”, A((S x R;)*)), let us adjoin all the sequences of the form
I>
(xo, 81, Xt, 666s Om—1y Xin—1y 2s Xoo 10; Xoo, i)
to Q°, where xy € A(S), Xo ¢ S is an isolated point, m > | is some integer (we omit
in case of m = 1), 6 € Ry and x; 4 x. for all nonnegative integers / < m— 1. After
the corresponding modification of the o-algebra F", we obtain the basic measurable
space (Q,.¥).
Step 2: stochastic process {&),f > 0} and history {F; };>0. Putting To 2 0, Tin
0, + O.+-:-+ On, Too zs lim,,,—s<0 Tim, we can define the process of interest:
A 2&(@) = 7 {Tn <t< Tint }Xin +1{T.. S 1}Xco
m>0 ~
together with the history it is adapted to:
z 4F, O({Tn <5,X%m € Ts}: Ts € AS), 5 S tm > 0).
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In whatfollows, @ = {x9, 01,x1,...} is often omitted, and hyn(@) = (xo,---, Qin s Xn)
is referred to as an m-componenthistory. Here 9,, (resp. Tin, Xm) can be understood
as the inter-jumpintervals or sojourn times(resp. the jump moments,thestate of the
process onthe interval [Tins Tm+1)). We shall not intend to consider the processafter
Ta. : the isolated point x.. will be regarded as absorbing.
Step 3: policy 2. Having adjoint the isolated point a.. to A, we thus define A.
AU{ao}, and put A(x.) = {a0}. Similarly, S.. can be understood. Denoting F;-
Vy #1, the predictable (with respect to {.F; },>0) o-algebra 7 on Q x R& is given
by
Ie
Ne
P 2 a(Ps x {0} (V € Fo),L x (s,0°) (TE F-)).
See (Kitaev and Rykov 1995, Chap.4.4) for more details. Now the following series of
definitions are in position:
e History-dependentpolicy: 2(-|@,r), a A-measurabletransition probability func-
tion on (Aw, A(Aw)), concentrated on A(g_).
¢ Markov policy: 2(-|€&—,t) = 2(-|@,r). Here concerning the LHS, 2(-|x,1) is
B(So x R9_)-measurable.
e Stationary policy: 2(-|E—(@)) = 2(-|@,r). Here concerning the LHS, 2(-|x)is
B\(Sz.)-measurable.
e Deterministic stationary policy: 6(& —(@)) = @(@,t), where {@(&)—(@),t > 0)}
is a P-measurable A..-valued process such that 7(I|@,t) = /{I* 5 o(@,t)}
for all 74 € A(A..). Here o(-) is A(S..)-measurable, and we use ¢ rather than
7 to signify the “deterministicity”.
Note, in the current setup, a deterministic stationary policy always exists, see (Hernandez-
Lermaand Lasserre 1996,p.14).
Step 4: (y,-dependent) probability measure P/ on (Q,.F). Underanyfixed policy
7, let us define
v"(w,T's x dt) 2 A(Ps|@,t)dt 2 i, n(dal@,t)q(Vs\{&_}|&—,a)| dt, (2.1)JA
where I's € A(S), and the obvious dependence of A on 7 has been omitted. This ran-
dom measureis predictable, see Kitaev (1986); Kitaev and Rykov (1995); Piunovskiy
(1998). In fact, the “jumpintensity” A has the following form (Jacod 1975, Eqn.(6)):
A(dy|@,t)
i y LHTn <t< Tins tA" (dy|Xxo, wee Xinyl - Tn) =F I{t = 0}A°(dy|xo), (2.2)
m>0
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whereforfixed ’s € A(S), A" (Ts|x0, 01,... Xm, lt) are some non-negative, non-random
measurable functions. See (Jacod 1975, Lem.3.3) for more details. Then comparing
(2.1) with (2.2), we have the explicit formula for A” :
AM” (dy
 ogee otmtt) = fm(dalsos..- sin tt+ Tn)4(dy \ Cnn) (2.3)
~ A ~ A A Lo.Let Ap = S and Ay, = S x ((0, 0] X Seo)”, m = 1,2,.... Regulate that on Ho, Py is given
to be y. Suppose now, PY on Ay, for 1 <m <k is constructed. Here without leading
to confusion, we have abused the denotation of PY by considering its marginal. It is
needed now to construct Py on A..;. But this can be donevia
pr (rik x (du x dy))
I> |4 Py (ahaILO < FA‘ (dy|g.) x enASNgy,
rk
PF (DM x (60, X20))
Io PH (dhy) {1{ 8; = 0} +1{ 0< copeJMSitwde| (2.4)rikI
>
where PM€ B(HA,). Now it only remainsto apply the induction and Jonescu-Tulcea’s
theorem (Bertsekas and Shreve 1978, p.140-141, Prop.7.28) to induce that P/ is the
unique probability measure on (Q,.#) such thatits projection(marginal) onto A, sat-
isfies (2.4),m=0,1,.... This thus givesrise to (Q, F,{F; };>0}, Py), always assumed
to be complete, which thus completes Kitaev’s construction.
In fact, according to Kitaev (1986), if we define the random measure
u(,dt,dy) = Vo {Tn < eH{xn € dy}{Tn € dt}, (2.5)
m>|
then underanyfixed policy 7 andfor any giveninitial distribution y, the above defined
Py on (Q, #) is such thatits projection on the 0-componenthistory is y, and v” defined
in (2.1) is a dual predictable projection of u defined in (2.5). See Kitaev and Rykov
(1995) for more details.
Below, when y(-) takes the form of the Dirac measure concentrated on x € S, we
shall use the “degenerated” denotation P,’. Expectations with respectto PY and PF are
denoted as Ef and E,", respectively.
Remark 2.1 Equality (2.3) holds PLAS. as well as all the subsequent equalities and
inequalities involving @.
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2.2.2 Properties of the controlled process
Lemma2.1 Let constants p #0, b > 0, measurable function w(x) > 0 on S and a
signed kernel f(dy|x,t) on B(S) given (x,t) ES x R® be such that
(a) f(Ps|x,t) > OV Es € B(S) such that Ps(\{x} = 0, Fx(e) = f(S\ {x} x,t) < &, and
f(S|x,t) = 0;
(b) fs F(dy|x,t)w(y) < pw(x) +6.
Define the non-negativefunction
& pls) b puis)h(s,x,t) =e w(x) + at ?—1), (2.6)
wheres <t,s,t € Ro and x € S. Then the following inequality holds:
f ue f
h(s,x,t) > / he expt| F(v)dv) Fldylru)h(u,y.t)du-texp(— f F,(v)dv)w(x).Js JS\{x 5 S
Conditions 2.1 There exist a measurable (weight) function w(x) > 1 on S and con-
stants Pp > 0 and b > 0 such that
(a) There exist an increasing system of measurable S, CS such that Uno Sn = S,
supycs, W(x) < ce as well as lim;infy<cs\s, w(x) = 00.
(b) fsq(dy|x,a)w(y) < pw(x) +b for allx €S, a€ A(x);
(c) For any | > 0, supyes, Fx < 2, where S; has been defined in part (a), and Gy =
SUPgea(x) (4):
Function g, is measurable under Conditions 2.4 for example, see below. Part (b) of
Conditions 2.1 was also assumed in Guo (2007). Moreover, instead of part (c) of
Conditions 2.1, to prove the regularity (see Theorem 2.1 below)andstudy the dynamic
programming approach(see Section 2.3 below), the following stronger version was
assumed in Guo (2007):
Conditions 2.2 There exists a constant L > 0 such that 0 < Gy < Lw(x), withx ES
being arbitrarily fixed.
Lemma2.2 Suppose Conditions 2.1 (b) are satisfied, thus fixing w(x) > 1, b > 0 and
p > 0. Then underany 7,for eachx € Sandm=0,1,2,...,
EX(w(E it < Tei }] < (cP w(x) + 5 (ef ~ 1))L{p > 0} + (w(x) + bt)/{p = 0}.
Theorem 2.1 Let Conditions 2.1 be satisfied. Then for any 1, x € S andt € R°, the
following assertions hold:
(a) PX (Tx. =) = 1.
(b) EX (w(&)] < Hp > O}A(0,x,¢) + {p = 0} (w(x) + bt), where h is defined in (2.6).
(c) P(E, ES) =1.
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Evidently, part (a) of Theorem 2.1 is equivalent to that for any 7, x € S andr € R°,
PY (Too = coc) = 1; whereasparts (b) and (c) were proved in Guo (2007) for the class of
Markovpolicies.
Remark 2.2 From nowon, without loss of generality, we shall assume p > 0, where
p is defined in Conditions 2.1, because the case ofp = 0 can always be considered by
passing to the limit as Pp — 0, with p > 0.
Conditions 2.3 There exist constants M > 0 and c such that
(a) Js y(dy)w(y) < 0%, where ¥ is the given initial distribution.
(b) & > p, where @ is the discountfactor, and p is as in Conditions 2.1.
(c) |en(x,a)| < Mw(x) +c for (x,a) € K andn=0,...,N.
Note, parts (b) and (c) of Conditions 2.3 were also assumed in Guo (2007), where the
authorrestricted himself to y being 6,, and thus did not require part (a).
Now for n = 0,1,...,N, the following two quantities are well defined in Corollary
2.1 below: .
V(x, 2) S Er if eo! [ew&- .a)x(da\o,a (2.7)
and
V,, (7) SEF [fe *[calG-sa)m(dalen.r| = [votsninas), (2.8)
For notational convenience, below weshall often replace €— with & in formulae like
(2.7) and (2.8) without generating any confusion.
Corollary 2.1 Suppose Conditions 2.1 and Conditions 2.3 are satisfied. Then
M(aw(x) +b) c
\V;,(x, )| S a(a —p) a <0
and M(aJerdy)wy)
+b)
|6\V..(7)| < lap) P
Before stating the next result, let us impose conditions for the measurability of ¢,.
Conditions 2.4 (a) A(x) is compactfor any x € S.
(b) qx(a) is upper semicontinuous on A(x) for anyfixed x € S.
Note, g, has appearedin the proofof previous statements, where however, it is not
necessarily measurable. Then according to (Hernéndez-Lermaand Lasserre 1996, D.5
Prop.) (see also (Bertsekas and Shreve 1978, Prop.7.33)), under Conditions 2.4, qx is
measurable on S.
Remark 2.3 To ensure the measurability of Gy, alternatively to Conditions 2.4, the
following set of conditions can be imposed:
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Conditions 2.5 (a) K is an open subset ofS x A.
(b) qx(a) is lower semicontinuous on K.
Accordingto (Bertsekas and Shreve 1978, Prop.7.34), under Conditions 2.5, Gx is mea-
surable on S. Consequently, results requiring Conditions 2.4 hold also, if we instead
impose Conditions 2.5.
Remark2.4 /f Conditions 2.4 (a) (resp. Conditions 2.5 (a)) hold, then according to
(Herndndez-Lerma and Lasserre 1996, D5 Prop.) (resp. (Bertsekas and Shreve 1 978,
Prop.7.34)), there is a deterministic stationary policy.
Theorem 2.2 Let Conditions 2.1 and Conditions 2.4 (or Conditions 2.5) be satisfied.
Then for any %,x€Sandt € R°, the following analogue to the Kolmogorov's forward
equation(in the integral form) holds: VV € @(S) such that 1:1 CS), with S; defined
in Conditions 2.1,
P(g, €L) = Hxel}+e* |i i, n(daloo,u)q(V\ {Ey-}1En- aa
-Ey if i m(dal@,u)ge, (a)l{Eu- € Pau ; (2.9)
where both the expectations in the above expression arefinite.
Note,the process underan arbitrary policy 7 can be not Markov.
Remark 2.5 /f we replace part (c) of Conditions 2.1 by Conditions 2.2, then in Theo-
rem 2.2, we have that for anvT € A(S)
PF(&€L) = Hxel}+e" [ | r(dalo.u)a(l\ {Er-}184-sad
—Et ff, #laaleowas(aS € Pau ; (2.10)
where both the expectations in the above expressionare finite. Indeed, one only needs
replace the argument for(2.40) in the proofof Theorem 2.2 by the following:
ET [A((0.),D)] E7[0((0,t],0)] =£7 if i n(dalo,u)ge, (a)I{Eu € Pau)
EZ Lh gei6y- € Pau < EF if Lw(Eu—)L{Eu— € Pau
| 1
i: EX (Lw(&u)] du < ih Lh(0,x,u)du < 2,
0
IA
IA
where the second inequality follows from part (c) of Conditions 2.1, the fourth inequal-
ity follows from part (b) of Theorem 2.1, and h is defined in (2.6) (see also Remark
2:2).
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This analogue to the Kolmogorov’s forward equation has been provedin (Kitaev 1986,
Lem.4)for the case of uniformly bounded @y.
Conditions 2.6 There exist a measurable function w'(x) > 1 on S and non-negative
constants L',p' and b! such that the following assertions hold:
(a) (Gx + 1)w'(x) < L’w(x), where w comes from Conditions 2.1;
(b) Js q(dy|x,a)w'(y) < p'w'(x) +0! for allx €S, a€ A(x);
(la>p%
(d) \en(x,a)| < Mw’ (x) +c forall (x,a) € K andn=0,1,...,N.
Conditions2.6 are essentially equivalent to (Guo 2007, Assump.b and c(4)).
Definition 2.1. Functions w and w' coming from Conditions 2.1 and Conditions 2.6 are
called weightfunctions, and any measurable function u on S such that supycsa < 00
 (resp. SUPyes “ < 0) is called to have a bounded w- (resp. w'-) weighted norm,
A 1(x : .with the norm |\u||w = SUp,es ane (resp. ||ul|w! . SUPyes se) ). The collection of all
functions u on S with a bounded w- (resp. w'-) weighted norm will be denoted by B,,(S)
(resp. By(S)).
Theorem2.3 Under Conditions 2.1, Conditions 2.4 (or Conditions 2.5) and parts (a)
and (b) of Conditions 2.6, given x and 7 being fixed, for any function u € Byy(S), the
following two versions ofDynkin’s formula hold:
E*|u(E)|— u(x) = EF |[ [ | x(dalo,v)a(dyléau(y (2.11)
ET (u(E)je"™ —u(x) = EF fe o {aulSy)0
+ff mldaler,)alapléna)uty) av]. (2.12)
2.2.3. CTMDPoptimization problem statement
Weare interested in the following optimization problem:
Vo(7) — min (2.13)
St
V,,(7) < dy, n=1,2,...,N.
In case N = 0 (resp. N € N), the CTMDPis unconstrained (resp. constrained). Let
us denote U é {:Vi() < dyn =1,...,N} the set of feasible policies, assumed to‘ A. . . :be nonempty throughout this chapter, and Vy’ = infzey Vo(z) the constrained-optimal
value.
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Definition 2.2 A policy * € U is called constrained-optimalif the infimum in (2.13)
is achievedatit: Vo(a*) = Vy. The CTMDP(2.13)is solvable if 1* exists.
2.3 Dynamic programming approach for unconstrained
CTMDPs: N = 0
In this section, we only consider the case of N = 0,that is, the unconstrained problem.
The obtainedresult, of interest in its own right, is also useful in studying constrained
problemsin the next section.
Lemma 2.3 Suppose Conditions 2.1, Conditions 2.3 (b) and (c), Conditions 2.4 (or
Conditions 2.5), and parts (a) and (b) of Conditions 2.6 are satisfied. Then given any
fixed Markovpolicy m and x € S, the following assertions hold:
(a) Ifu € By(S), and
au(x) > | r(aalx.theo(xa)+ ff m(aalx.r)q(aylx,a)uly)
holds for all x € S and t > 0, then u(x) > Vo(x, 7).
(b) Ifu € By(S), and
au(x) < | n(dalx.t)eo(s.a)+ ff w(dals.r)a(dyls,a)uly)
holds for all x € S and t > 0, then u(x) < Vo(x,2) foralls €S.
See (Guo 2007, Lem.5.3)for a proof.
Conditions 2.7 (a) For any bounded non-negative measurable u(y) on S, u'(x,a) =
Js u(y)q(dy|x,a) is lower semicontinuousin a for anyfixed x € S.
(b) Jsw(y)q(dy|x,a) is continuous ina € A(x), for anyfixed x € S, where w comesfrom
Conditions 2.1.
(c) ¢n(x,a) is lower semicontinuousin a € A(x) for anyfixed x € S. Heren=0,1,...,N.
(d) A(x) is compactfor any x € S.
Remark2.6 (a) Reasoning as in (Herndndez-Lerma and Lasserre 1999, p.44), one
can showthat part (a) of Conditions 2.7 is equivalentto if we require for any bounded
measurable (real-valued) function u(y) on S, fixing some x € S, fguly)q(dy|x,a) is
continuousin a.
(b) Part (a) of Conditions 2.7 suffices for part (b) of Conditions 2.4.
(c) Conditions 2.7 are some sort of compactness-continuity conditions, and have been
widely assumedin works about Markovdecision processes on general spaces, see (Guo
and Rieder 2006, Lem.3.5), as well as Guo (2007); Herndndez-Lerma and Lasserre
(1999); Yan et al (2008).
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(d) Other than Conditions 2.7, one can imposethe following set of conditions:
Conditions 2.8 (a) For any w-bounded uppersemicontinuousfunction uon S, Jy q(dy|x,a)u(
is upper semicontinuouson K.
(b) co(x,a) is upper semicontinuous on K.
(C) Gx is continuous on S.
(d) K is an open subsetofS x A.
(e) w(x) and w'(x) are both upper semicontinuous onS.
Then Lemma 2.4 belowholds also under Conditions 2.8, instead of Conditions 2.7, if
in the statement we further require u € B,(S) to be upper semicontinuous. Indeed, one
only needs argue similarly as in (Herndndez-Lerma and Lasserre 1999, p.66-67) and
apply (Bertsekas and Shreve 1978, Prop.7.34). Consequently, after Lemma 2.4, all the
results requiring Conditions 2.7 in this sectionhold, if we instead have Conditions2.8.
Lemma 2.4 Suppose Conditions 2.7 are satisfied. Then for any u € B,,(S), the follow-
ing function v(while it is well defined) is measurable:
x, 1+ 4, dy|x,aWee int {et/uty) (aeI{xe ay} I:acA(x) L@+14+G, A+1+4 Js 1+
Note that in the statement of Lemma 2.4, we can take particularly « = w’, where w’
comes from Conditions 2.6 (a).
Assisted by Lemma 2.4, the following proposition was basically established in
(Guo 2007, Thm.3.3 (b)).
Proposition 2.1 Suppose part (b) of Conditions 2.1, parts (b) and (c) of Conditions
2.3, Conditions 2.7 (or Conditions 2.8) are satisfied. Then the following assertions
hold:
(a) The following (discounted) Bellman equation (also known as the dynamic program-
ming equation orthe optimality equation) has a solution u* € B,(S) :
au(x) = inf featsa) + [aldsisayucyb. (2.14)
acA(x)
(b) The solution u* is the point-wise limit of the following non-increasing sequence of
measurable functions {u\"),n =0,1,...}:
A M(aw(x) +b) 2
a(a — p)
xX, 1+ 4, , dy|x,ulF)(x) = inf oma)ab +eee= [ero (sebia) +1{x€ av) \acA(x) A+ 1 + dy a+ +4. JS l + dx
ul) (x) ,
y)
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Remark 2.7 Suppose Conditions 2.6 (b), (c) and (d), and Conditions 2.7 (or Condi-
tions 2.8) are satisfied. Then the statement in Proposition 2.1 still holds, with w, p and
b being replaced by w’, p’ and b! everywhere.
Lemma2.5 Suppose Conditions 2.1, parts (a) and (b) of Conditions 2.3, Conditions
2.6 and Conditions 2.7 (or Conditions 2.8) are satisfied. Then for any % and Y, the
following assertion holds:
vo(n) = [ vldyu"(y) +8 [oe[ wldalo.e) feo(8.a) — au’)
+ [aldyiénayu"(ny ba : (2.15)
where u*(x) is as in Proposition 2.1 (a) and Remark 2.7. Indeed, the statement holds
for anv u* € B,y/(S).
Theorem 2.4 Suppose Conditions 2.1, parts (a) and (b) of Conditions 2.3, Conditions
2.6 and Conditions 2.7 (or Conditions 2.8) are satisfied. Then the following assertions
hold:
(a) Let @ stand for any deterministic stationary policy. If u* € By(S) solves the Bell-
man equation (2.14), then
i. y(dy)u*(y) = inf Vo (70) = infVo(9).
S x 9
(b) u* as given in Remark 2.7 (see also Proposition 2.1) is the unique solution out of
B,y(S) to the Bellman equation (2.14).
(c) u* solves the following DLP on the space ofmeasurable functions on S:
[ vay) — max (2.16)S v
Sis
Le— v(x) + i [roratar|ea) >0,V (x,a) € K;
a a JS
ve B,y(S).
(d) Supposevis feasible for the DLP (2.16). Thenit solves the DLP if and only if
v(x) = u*(x) y-as..
One can check that Conditions2.1, parts (a) and (b) of Conditions 2.3, Conditions 2.6
and Conditions 2.7 cover (Guo 2007, Assump.1,2,3) (with “upper semicontinuous”be-
ing replaced by “lower semicontinuous”, because here we are considering a minimiza-
tion problem), validating (Guo 2007, Thm.3.3), asserting that there is a deterministic
stationary policy, which is optimal for the unconstrained problem, out of a class of
Markovpolicies, and that class is richer than the class of stationary policies. Hence,
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one consequence of Theorem 2.4 is the existence of a deterministic stationary optimal
policy for the unconstrained problem. Note, even for the unconstrained problem, when
the transition rates are possibly unboundedlikein oursetting, the optimality (out of the
class of general history-dependentpolicies) and existence of deterministic stationary
policies have not been established, to our best knowledge.
Remark 2.8 /n the case of countable state space, without Conditions 2.4, Conditions
2.5, Conditions 2.7 and Conditions 2.8 being satisfied, all the results derived in this
section still hold.
Letus finish this section with the following lemmato be used in the next section,
which, in the case of countable state space, was established in (Guo and Hernandez-
Lerma 2003c, Lem.6.2) and (Guo and Hernandez-Lerma 2003a, Lem.3.1 (b)).
Lemma2.6 Suppose parts (a) and (b) of Conditions 2.1, Conditions 2.2, parts (b)
and (c) of Conditions 2.3, as well as Conditions 2.4 (or Conditions 2.5) are satisfied.
Thenfor any stationary policy 1(da|x), the following Kolmogorov's backward equation
holds: aP™(—, €T 1
ae=[F {oi eT} | m(dalx)aldyls.a), (2.17)
where T € BS); and the performance functional Vo(x, 7) satisfies
avo(x.n) = [ x(dalx)eo(a)+ ff m(dals)aldy|x.a)Vol.7) (2.18)
2.4 Convex analytic approach for constrained CTMDPs:
N>O
2.4.1 Occupation measure
Definition 2.3 (a) The occupation measure of a policy % is a probability measure on
BS x A) definedas follows:
n*(T) é afetar(r)dr, (2.19)
for anv T € &(S x A). Here for any t > 0, x/*(dx,da) is the probability measure on
BS x A) given by
Axi (Ps x Ta) = EF (KG € Ts} a(Talo,r)],
where T's € B(S) andV, € BA). Let F be the set of all occupation measures.
(b) Twopolicies 1! and 1 are said to be equivalent ifn =7) me
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Note, we have chosen not to signify the dependence of occupation measures on and
a for notational convenience.
Theorem2.5 Suppose parts (a) and (b) of Conditions 2.1, Conditions 2.2, parts (a)
and (b) of Conditions 2.3, as well as Conditions 2.4 (or Conditions 2.5) are satisfied.
Then the following assertions hold:
(a) Foranyfixed 1, ” satisfies the following tworelations:
1n(Ts x A) = (Us) + sf : q(Us|y,4)n (dy x da), (2.20)
where Ts is any set in B(S);
[wtontax x A) < SgKen2 <0, (2.21)S a-p
where w(x) comes from Conditions 2.1.
(b) Any occupation measure "(dx x da) is concentrated on K,in that n*(K) = 1.
(c) If a (probability) measure on S x A concentrated on K, namely, 1, satisfies the two
relations in part (a), namely, (2.20) and (2.21), then there exists a stationary policy %
such that 1 =n”. Indeed, one can take % as in the following formula, whose validity
is guaranteed by (Herndndez-Lerma and Lasserre 1996, D.& Prop.):
n(s xTa) at n(Paly)n (dy x A), (2.22)
s
where T's € @(S) andT4 € BA).
(d) Considerthe probability measure N asin part (c). If a stationary policy 7 is such
that n* = 1), then ft is a version of the 7 in (2.22), andin fact,
nt(CsxTa) =f #Taly)n*(dy x A).Ds
(e) Suppose a stationary policy 7 is fixed. Then equation
ns) =0s)+— [f a(Psiya)m(daly)n (dy), 2.23)
where T's € &(S), has a unique solution in the class of probability measures on S
subject to i: iteyn (de) < oo (2.24)
and the unique solution is provided by f}(dx) S n* (dx x A).
Remark2.9 (a) Theorem 2.5 implies that the space @ is fully characterized by (proba-
bility) measures on S x A, concentrated on K andsatisfying relations (2.20) and (2.21).
It then follows that underthe conditions in Theorem 2.5, G is convex.
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(b) In what follows, under the conditions imposed in Theorem2.5, conventionally, we
will regard occupation measures N as measures on K. Consequently, Vs € &(S), by
n(Is x A) we mean n((I's x A)(\K), and so on. This is legal, because of part (b) of
Theorem2.5.
Definition 2.4 Suppose f(x) > 1 is any given measurable function on S (and thus on
K), and consider the linear spaceoffinite signed measures M on K with a finite f-
norm, where the latter means Jx f(x)|M|(dx x da) <0. This space is denoted as
M;(K), on which, let us define the f-weak convergence M, 4M taking placeif for
any continuousfunction u(x, a) on K with afinite f-norm in that sup<5 SePacatseta
oo, the following holds:
lim u(x,a)M,(dx x da) = | u(x,a)M (dx x da).
N09 TK K
Let us denote t(.; (K)) the weakest topology on AM (K) such that fx u(x,a)M(dx x
da), when viewed asa function on M,is continuous,forall u continuous on K and with
a finite f-norm. Here we often refer this topology to as the f-weak topology.
The f-weak convergence of f-bounded signed measures on other Borel spaces can
be defined similarly.
Letus call .%;(K)the setofall probability measures M on K such that Jx f(x)M(dx x
da) < , and .@(K) theset ofall probability measures M on K. Then there exists a
one-to-one correspondence between M € .@;(K) and M € .4@(K). Indeed,using any
M €.@;(K), one can define M € .@(K)via
4 Irs f(x)M(dx x T4)MUS <a)
=
rye)
and using any M € .@(K), one can reproduce M € .@;(K) via
J M(dxxT4
A IPs f(a) 6M(Ts x T4) = axa? (2.26)
So f(a)
which canbe vividly seen to provide the desired one-to-one correspondence. For nota-
tional convenience,weshall call Q; this mapping from .@;(K) to .@/(K), and denote
M, — M forthe usual weak convergence.
Remark 2.10 /f we call p the metric on(K) generating the usual weak topology
(see, for example, Prokhorov’s metric), then for any M,,Mz € @;(K), p(Mi M2) =
£(Q;(M1),Q;(M2)) defines a metric on .;(K). Clearly, Qf and Q;' are both con-
tinuous with respect to the metrics p and p. Moreover, Lemma 2.7 below shows thatif
f(x) is continuous on S, then the f-weak convergencestated in Definition 2.4 charac-
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terizes a topology on .¢;(K), whichis right generated by the above defined p. Indeed,
following from (Gemignani 1990, Ex.7, p.127), this topologyis the relative topology
of1. (K)) restricted on M;(K). Nevertheless, we shall often referit to as f-weak
topology, too, since the context will always exclude any confusion. Therefore, the two
topological spaces;(K) and(K) are homeomorphic.
Lemma2.7 Suppose some f(x) > 1 continuous on S has been fixed. Let M, M, €
MK), w= 12,4. ,1and M, M, be the corresponding measures transformed via
(2.25). Then M,>Mifand only ifM,, > M.
Conditions 2.9 (a) For any bounded continuousfunction u on S, fy u(y)q(dy|x,a) és
continuous on K.
(b) w coming from Conditions 2.1 is continuous on S.
Part (a) of Conditions 2.9 says that q(dy|x,a) is a weakly continuoustransition rate
(Hernandez-Lerma and Lasserre 1999, Assump.8.5.1(c)), which is often assumed to
prove the closeness of the space of occupation measures, see the condition in (Pi-
unovskiy 1997, Thm.9, p.81). The condition requiring w(x) to be continuousis prac-
tically notrestrictive: the technique of using continuous functions to approximate an
arbitrary function is well known, see for example, Luzin’s theorem (Aliprantis and
Border 2007, Thm. 12.8) and its various generalizations.
Theorem 2.6 Suppose parts (a) and (b) of Conditions 2.1, Conditions 2.2, parts (a)
and (b) of Conditions 2.3, Conditions 2.4 (or Conditions 2.5), as well as Conditions
2.9 are satisfied. Then P is w-weakly closed (in .,,(K)).
2.4.2 Linear program formulation
Primal linear program
One approachof studying the optimization problem (2.13) is to formulate it as a lin-
ear program, whichcan then be hopefully solved directly or approximately. Clearly,
according to Subsection 2.4.1, under parts (a) and (b) of Conditions 2.1, Conditions
2.2, Conditions 2.3, as well as Conditions 2.4 (or Conditions 2.5), the constrained op-
timization problem (2.13) is equivalent to the following PLP:
| ;— co(x,a)n(dx x da) — min (2.27
QJK , yn ) 7.B,.....BN )
St.
1nsx A)—— | g(Cslx,a)n(dxx da)=710s), Vs € AS):
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| Cn(x,a)n (dx x da) + By, = Ad,, n= 1,2,...,N;K
[ntax x A)w(x) < ©;
7) is a probability measure on K, B, > 0, n= 1,2,...,N.
Indeed, for any n = 0,1,...,N, Vi(%) = t Ssxa n(dx x da)c;(x,a) < , by Conditions
2.3. Evidently, PLP (2.27) is feasible, due to Remark2.1.
Sometimes,it is convenient to write PLP (2.27) in the following equivalent form:
1=| co(x,a)n (dx x da) + min (2.28)
QJK n
Sut. 1
al Cn(x, a) (dx x da) —d, <0, n= 1,2,...,N3K
NEF,
where J is a nonempty convex set of probability measures on K, whose elements are
fully characterized by (2.20) and (2.21). If additionally, Conditions 2.9 hold, then Dis
w-weakly closed, too, see Theorem 2.6.
In whatfollows, the optimal value of a PLP will be denoted as inf(PLP), and that of
DLPwill be treated similarly. We recall that here and below DLP means “Dual Linear
Program”.
Duallinear program
Sometimes, it appears more convenient to considerits associated DLP, after a PLP
is formulated. However, in general, the optimal value of the DLP differs from that
of the PLP, and the difference is often referred to as the duality gap. In below,after
formulating the DLP of PLP (2.27), under some extra conditions, we shall show the
absence of the duality gap.
Underparts (a) and (b) of Conditions 2.1, Conditions 2.2, Conditions 2.3, Con-
ditions 2.4 (or Conditions 2.5) as well as parts (a), (b) and (c) of Conditions 2.6,let
us formulate the following DLPin relation to PLP (2.27). To this end, according to
(Hernandez-Lerma and Lasserre 1996, Chap.6) (or (Hernandez-Lerma and Lasserre
1999, Chap.12)), we need the following objects: two dualpairs (.2°,Y) and (2, ¥),
a positive cone Co in 2”, a weakly continuouslinear mapping from 2° to 2°, and two
fixed points, namely, B € 2 andC € Y, which are collectively introduced in the below.
In whatfollows, w and w’ come from Conditions 2.1 and Conditions 2.6, respectively.
Let us denote 29 = {7} the linear spaceofall finite signed measures on K such
that 5 w(x)|n|(dx x A) < co (that is, 2%is taken as %,(K)), % = {f} the linear
space of all measurable functions on K suchthat sup,<5 sePecataMe <0, % = {co}
the linear spaceoffinite signed measures on S suchthat J5w’(x)|<co|(dx) <9, and % =
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{v'} . B,,(S), which is clearly a linear space. Now, one can consider the following
four linear spaces 2” = Qo x RM = AX = (Bis Buh Y = MH xR ={Y =
(freiecen} £ SE xR = {Z = (co,h,...,An)} and ¥ = Yo x RY ={v=
(Weg eemeay ye Eauienel with the bilinear forms (X,Y) = (efix,a)n(dx x da) +
yeni and (ZV) = Jsv’(x)c0(dx) +N, hngi, respectively, we finally have the
promised two dual pairs, namely (.2°,%) and (2°,”). Here, space 2° is equipped
with the weak topology t(.2°,%), generated by all elements in % when viewed as
linear functionals on 2 through (X,Y), and similar assertions apply to the otherthree
linear spaces under consideration. By the way,clearly, .%,(K) is w-weakly closed in
= (K). Therefore, if 7 is w-weakly closed in .@,(K), it is also w-weakly closed
in .@*+(K). Consequently, F x R”is closed in 2 x R" equipped with the product
topology, where we have equipped -2o(resp. IR”) with the w-weak topology(resp. the
usual Euclidean topology). From this,it is not hard to seefinally that the set 7 x IR”is
also closed in t(.2°,¥Y), simply becausethis product topology on 20 x R”is contained
in (2,Y).
Next, let us define a linear mapping from 2to 2, namely, Z = U oX by co(Ts) =
n(Us x A) ~ 4 fe g(Vs|y,a)n(dy x da), hn = fx en(x,a)n (dx x da) + Bn, where Ts is
any set in a and n = 1,...,N. Then its adjoint mapping Y = U* oV is given by
f(x,a) =v'(x)—4 fsv'(y)a(wna)+yN_, g),en(x,a), and en = g,,n=1,...,N, where
clearly f € &. Indeed,
MOK) s = ((zo,Aise--sAw)s (WVs84s+6 08)
N
= [ov@)0(dx) + \ An&h
5 n=l
a ive {n(ax x A)— : [a(aety.a)n (dy x aa)
ofy (fents, a)n(dxx da) + B,)g',
= Jnrr do) ¥0)-F [M0y)q(dy|x, a) i Beitsa]
n=l
N
Ak i Brin
n=l
=) (XUov),
where the interchange of integrals are legal due to the imposed conditions. Now,
one can infer from (Hern4ndez-Lerma and Lasserre 1999, Prop.12.2.5) that U is the
promised weakly continuouslinear mapping from 2" to 2.
Let us fix the following positive cone in 2, namely, Co = {n > 0,B, > 0,2 =
.,N}. Evidently, its dual coneis given by Co* = {f >0,en >0,n=1,...,N}.
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Finally, we shallfix BS (y,ad),...,ady) € # and C 5 (Lep,0,...,0) €%.
As promised,weshall now formulate our linear programs. According to (Hernandez-
Lermaand Lasserre 1996, Chap.6) (or (Hernandez-Lerma andLasserre 1999, Chap.12)),
PLP (2.27) can be written concisely as
X,C i 2.29)(X,C) > min (2.29)
Set.
UocX =B;
X €Co,
and belowisits dual program
(B,V) — max
Sut.
C-U*oVECo";
VEY,
which can be written out more explicitly as follows:
N
[vorer) +Q Y dng, maxS nel (Wg)ByEY
S.E.
1 1 Nv~co(,a) — v(x) + = [ V(y)aldylna) ~ Yo shen(a) > 0:
a a Js |
—g >0,n=1,2,...N
However, it appears more convenient to rewrite the above DLP after the change of
variables through g,, é —gi,a and v(x) = v'(x) - DN) dgn, and consequently we have
(W810 BN)
frase) — max (2.30)S
S.t.
 1 Nv Cn(x,a leves)Yeo—dy) ula) +2 [vodaldya) 20:
gn 20, n=1,...,N3
ve By(S).
If in addition, parts (b), (c) and (d) of Conditions 2.6 and Conditions 2.7 (or Con-
ditions 2.8) are satisfied, then according to Remark 2.7, there is a function u* € B,,(S)
such that au*(x) < co(x,a) + f5u(y)q(dy|x,a), implying that (u*,0,...,0) is a feasi-
ble solution to DLP (2.30). In other words, DLP (2.30) is consistent, which, together
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with the consistency of PLP (2.27) (see Subsection 2.4.2), leads to the weak duality,
according to (Hernandez-Lermaand Lasserre 1996, Thm.6.24). This is formulated in
the following proposition:
Proposition 2.2 Suppose parts (a) and (b) of Conditions 2.1, Conditions 2.2, Condi-
tions 2.3, Conditions 2.4 (or Conditions 2.5), Conditions 2.6 and Conditions 2.7 (or
Conditions 2.8) are satisfied. Then the following weak duality holds:
—oco < sup(DLP (2.30)) < inf(PLP (2.27)) <<.
Besides,ifX is feasible for PLP (2.27), V is feasible for(2.30), as well as
(X,C-—U*oV) =0,
then X is optimal for PLP (2.27), and V is optimal for (2.30).
Conditions 2.10 (a) For any boundedcontinuous function u on S, J; u(y)q(dy|x,a) és
continuous on K,.
(b) Functions w and w' are both continuous on S. Here we recall that w(resp. w’)
comes from Conditions 2.1 (resp. Conditions 2.6).
Theorem 2.7 Suppose parts (a) and (b) of Conditions 2.1, Conditions 2.2, Conditions
2.3, Conditions 2.4 (or Conditions 2.5), Conditions 2.6, Conditions 2.7 (or Conditions
2.8), and Conditions 2.10 are satisfied. Ifadditionally, the inequalities in (2.13) are all
strict for some 1 (the so called Slater's condition), then there is no duality gap:
—oo < sup(DLP (2.30)) = inf(PLP (2.27)) <.
2.4.3 Solvability of the constrained CTMDP
In below, we shall show the solvability of the constrained CTMDPoptimization prob-
lem (2.13).
Conditions 2.11 (a) For any bounded continuousfunction u on S, J,u(y)q(dy|x,a) és
continuous on K, and sup,es we < 00,
(b) (i) The multifunction x — A(x) is compact-valued and upper semicontinuous (see
(Herndndez-Lerma and Lasserre 1996, Appendix D)).
(ii) w’ is continuous, and r > 0, 4a compactset S, © S such that  w(x)w/a) >rVx€S;.
(tii) S and A are O0-compact.
(c) Cn(x,a) are lower semicontinuous on K.
Conditions 2.11 are a versionof the so called compactness-continuity conditions, com-
monly assumed to prove the solvability of optimization problems, see for example,
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(Guo 2007, Assump.c), (Schl 1975, Cons. (W) and (S)) and (Hernandez-Lerma and
Lasserre 1999, Assump.8.5.1, 8.5.2, 8.5.3). In particular, part (b) of Conditions 2.11
comes from (Hernandez-Lerma and Lasserre 1996, Con.5.7.4, Rem.5.7.5).
Lemma2.8 Suppose parts (a) and (b) of Conditions 2.1, Conditions 2.2, parts (a)
and (b) of Conditions 2.3, Conditions 2.4 (or Conditions 2.5), parts (a), (b) and (c)
of Conditions 2.6 and parts (a) and (b) of Conditions 2.11 are satisfied. Then @ is
compactin the w'-weak topology.
Theorem 2.8 Suppose parts (a) and (b) of Conditions 2.1, Conditions 2.2, Conditions
2.3, Conditions 2.4 (or Conditions 2.5), Conditions 2.6 and Conditions 2.11 are satis-
fied. Then there is a stationary constrained-optimalpolicy to problem(2.13). Here we
recall that U, the set offeasible policies, is not empty (see Remark 2.1).
Note, in contrast with the case of unconstrained problems,it is well knownthatthe class
of deterministic stationary policies are not sufficient for solving constrained CTMDP
optimization problems, see (Piunovskiy 1998, Sec.7).
2.5 Example
The following example is a modified version of the one in Guo (2007). Below, Me, As
Ue po and p, are fixed positive constants such that AM, < 1, and Leb(dx) stands for
the Lebesgue measure. Then the CTMDPadmits the following the primitives:
© 5 [0,-),
© AS [0,~),
A(x) 2 [0,2],
q(Ts|x, a) = HeLeb(Vs(\[x — a, x]) + ALeb(T's (\[x,x+ Me]) — (Mea + AME){x €
Ts}, VIse€ B(S),
© co(x,a) = pox,
e ci (x,a) = pia,
e a>AM?,
© (-) £&(.) withz eS.
Nowletusverify the validity ofall the conditions required for our main theorems:
Conditions 2.1: Let us fix w(x) é (1 +x). Then parts (a) and (c) trivially hold, and
as shown by Guo (2007), Jsw(y)q(dy|x,a) < AM2w(x) + AM3 validates part (b) with
p 2AM? and b 22M}.
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Conditions 2.2: As shown in Guo (2007), Gy. < (Ue +AMe)w(x). That is, we only need
put L & Me tAMe.
Conditions 2.3: Parts (a) and (b) aretrivially satisfied, whereas by fixing M = Pot Pi
andc& 0, part (c) follows from |co(x,a)| = pox and |e) (x,a)| = pia < pix.
Conditions 2.4: Both parts hold trivially.
Conditions 2.6: Fixing w’(x) 2anl Le +AM. +1, p' = 3a and D’ = AM2, part
(a) follows from (Guo 2007, (19)), part (b) follows from (Guo 2007, (18)), and the
remaining parts hold trivially.
Conditions 2.7: Part (a) holds because (Guo 2007, Assump.3(2)) does, as was shown
therein. Part (b) follows from thetrivial calculation J,(1 + y)*q(dy|x,a) = —Mea?(x+
1) + 4 Hea? + AM2(x+ 1) + 4AM3. The remaining parts holdtrivially.
Conditions 2.9: For any bounded and continuous wu on S, we have f5u(y)g(dy|x,a) =
Le Jrguly)dy+a ferme u(y)dy — (tea + AM)u(x), following which and the continu-
ity of u, we concludethatpart (a) is satisfied, whereaspart (b) holds obviously.
Conditions 2.10: They hold obviously.
Conditions 2.11: Parts (a) and (c) holdtrivially, together with part (b) (ii, iii). To see
whypart(b) (i) holds, one only needsrecall the definition of a upper semicontinuous
multifunction, saying that for any F closed in [0,09), {x € S: [0.x] F 4 O} is closed
(Hernandez-Lermaand Lasserre 1996, Appendix D). Indeed, suppose x,, + x as 1 — 0
such that for each n = 1,2,..., [0,x,]F 4 0. Due to Bolzano-Weierstrass’ theorem,
it suffices to consider when x, converges to x monotonically, for otherwise, one simply
needstake the corresponding subsequence.If x, | x, then clearly [0,x]F 4 0. Now
consider the case x, | x. Suppose [0,x](]F =. Thenfor each n, there is a y, € F such
that y € (x,x,]. It follows from x, | x that y, | x. However, y, € F and F is closed,
meaningthat x € F, which is a desired contradiction, as required.
Here we remind that Conditions 2.5 and Conditions 2.8 are not necessary for the
validity of the abovederivedresults, as soon as Conditions 2.4 and Conditions 2.7 hold.
Suppose d, is sufficiently large. Then according to Corollary 2.1, obviously Slater’s
condition holds, and the optimization problem is feasible. Therefore, all the derived
theorems in this chapter are applicable to this model, while, to our best knowledge,
all the previous works on CTMDPsdo not cover this constrained problem. Indeed,
firstly, this optimization problem is a constrained one, meaning that the results (here by
results we meanat least those concerningthe solvability of the optimization problem)in
Guo (2007); Yan et al (2008)are not applicable, because they are about unconstrained
CTMDPs;secondly,the state space is Borel, meaningthat results in Piunovskiy (2005);
Guo and Hernéndez-Lerma (2003a); Guo and Piunovskiy (2010) are not applicable,
since they are about the case of countable state space; and thirdly, the transition rate
Gx = Mex + AM,is unbounded, implying that the results in Piunovskiy (1998) are not
applicable, as over there thetransitionrates are required to be uniformly bounded.
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2.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, this chapter provided a first treatment to constrained discounted CT-
MDPswith the state space and action space being both Borel, and the transition and
cost rates being possibly unbounded. After studying the dynamic programming ap-
proach, whichled to the sufficiency of the class of deterministic stationary policies for
solving unconstrained CTMDPs, wethen applied the convex analytic approachto in-
ducefinally the existence of stationary constrained-optimalpolicies for the constrained
CTMDPs, wherethe optimality is out of the class of history-dependentpolicies. Our
conditions are mild, standard and commonly assumedin the currentliterature on CT-
MDPswith unboundedtransition rates. The similar approach could be applied to the
studies of CTMDPswith othercriteria, too.
2.7. Proof of main statements
Proof of Lemma2.1. Observefirstly that
[ fexot- F,(v)dv) Lon fldylsu)htarie) bau ber Is Few)dry(y)
t u= / exp(-[ F,(v)dv)eh (/ f(dy|x,u)w(y) — f(CsPla4))J du
s s S£2[exptfronanerAuda
b ft ru Co i Fads ,
=a, exp(— | F,(v)dv) Fy(u)du +e / BO4 (x)
lA [eo[PRcoyavje9(pro(x) + b+ Fudw(s)) de
f ru
+f exp(— | Fy(v)dve" F,(u)du
t u 1
=f exp(-| F,(v)dv)Fy(u)du + e7 k BO4(x),
Therest of the proof now becomesidenticalto that in the proof of (Guo and Hernandez-
Lerma 2003d, Lem.3.2(a), p.239). a
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let us start with some preliminariesfacilitating this proof. Ob-
servefirstly that for any / =0,1,2,...,
A! (dy|xo, O1,X1,.-.,0),x,u) if dy{x} = 0;
g(dy =
 
x,U)
A!(S|xo, 0, rX]yeeey 0),.x, ut) if dy = {x},
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where A”has been definedin (2.3), is a signed kernel on A(S) given (x, uw) andsatisfies
all the conditions in Lemma 2.1. Observethat
[alarteuwiy) =f aldybeu)w(y) +a(xhhe dwt)5 S\ {a}
= i | mldabxo, 81.15... 8h.x+ Maly {x}1s4)w()
S\{a} JA
= [ mld, 8.215... Orxite+ T)a(S\ fx}13a)o(3)A
= i J Fldabio, 81.41... 81xH+ Ma(dylssa)w(y)
S\{a} JA
+f m(dalyo, 8.215 .++5 oxTalfx}laa)w(2)
= Ff ldo. 81x15... 81.xsu-+ Ti)gldy}s.a)w(y)sJA
= J. [atarlea)oe(oye(dalx0,01.1,.--58x4+T)
AJS
< pw(x) +b,
wherethe third equality is due to q(dy|x,a) being conservative, and thelast inequality
is by Conditions2.1 (b). Indeed, the change ofordersof integrals as in the last equality
will be used frequently in the below, and canbe reasonedasfollows:
[oof tldalone+ Tialdvle.a)w() = | masjou+t[ w(y)q(dyla,x)).
Now one only needs combine {, 7(da|xy, 0),x1,.-., 0.x, 4+ Ti) (Ss, ¢44 w(y)q(dyla,x))
and f, @(da|xo, 01 ,x1,..-,O1,x,u + Ti)q({x}|x,a)w(x), with the formerone being non-
negative and the latter one being finite, to obtain
Fh f tdalo. 81.21.--8r.xsu-+ Tialdylx,a)w(y)sJA
a | wldalso.61.215....81,%00-+T)) [ w(y)aldyla.s).A S
Therefore, by applying Lemma2.1 to the above defined signed kernel g, we con-
clude that / given in (2.6)satisfies
h(s,x,f) = h(0,x,f-s)
7 tt[ {eoc [ A!(S|x, 01 ,X1 ++ 0),%,¥)dv)
Ss Ss
IV
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[Nast81.21.00 8rayhtant) bas
i+exp(- [ A! (S|xq, 01.15 +-+5 O1,%, v)dv) w(x) (2.31)
for each x € Sand0<s<f<o.
As for the statement in Lemma2.2,firstly, let us consider the case of p > 0.In fact,
we shall prove inductively a slightly strongerresult: fixing arbitrarily some m and x,
forn=0,1,...,m
Ee [w(E)l{e < Tint }HWFry-n| Ss M{Tn—n < t}h(Tn—nsXm—nst)
mn
+{Tin—n > t} Y LT < t< Ty }w(xK-1)5
k=1
A sa: 4where ¥7, = O(Xn, Tin 10 < m <n). We shall refer this statement to as a “stronger
statementto distinguish it from that in Lemma2.2.
Step 1. Consider the case of n = 0:
EX w(E)Ht < Tne} Ft) = ES (Tin St} +4Tin > th)(Sr)
xI{t < Tint} | Fru]
= {Tn < t}w(Xm)Pe (Omn+1 >t Tn|FT,)
m+1{Tiy >t}YT St < Te} w(x4-1)
k=1
1--Tin= HT, <t}w(%m)exp(— | AN"(5|hm,v)av)
0
MmtH{Tin >t} YT St < Te}w(re-1),
k=1
where the last equality follows from the fact that on theset {Tn <t}, (2.4) implies
1—-TyP® (One, >t—TnlFt) = exp(— [ A"(Slhin,v)av). (2.32)
Due to (2.31), by estimating the first term in the last expression from the above, we
have
EX [w(E)l{t < Tn+1h|Fr,] < {Tn < thh(TinsXmst)
m+1{Ty >t} YT St < Te}w(re-1)-
k=1
Step 2. Now supposefor 0 <n < m,the “stronger” statement holds.
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Step 3. Then considerthe case of n+ 1:
EX [w(E)E{t < Tint}Fyn 1 |
F Er [EF[w((&) I{t < Tint }1Ftyal |\Fr,, a “x
mn
= es |i an St}A(T,m—nyXm—ny t) +1{Tin- net} Lh. 1<t<X}
(xW Xk- Fr,—n- ‘
= Ey [AG n~1 <th}{Tin-“a <t}A(T,m—ny%Xm—not) |Fr,,_‘oi
mn
+EF Wea < PHGain > t} . [{T-1 Ss t<TWIP
k=1
 
mn
+Er ETel a t} >, L{T1 <t< Ty} w(xn-1)|Fr,_, ql
k=1
{-Ty—n—1 a
= L{Tin-n-1 < t} {{ {exo(- f ATSVind)
ef ACE Mdblin-n-1t)M(Tn-n-t tant) bd
S\{¥in-n-1}
he Tn ==+exp(— [ Ae(S|Am—n—1,V)dv)W(Xin—n~1) \
mn+1Tenet ety Y, Ahi St < Tew):
k=l
wherethefirst inequality follows from the inductive supposition, and the last equality
from (2.32). Moreover, applying (2.31) to the term inside the parenthesisin the above
derived expression gives
EY [w(&)i{t < Geta, < UTait < PhTints Xinns)
m—n—-|
+1{Tin—n—-1 >t} y L{T; S PsSk< T;}k=l
x w(xp-1).
Hence,the “stronger” statement holds. It only remains to put n = m in the “stronger”
statement to obtain Lemma2.2 for the case of p > 0.
The case of p = 0 follows now: one only needs observe that limpjo{e?!w(x) +
2 (et —1)} =w(x) + bt. a
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (a) In what follows, we shall quite formally regard S_ | = {Xzo}.
Preliminarily, let us provefirst of all the following statement
lim P?()) = 0, (2.33)
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where I, = {Am: (& €S\S)N\(Tin <t < Tn+1)}-
Before proving (2.33), observe that due to Conditions 2.1, V € > 0, dJ(e) > 0:
V1>J(e), we have
cP! w(x) + 2(eP! — 1)inf_ w(y) > ————_>+>, (2.34)yes\S) E
where p = p+.
Suppose now on the opposite that (2.33) does not hold. That is, Jé >0:VL>0
41> max{L, J(€)} such that
Pr (Ti) > €. (2.35)
Necessarily (2.34) holds as well.
Let us modify the transitionrates as follows:
q(dy|x,a),  ifx € Sy;AG(dy|x,a) =Ady ae) 13 if xe S\ S).
The corresponding probabilities and expectationsare equipped with the “tilde”. Clearly,
it follows (see also (2.4)) that
Pr m, (&, c Si) (\(Tn < t< Tin+1)) a PrV m, (6; E Si) (\(Tn < t< Tin+1))s
which, together with (2.35), implies
Pr (T)) = PX (I) >€. (2.36)
Evidently, if Conditions 2.1 hold for p and q, then they also hold for 6 and @.
Therefore, onecanstill apply Lemma2.2 to induce V m
2 . Bb. xEX (w(&)l{t < Tngt}] < eP w(x) +5 ~1),
which implies
Ee [w()] = EY w(&) y HTn <t< Tint}
m=0
pi b pr ;< el w(x)+ pl -1), (2.37)
where the equality follows from the fact that Y7_» PFT, <t <Tn41) = 1, which in
turn is a result of sup,cs SUPgca(y) Gx(4) S SUPyes, Gx < 2 (See Conditions 2.1).
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On the other hand, we have
EX[w(E)] = EF fw(E)PRT) + EF bo(SIP)
>> inf w(y)e > eP' w(x) + =(e% - 1),
yes\Sy >
wherethefirst inequality follows from ignoring the secondterm in thefirst line and
estimating thefirst term from below using (2.36), and the last inequality is a result of
(2.34). However, this contradicts (2.37)! Hence, the statement (2.33) has been proved.
Let us now provestatement (a) in the theorem. Due to T,, GT) and (2.33), we
conclude that P*((>917) = 0. In other words,
Vaxe€S,t>0, Pr(V13m,& €S\S,Tn St < Troi) =9. (2.38)
Since {inf{s : &, € S\S)} <t} C {Am: & €S\S1, Tn St < Tingi}, with in mind (2.38),
we have P*(V 1: inf{s: &, € S\ Si} <t) =O and P*(31: Vs € [0,2],6, € Sy) = 1. But
if , € S), then Conditions 2.1 imply that Gz, is going to be uniformly bounded, under
which T.. > t, or P7 (Te. > t) = 1. Since ¢ is arbitrary, this leads to P," (Ta. = 2) = 1, as
required.
(b) According to part (a), we have V ft,
oo
>. PE(Tin <t< Tn+1) =l, (2.39)
m=0
Thus,
EX (w(&)] = Ee |w(&) y HTin St <Tn+1} = limEf [w(Sr)L{t < Tn+1}]-
m=0
It only remains now to apply Lemma2.2 to the above derived expression to induce the
statement.
(c) Evidently,
PRE, Ee S) = oe Pré, € S|Tin < bs Tin )Pe (Tin S t< Tey)
m>0
= SPF(In St < Tn+1)-
m>0
It only remains now to recognize and apply (2.39). a
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Proof of Corollary 2.1. Considerfirstly |V,,(x, z)|. Clearly,
Vi(em)| << EF [Foe[lousa)in(dalonya
< EF [fetMon rear
= |*o(MEF [w(E,)] +e)dt
< [aterwis) + =e —1))+c)dt
M(aw(x)+b)  c
a(a—p) ’
where the second inequality follows from Conditions 2.3 (c), the last inequality from
Theorem 2.1, and the final equality follows from Conditions 2.3 (b).
Now |V,(z)| < Misra) |< co follows, with in mind Conditions2.3 (a).a(a~p)x
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Define the following two random measuressimilar to £ and
V: ~ Afi(@,dt,T) = YT < ff{xm—1 € TH{Tin € dt}
m>\
and H(«,dr,T) 5 f m(daloo,tha(s\{EH€Par
where I € @(S). Then it was shownthat ¥ is the dual predictable projection of /t (see
the proofof (Kitaev 1986, Lem.4)) in that for any non-negative Y x A(S) (the product
o-algebra)- measurable function k(@,t,x), the following relation holds:
Et |[fe Aldrdy)xt) = EF |If Pldrdy) x(t) ;
see (Kitaev and Rykov 1995, Chap.4.5), following from which, one has
EF [21((0,41,0) ll EX (¥((0,¢],0)] = £7 ff xlaalo.nas, (aE. € Pau
IA Et |"Gz,Ex € Pa < raupgy <™, (2.40)O° yesy
where the second inequality follows from part (c) of Conditions 2.1.
Onthe other hand, due to Theorem 2.1, and fi are bothfinite (a.s.), and further-
more,it follows from their definitions that |g ((0,¢],°) — ((0,1],T)| < 1, (a.s.). Now,
it is obvious that (2.40) implies
EF [u((0,11,0)] <
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as well.
Finally, the statement follows from taking the expectationlegally in both sides of
the following obvious expression
HE ET} =HET} + u((0,4),P) — A((0,2),T),
which itself holds because ofpart (a) of Theorem 2.1. |_|
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let usfirst of all prove (2.11) for functions r(x) of the form
r(x) 2 u(x)L{x € S)}, with S) as in Conditions 2.1. Observefirstly that the statement
would follow immediately,if one can integrate r(x) over S with respect to P*(€ €dy),
within mind the Kolmogorov’s forward equation derived in Theorem 2.2. Therefore,
one only needsverify
[rover
|
ffxlaalo.nyalay\16.0] < eat)
and
Bs|[' [xdalo,vag(a&ar] <= 2.42)
Let us verify (2.41) now.
[rover |[| [ xtaalo.ryalay\EE
< Illy foonee |ff mldaleow)aldy\ (Eevee,
where
[rover |[ff mtdalenyaay\ Gsna)ar
ef, [ aaalo) [ wO)aldy\ {6}1Bna)av
= BE] [ mda.) [v') (aldl8s.0)—a1EHIEoEr€ ay} ).
Guettahice
Es [ [ mtdalo.») [Wvyadienad|
<Ee [ff mcdato.nia'w'(&) +8)
f< up| ET [w(&,)|dv+b't < %,
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where the first inequality follows from Conditions 2.6 (b), the second inequality fol-
lows from Conditions 2.6 (a), and the final inequality follows from Theorem 2.1; and
secondly that
e3|[| rlaaio,yyw!GalEE)
= EF [ | n(da|o.)w')ag(abd < fe [ae,w/(Ex)] dv
U["BE fw(E)ldu<e,lA
where the second inequality follows from Conditions 2.6(a), and the final inequality
follows from Theorem 2.1. Therefore, we have verified (2.41).
In the processofverifying (2.41), (2.42) has been incidentally verified. Thus (2.11)
is proved for r(x).
Let us now prove (2.11) for w(x) € B,/(S). In what follows, we shall put S_, 26.
Then we have
EX (u(&)] — u(x)
= —F : u(& HE, € Sin \ Si} - y u(x)l{x € Siz1 \ Si}
[=-1 I=-I
= ¥ BFWEE eS\SNI~ Yulee Sins \S1ies! ==}
= y {EP [W(S ELE: € St\ Sib] =wx € Sr \ SiH=I
where the interchangeof integrals and expectationsin the third line follows from that
EF [eyest |e& [PLE € Si+1 \ Si} <0.
Since it has been shown that (2.11) holds for r(x) in the beginning of this proof,
following from the obtained expression in the above, we have
EX [u(&)] - u(s)_ 2 {ag [ff rtaale.ryatav\ Gd iEau(oyHty € Si \s1]
#5] [[ mldal.r)ag(ul)€ Sie \S|}
Since
 {er[f[uatemracar\ Goléoauovri€5in:\505]}
= Ef |[Lf r(daler,.)aldy\ (6)Ia)u() <%,
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whichcanbe verified similarly as for (2.41) in the above for r(x), and analogously
: {es ff wtdaor)ag(ada)€ Si\S
a] }
l=-1
=. Be [ff rtaalen»)ag(ony <,
we eventually conclude that
E™(u(€)| — u(x) = Ef if Ey H(dalo,v)aldy|Bra)uly)ay ‘
as required.
Let us prove (2.12) now. In what follows weshall repeatedly apply (2.11) to
Ex [u(&)].-
On onehand, we have
LHSof(2.12) II er {us +Er
 
[ f,[ xdeto.natastés.aduo)av| } — ats
eRe if Me, x(dalo,v)aldyina)u(y)ay +u(x)(e~™ — 1).
Onthe otherhand, weobservefirstly
Et |[‘e ®(—au(§,))dr
= -a [lees (u(&,)] dv
s -a|e of ula) +ES [Eff latepaCdtéauoyar ay
= (e™—1)u(x) - afee? laa) x(da|o,raldt,.a)u(y)ar dv
(-* — tue) —ae3|fee[ff r(dajo,r)a(dvléra)u(y)ar}a
wherethe interchangeofintegrals in the first and the last equalities is legal, because
evidently for u € By(S),
lI
EZ |femautéar < 00
as well as
feeoen(dalo,r)a(dy,.a)u(y)dr dv <0
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(see the proof of (2.11) for example); and secondly
ES [fee[[ mdalo.raldyiina)uiyyar
exlee[ [| xdalo.ryaldyiina)uly)ar
+QEC feeffmado natarlgnautsyar),
whichaltogether amountto
fRHSof (2.12) = E7 i °(—aul§,))av
0
releNd(da|@,v)q(dy|§,a)u(y)|
(oe— ul:valeninoLHSof(2.12),ll
as required. a
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Within mind of the remark immediately after Conditions 2.7, by
the virtue of (Herndndez-Lerma and Lasserre 1999, Lem.8.3.7(a)), under Conditions
2.7 (a) and (b), for any u € By(S), feu(y) (ahke +1{x € dy}) is continuous in a €
A(x) for any fixed x € S. This, in addition to Conditions 2.7 (c), implies that the term
inside the parenthesis is lower semicontinuousin a € A(x) for any fixed x € S. On the
other hand, under Conditions 2.7, due to the remark immediately after Conditions 2.7,
we havethat g, is measurable on S. Therefore, by the virtue of (Bertsekas and Shreve
1978, Prop.7.29), the term in the parenthesis is also measurable on K. With in mind of
Conditions2.4 (a), it only remains now to apply (Hernandez-LermaandLasserre 1996,
D.5 Prop.) (see also (Bertsekas and Shreve 1978, Prop.7.33)). a
Proof of Lemma2.5. Letusfirstly understand the roles played by the imposed condi-
tions in the statement. Conditions 2.7 (or Conditions 2.8) guarantee the measurability
of the regarding functions, based on which Conditions 2.3 (a) and (b) together with
Conditions 2.6 and Conditions 2.1, which validate Theorem 2.1, ensure thatall the re-
spective integrals and expectations in the belowarefinite, and thus legalize operations
such aspassinglimit inside integrals; according to Remark 2.7, Conditions 2.6 (b), (c)
and (d) imply u* € B,,(S); according to Theorem 2.3, Conditions 2.6 (a) and (b) as
well as Conditions 2.1 validate the Dynkin’s formula (2.12).
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Underthe conditions imposedin the statement, the Dynkin’s formula (2.12) leads
to that
eMES [u*(&)] = [rayuoer |feefa(da|@,v){-au*(&,)
+ [aldylénayu') bar (2.43)S
Addingthe evidently finite expression E7 [Joe%Sy (dal, v)co(Sv,a)dv| to the
both sides of (2.43), we have
Ey hee H(da|,v)cola)av +eMES [u"(G)I
= ie(dy)u*(y) +E} [feofinm(da|@,v) {co(&,a) — oc" (Gy)
e [alariva)u) \ av
It only remains nowto take the limit as t — ce quite formally in both sides of the
above derived expressions. Remember, here lim;0e7EY [u*(&,)] = 0, as a result of
Theorem 2.1. |_|
Proof of Theorem 2.4. (a) Since u* solves the Bellman equation (2.14), according
to (Herndndez-Lerma and Lasserre 1996, D.5 Prop.) in case Conditions 2.7 are sat-
isfied (or according to (Bertsekas and Shreve 1978, Prop.7.34) in case Conditions 2.8
are satisfied), for any € > 0, one can take a deterministic stationary policy ® such
that co(x,@(x)) — ou" (x) + Jsa(dylx, &(x))u*(y) < ae holds for all x € S. There-
fore, by (2.15) in Lemma2.5, Vo() < Js (dy)u*(y) + €. Consequently, we have
inf Vo(®) < fs y(dy)u*(y), as € > Ois arbitrary. On the other hand, Lemma 2.5 implies
for any 7, Vo() > fs y(dy)u*(y). Therefore, we conclude fs y(dy)u*(y) = ints Vo(z) =
info Vo(®), as required.
(b) Let us fix arbitrarily x € S and put #(T) = /{x € T} for any P € A(S). Clearly
4 satisfies Conditions 2.3 (a). Suppose now there is another solution v* € B,,(S) to the
Bellman equation (2.14), then it follows from part (a) that inf, Vo(7) = u(x) = VF (x);
(c) Clearly, u* is feasible for the linear program (2.16). Suppose now,there is v
also feasible for (2.16) and such that f; y(dy)v(y) > fs y(dy)u*(y). Then there exist
x €S and 6 > 0 so that v(x) > u*(x) +6. According to Lemma2.3 (b), for any 7,
v(x) < Vo(x, 2). Hence, we conclude u*(x) < Vo(x,) — 6, which contradicts part (a)
of this theorem, as desired.
(d) Since u* solves the DLP(see part (c)), the optimal value ofDLP is J; u*(y)y(dy).
Therefore, if some vfeasible for the DLP is such that u*(x) = v(x) y—a.s., it solves
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the DLPas well. Hence we conclude the sufficiency part of the statement.
Ontheother hand,supposeanothersolutionto the DLP,v, is not equal to u* Y—a.s..
Thenthere are only three possibilities.
Case 1: There exists a measurable TC S such that y([) > 0, v(x) > u(x) on PF and
v(x) = u(x) y-a.s.on S\T. Then fo v(x)y(dx) > fou*(x)y(dx), which contradicts the
fact that J; w*(x)y(dx) is the optimal value of the DLP.
Case 2: There exists a measurable  € S such that y([) > 0, v(x) < u(x) on T and
v(x) =u(x) y-a.s.on S\T. Then fy v(x) y(dx) < fu*(x) (x), whichis a contradiction
against the fact that v solves the DLP.
Case 3: There exist measurable P, C S, 2 C S such that 7) (2 = 0, y(T) > 0,
y(T2) > 0, and v(x) > u*(x) on Ty and v(x) < u*(x) on Tp. Now let us define another
function
B(x) = Hx € S\T2}v(x) +1 {x € 12}u*(x),
which is obviously feasible for the DLP. Indeed, firstly, it is evident that ? € Byy(S);
and secondly for x € S\ To,
“eo(xsa) — (x) += | dy)aldylsa)a
I , , 1 l= —Co(x,a) — v(x +o f v(v)q(dy|x,a) + — u*(y)q(dy|x,aqoveea) ve) +g [voaldylesa) += J bs)
I I 1> =cy(x,a) — v(x +o / v(y)q(dy|x,a) + — v(v)q(dy|x,a) > 0;> Gatn ve) [,vovaldvina) +3 fvo alar
and for x € I>,
lceo(tsa) ~ Hx) += | oy)aldyhea)
qoulra) ws)[wodaldina) +e |wo)aldyhna)
IV
1 1 I—co(x,a) — u(x u’(v)q(dy|x,a +—/ u*(y)q(dy|x,a) >= 0.qoolta) wits [Ww odaldyisa) fe o)aldrbna)
Then Js 0(y) (dy) = Joyr, V(X) (dx) + four,(*) (ax) > Js v(x) ¥(dx), which is a con-
tradiction against that v is optimal. Hence,the necessity follows.
Proof of Lemma 2.6. For simplicity, in the proof of this statement, we shall use the
denotations g(dy|x, 2) = J, @(dalx)q(dy|x,a) and co(x, 7) = J, @(da|x)co(x,a). Given
the stationary policy 7 and the conditionsofthis statement, according to (Gikhman and
Skorokhod 1996, Thm.4, p.364), Kolmogorov’s backward equation (2.17) holds. Now
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we have
colxsn)+ ff m(dalxyalayls.av(.2)
co(xs) + faldyls.m) fet [one € dz)co(z,%)dt
= co(x, n+ f[ree [aldre.mene € dz)co(z, %)dt.
According to (2.17), integrating by parts leads to
| et |f aldyls.n)PE € dz)co(z,%)dt0 sJs
[reus |fer € dz)co(s, n) dt
SEEiore“EX [eo( Gr.) ] dr,ll
and thus the RHSof (2.18) equals the LHS. The interchangeof integrals and expecta-
tionsis legal, as can be easily verified under the conditionsofthe statement. =
Proof of Theorem 2.5. (a) In this proof, all the encountered changes of orders of
expectations and integrals are legal, as can be easily verified. Let us firstly prove that
n* satisfies the first relation. (Hernandez-Lermaand Lasserre 1996, C.10 Prop.) frees
us to write down from the Kolmogorov’s forward equation (2.10)
PR& es) = [PRG €Ts)r(ax)
[vas {wer+eF Lf, [adalo.natts\ (Es}lEna)au
8 |[|mldalo,.)ag(aseshtef
ts) +e7| ff x(dalo.natts\ (6:}1S.a)dulI
Ep Lf, wtaaiondas(tt € Psa 3
from which wecan write
n"([sxA) = af ePA(Gels)dt
= afe MyTs)de+ affees |f,(aajo.)
xq(Ts \ AGiit Gas u)] du} dt
-a[fem fi EY if m(da|@,u)qz, (a)
x1{Eu € Ts }|du} de. (2.44)
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Byintegration byparts, for the second term in the last expression, we have
af feu [es | #(da\o.ubas\ {8s} Ene) aua
{-« [ez| a n(da\o,u)q(Ps\ {Eu}|Eu.4) anh)
+f(ores fe(da\oo,t)q(Cs\ {E164)) fa
[fener |[ rdalo.aits\ (616.4a)| bar,
because {-e°“ [J ET [f, t(dal@,u)q(Ts \ {Eu} |Eu,a)] du} ig = 0. Indeed, by Condi-
tions 2.2,
 
 
Ey Lf n(dalo,u)q(Ts \ Gul{Eu},a)| < LEP [w(€u)] <x| nax)n(h 0, x, u),
with A givenby (2.6), which, as can beeasily verified, leads to that
jim(—e®) [EF f wldalou)alts\{E,}léna)] du =0
After treating the third term inthe last line of (2.44) similarly, following (2.44), we
then obtain
1" (Ts x A)
= 7(Is)+ [ enUE
- freEy I m(da|@,t)ge (a)l{& E rs}| dt
0 A
= wts)+ ff [MEF ((aaleo.rq(Cs\é,a)] at
= ts)+ f [ee [EF (n(aalaia(tsié.a)lé =s PFE € dy)at
= 7(Ts)+ | [eno! |q(sly,a)E% (n(daln,t)|&= yl PR(E € dy)at
= Vs) +f [re q(Ply, a)EX [m(dalo,r)i{& € dy}]dt
/ x(dalo.ta(s\ {8}16.0)| dt
 
1Wis) +=fq(Ts|y,a)n* (dy x da),
QM JSxA
wherethethird equality follows from the definition of conditional expectation, and the
secondlast equality followsfrom that for any fixed’, € @(A), EF [t(T4|@,t)|& = y]
is the Radon-Nykodym’sderivative of Ef [1(I'4|@,r)/{& € dy}], a measure on S, with
respect to PF(& € dy). In moredetails, while the absolute continuity partis trivial, by
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the very definition of conditional expectation, for any T's € #(S), we have
Ey [m(Palo,t){& €Ts}]
[er [x(Talo,c{& €Ts}|& = yl Py(& € dy)
[Hoe rsef ie(Palo.l& = PFE €dy)
[BF oetalo.nlg = 91 FG € ay).
Nowlet us show 7)” satisfies the secondrelation. We have
[ w(x)nt(dxxA) = o oh e“EF [w(E,)JatS 0
a | en|n(0,x.1)(dx)0 S
a fy Y(dx)w(x) +b e
a—p
IA
co ’
wherethefirst inequality follows from Theorem 2.1, with h given by (2.6).
(b) Recall that for any P's € @(S) andI'4 € AA)
xi(PsxTa) = flEF [e(Calon)lg =) PRG€ ay)
from which we cantake EF [7(T4|@,t)|& = y] as the stochastic kernel on A given y € S
so that it, together with P7(&, € dy), determines the probability measure xi (dx x da).
Now, one can observeeasily that under the conditionsofthe statement, P7 (g € S) = 1
(see Theorem 2.1) and E¥ [7(A(y)|@,) |G = y] = 1. Therefore, according to (Dynkin
and Yushkevich 1979, p.88, Thm.1), we obtain that 77(K) = 1, which implies 17 (K) =
1, as required.
(c) As was mentionedin the statement, according to (Herndndez-Lermaand Lasserre
1996, D.8 Prop.), 7, a stochastic kernel on A given y € S, which satisfies (2.22), is of
existence. Due to (Hernandez-Lerma and Lasserre 1996, D.8 Prop.), one can take
n(da\y) concentrated on A(y). Then evidently, is a stationary policy, and one can
introduce its occupation measure 17)”. Now for the claimed statement, weshall prove
that for any measurable bounded function u on S x A,
Le u(x,a)n(dx x da) = ie u(x,a)n” (dx x da).
Define V (x) = EX [fy e ™J, a(dalé)u(&,a)dt]. Then, by Lemma 2.6, V(x) sat-
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isfies the following equation:
av(x)= f u(xa)n(dals) + ff m(dalx)q(dylx.a)V(. (2.45)
A SJA
Then onecaneasily verify that the conditions imposed in the statement imply
[ntarxa) {ff fady \ {x}|x,a)m(dalx)|V(y)Olt fasta) n(dalx)|V (xNI} <e,
which legalizes the interchangeof integrals in the forthcoming calculations.
Dueto (2.20), (2.22) and (2.45), we have
[ u(y,a)n (dy x da)SxA
[ntay xa)| u.a)m(aaly
[tay xa)i-[[aldzbsa)n(daly)V@}
[nt(dy x A)aV(y)- [ n(ay xa) [ [atazinayen(daly)V(<)
[raref.{tlea)n(ds da)b avy)
- [ n(dyxa)) f[ atasixa) n(daly)V (<)
[indy)av (w+ffq(dy|z,a)n (dz x da)V(y)
- [nt(dy x A)) ff alazlra) m(daly)V (z)
= ay(ay)V().
Onthe other hand, we have
a| Xay)V) = J.worant(dx x da).
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Indeed, with in mind the definition of 7/", one can write
afua)[oetatlaex daar
ee[(dx) e P™(é, € dy)
ji u(y,a)Et [m(dalé,)|E, = yar
a fre[nanes if ulg.a)x(dalé)| dt
Pe i y(dx)V (x).
ih u(y,a)n” (dx x da)
SxA
ll
Therefore, wefinally can concludethat for any bounded measurable u on S x A,
7 u(x,a)n (dx x da) = | u(x,a)n” (dx x da).
SxA SxA
Nowit only remainsto put u(x,a) as an indicator functionto inducethe statement.
(d) If # is not a version of7, then there exists I's € A(S) with n(I's x A) > O and
Ty € &(A)such that #(P-4|x) A x(I4|x) on Ps. Clearly, there exist disjointpartitions of
Ts, namely, P and I, such that #(P4|x) > (I4|x) on Ty, and #(P4|x) < 2(F4|x) on
T%, and at least one of them hasa positive measure with respect to 7) (dx) = n(dx x A).
Withoutloss of generality, as the reasoning will hold with obvious modifications in the
opposite case, let us take (Ij x A) > 0. If n*(dx x A) # n(dx x A), then we have
a contradiction against the fact n* = 1. Therefore, we shall suppose nf (dix A) =
n(dx x A) identically. But then
nt(rhxTa) = ab# fe Ger}yaCalgae] = [n¥(asxa)Aa(Tab)
= [nldrxayeitae) > f, mlaxxA)a(Tals) = 0103 xT),
wherethelast equality follows from (2.22). However,this yields a contradiction against
“" = 1). Therefore, one can concludethe statement.
(e) Clearly, due to part (a), "(dx x da) satisfies (2.20) and (2.21). Therefore,
equation (2.23) is solvable with a solution 7)” (dx) 2 n” (dx x A) subject to (2.24). Now
supposethat f)(dx) is another solution to equation (2.23) subject to (2.24) anddifferent
from fj” (dx). Thenlet us define 1 (dx x da) by n(T's x T'4) . Sr (4x)(Pa |x), where
Ts € A(S) and 4 € @(A). Onecaneasily check that (2.20) and (2.21) are satisfied
by 7. Therefore, applying part(c), there exists a stationary policy 7 such that ) = nes
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Consequently, the following relationholds:
n(I's xTa) = [ n*(dx x A)it(Talx) = I f(dx)n(Talx), (2.46)
§ s
where I's € @(S), Py € BA), andthelast equality follows from the definitionof 1.
Now putting [4 = in (2.46)yields that for any P's € AS),
AF (Ts) S*(Ls x A) = n(s x A) = ALS),
by putting which backinto the second expressionof (2.46), we obtain
[ alanactals) = [ alasynrabe,
Ts Ts
from which we conclude that for any Py € @(A), 2(T4|x) = #(LP4|x) a.s. with respect
to 1" (dx) eS n* (dx x A). With this relation in mind, in addition to the definition of
occupation measure, as well as (2.4), one can easily show that Pf = Py, implying that
i" (dx) = 7"(dx), due to the very definition of occupation measure. On the other
hand,we also have #)* (dx) = (dx). Therefore, one canfinally conclude that (dx) =
7)" (dx), a desired contradiction. a
Proof of Lemma2.7. The “only if” part: Let M, 4 M be ae as in the statement,
where M,,M €.@;(K). Then limy—s20 [5 f(x)Mn(dx x A) = Js f(x)M(dxx A). Now let
us take an arbitrary bounded continuous g(x,a) on K. Then
f(x)M,, (dx x da)
 
li x,a)M,(dx x da) = lim a)digg {80 -a)Maldxxda) en 7,84 FaiF(x)M, (dx x A)
litysw feex, a) f(x)My (dx x da)
limy—eo Jig f(x)Mn (dx x A)Se g(xa) f(x)M(dx x da)
7.oeM(dx x A)
| ssayit(ax x da),Il
meaning that M, — M.
The “if” part: Let M@, — M, where M,Mav (K). Thenlimpfy Mn (dx x
da) 7, = JsMo(dxx A) 75 , simply because 7,5 is bounded and continuous on S. Nowf(x) 9 SUPaca(y) l(a)let us take an arbitrary continuous function u(x,a) on K such that sup,csor
co, Then the function g(x,a) =oe is clearly bounded and continuous on K. There-
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fore,
f My, (dxxda) p ulx.d) AG/ )
lim
|
u(x,a)M,(dxxda) = lim dE aa degenXe?)See ee " ee > My(dxxA = agn—oo } K n ie et fs Tay (ax x A)
es i, u(x,a)M(dx x da),K
where M and M,,n = 1,2,... are transformedvia (2.26). Consequently, M,, 4 M, as
required. a
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let us consider a sequence of 7, € Y such that nN, a n,
where Nn. € -4@,(K), and show that n € Y. Thiswill suffice our claim, because of
Remark 2.10. To this end, due to Remark 2.9, we only need verify that 1) satisfies
(2.20) and (2.21). Clearly, (2.21) holds for 7, simply becauseit holds for 7,, together
with the finite upper boundin (2.21). Therefore, it remains to check the validity of
(2.20). Define 7 (dx) e y(dx) + tlk q(dx|y,a)n(dy x da) a measure on S. Thenfor
any continuous and bounded u(x), we have
lim |u(x)nn(dx x A)
no JS
tim { facoynaw +o ff [usiataelya)ma(ay x aa)}
[ucontas)+ & [uls) [.alasiv,aynay x da)
[wonder
ll
Il
wherethe second equality holds due to the following: fs u(x)q(dx|y,a) is continuous
. suPpaca() [Js 4(aa(daly.a)]in (y,@), SUPyes Saasens
see Conditions 2.2), and 1, —> 7). Hence, we obtain that ,(dx x A) — 7)(dx), where
the convergence is in the usual weak topology. On the other hand, vividly, we also
have 1,(dx x A) > n(dx x A), which follows from 7),(dx x da) ~. n(dx x da) and
that any f(x) continuous on S is automatically continuous on K. This further leads
< co (because u is bounded and g,is w-bounded,
to that 7, (dx x A) = n(dx x A), because the usual weak convergence is weaker than
the w-weak convergence (recall w > 1). Now, one can infer from the uniqueness of
the weak limit that (dx) = (dx x A). In other words, for any fixed P's € A(S),
n(Ts x A) = ¥(Us) + + fxa(Usly,a)n(dy x da), meaning that (2.20) is satisfied by7.
Proof of Theorem2.7. Note that Conditions 2.10 are stronger than Conditions 2.9.
Therefore, underthe imposed conditions, we have that 7 is w-weakly closed and con-
vex. Then according to (Rockafellar 1974, Thm.17(a)) as well as Example 1”, p.45
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therein, whose validity requires further Slater’s condition, we have
inf(PLP (2.27)) inf(PLP (2.28))
sup inf {=| &(x,a)n (dx x aa), (2.47)KBn 20.n=l...NNEL
Awhere G(x,a) = co(x,a) + rN, BnCn(X,a) — aa @nd,, and the term inside the paren-
thesis is the Lagrangeanfunction, see (Rockafellar 1974, (4.2) in p.18, (5.1) in p.23).
Nowforany fixed g, > 0,n = 1,...,N, the problem of
l
— C d ¥ i 4[ee.ayn(ax da) ~ min (2.48)
takes the same form as PLP (2.27):it is simply the case of N = 0 (compare with PLP
2.28)). Its DLP takes the form of DLP (2.30) (see also DLP (2.16)):
ve %
[rast — max (2.49)
S
l 1 .he «== EU — Vv —|/v B > 0.Sit ob) vex) += [ vo)aldylx.a) 20
(2.50)
By Remark 2.7,there is a solution @* € B,y(S) (as well as @* € B,,(S)) to the following
Bellman equation
ai*(x) = inf fevna)+ [aroyatarisay}. (2.51)) SacA(x
Now by Theorem 2.4, we have
inf(PLP (2.48)) lI [ y(dx)i"(x) = sup(DLP(2.49))
ll sup y(dx)v(x)
ve %
(s.t. constraints in (2.30) with fixed g, >0,n=1,...,N),
taking sup with respect to g, > 0,n = 1,...,N to the both sides of which will not break
the equality, leading to
sup
__
inf(PLP (2.48)) = sup(DLP (2.30)).
&n 2 O0.N=1....N
Onthe other hand,(2.47)asserts that inf(PLP (2.27)) = supy, >0.n=1....v inf(PLP (2.48)).
Therefore, we obtain sup(DLP (2.30)) = inf(PLP (2.27)), as required. a
Proof of Lemma2.8. Letusfirstly prove an auxiliary statement, asserting that J is
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w’-weakly precompactin .%,(K). By the way,the fact of 9 being a subset of -/,, (K)
follows from the imposed conditions such as Conditions 2.6 (a,b). Due to Remark 2.10,
to this end,it suffices to show its image, ZY = Qy(Z), whose elements are denoted as
f) in this proof, to be precompactin the usual weak topology. Conditions 2.11 (b)
imply that “, is strictly unbounded, because of (Herndndez-Lermaand Lasserre 1996,
Rem.5.7.5(b)). Now we have
w(x) © __n(dxxA)(d x A)ge Wewan xA) = supfw)wonTwain:oh)
a Jgw(x)y(dx) +6 .
—_ a-—p ’
where werecall that w(x) > 1 (see Conditions 2.6). From this we can infer from
(Hernéndez-Lermaand Lasserre 1996, E.8 Prop.) that Q is tight. This, according to
Prokhorov’s theorem (Herndndez-Lermaand Lasserre 1996, E.8 Thm.), further leads
to that Y is precompactin the usual weak topology. Therefore, the auxiliary statement
is proved.
Now dueto the auxiliary statement, to show the claimedstatement,it suffices to
show that Z is w’-weakly closed. However, underthe imposed conditions, this can be
provedin exactly the same manneras for Theorem 2.6, and henceits proof is omitted
here. a
Proof of Theorem 2.8. As noted above, the elements of J also satisfy (2.21) with
w,p, and b being replaced by w’, p’ and b’, respectively, as can be checked easily. Now
the non-empty subset Q” © G of occupation measures, whose elements 1 are feasible
and satisfy fy w!(x)n (dx x da) < e, has the form
g” = {n ED: ‘| en(x,a)n (dx x da) < dyn = IN ;K
osis w’-weakly closed in %. Indeed, to see why, let us suppose nj—on, where 1; €
, and show fy ¢n(x,a)n (dx x da) < dy, n= 1,...,N. Let us fix n € {1,2,...,N}.
Since c,(x,a) are lower semicontinuouson K (Conditions 2.11), there exists a nonde-
creasing sequence ofcontinuousfunctions on K, namely, ci(x,a), such that cj(x,a) |
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Cn(x, a), see for example, (Piunovskiy 1997, Thm. A1l.14). Then,
| n(dx x da)c,(x,a) = | 1 (dx x da) lim ci"(x,a)K K m—eo0
= lim (dx x da)ci"(x,a)Km—-oo
(Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem)
= lim lim | nj(dx x da)e!"(x,a)
KI-90 j—00
(c’” is continuous and w’-bounded)
< dy ‘
which implies that Q™is w!-weakly closed. However, according to Lemma 2.8, F is
also w’-weakly compact. Therefore, Q”is compact. Similarly, we can show that V r €
R, {n eg”: Ix co(x,4)1 (dx x da) < r} is closed, from which one can inferthat the
function 7 = fx co(x,a)n(dx x da) is lower semicontinuousin the w’-weak topology.
Therefore, problem [, cy(x,a)n (dx x da) + MIN, caus equivalent to problem (2.13),
is solvable, see (Aliprantis and Border 2007, Thm.2.43). Suppose the minimizeris
7*. Now,according to Theorem 2.5, one can take an associated (possibly randomized)
stationary policy 2*, which is constrained-optimal, as required. a
Chapter 3
Fluid approximation:
Birth-and-Death processes
3.1 Introduction
An important class of the general CTMDPslike those considered in Chapter 2 are
CTMDPswith local transitions, which we study in this chapter. Markovian mod-
els with local transitions such as Birth-and-Death processes play important roles in
Queueing theory. While the underlying stochastic models often tend to be difficult for
analytical studies, their fluid models might be takento provide reasonable approxima-
tions. In various contexts, such fluid approximations have been shownto provide a
powerful tool. For instance, one may deducethe stability of stochastic queueing net-
works from that of their fluid models, see Chen (1995). On the other hand, in the
context of optimal control, problems of stochastic nature can besatisfactorily solved
via their fluid models, see Avrachenkovetal (2005, 2010); Bauerle (2002); Clancy and
Piunovskiy (2005); Gajrat and Hordijk (2005); Piunovskiy (2004b); Piunovskiy and
Clancy (2008); Verloop (2009), where meaningful examples in epidemics, queueing
networks and telecommunications can be found. We emphasize that in this context,
fluid models are often used without analytical justifications.
This chapter is concerned with analytical justifications of fluid approximationsto
controlled Birth-and-Death processes in the context of optimal control, where one is
primarily interested in the performancefunctionals. As mentioned in Chapter 1, in
the general sense fluid models could behave quite differently from stochastic models.
Therefore, it is natural to justify analytically such fluid approximations by showing the
convergence of a sequence of performancefunctionals of properly scaled stochastic
models to that of the fluid model, with respect to the scaling parameter, say n. The
descriptionofthis fluid scaling will be given in Section 3.2. In principle, one approach
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for doing so could be based onthe trajectory-wise convergence as proved in Chen
and Mandelbaum (1991, 1994); Chen (1996); Ethier and Kurtz (1986); Mandelbaum
and Pats (1995); Mandelbaumet al (1998); and examples following this approach in-
clude Bauerle (2000); Pang and Day (2007). In general, one weaknessof this approach
could be its ineffectiveness in dealing with the case of an infinite horizon, because the
trajectory-wise convergenceis usually established uniformly on fixed finite horizon,
see Section 3.6 below for more discussions. In comparison, another approach, which
is based on the investigations of algebraic equations of the dynamic programming type
and withoutreferring to any trajectory-wise convergence, is more powerfulin dealing
with infinite horizon cases, and it also allows to estimate the rate of convergence (per-
formance functional-wise), see Piunovskiy (2009a,b). In fact, to out best knowledge,
it seems that the current literature on justifications of fluid approximations does not
provide estimates of the rate of convergence, with few exceptional caseslike Gajrat
et al (2003); Piunovskiy (2009a,b), where Gajrat et al (2003) studied tandem queuesin
discrete time ona finite horizon, Piunovskiy (2009a)investigated a single-server-multi-
class queueing network with constant arrival rates of jobs, and (Piunovskiy 2009b,
Sec.5) gently producedresults for controlled Birth-and-Death processes with bounded
transition rates and costrate, andthetransitionrates are also separated from zero. How-
ever, we deem thatit is of importance and interest to estimate the rate of convergence,
as to some extent, it provides the accuracy of fluid approximations. This fact, along-
side the rich applications of Birth-and-Death processes, motivates the present research,
carried out by following the second approach mentioned above.
The main contributions of this chapter are double-folded. Firstly, we show via
an example that whenthe transition rates of a controlled Birth-and-Death process are
not separated from zero, it might happenthat the sequence of performancefunctionals
of the scaled stochastic models does not converge to that of the standard fluid model.
Secondly, we propose analternative fluid model (see Section 3.2) after a change oftime
scale for the standard fluid model, and justify this refined fluid model with an estimate
for the rate of convergence in a closed-form expression involving only primary data.
This chapter develops the ideas briefly described in (Piunovskiy 2009b, Sec.5) but is
based on much weaker conditions, by allowing the cost rate and transition rates to
be unbounded and not separated from zero, which we deem important for practical
applications. Indeed,as will be seen in Section 3.2, for the concerned problem in this
chapter, the refined fluid modelis identical to the standard fluid modelif the transition
rates are separated from zero, meaning thatresults obtained in this chapter generalize
those obtained in (Piunovskiy 2009b, Sec.5).
In greater details, the main result of this chapter looks like follows. Consider a
controlled Birth-and-Death process with an absorbingstate of zero, for which one aims
at minimizing the expected total cost up to the absorption. Suppose the optimal con-
trol problem for the refined fluid model is solved, and the corresponding €-optimal
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feedback controlpolicyis built. If one applies that controlpolicy (with natural modifi-
cations) to the underlying scaled Birth-and-Death process, then the performance func-
tional will be nearly optimal, that is, (6(€) + €(n)]-optimal, where 5(€) + 0 as € + 0
and &(n) — 0 as the scaling parameter n — °°. Moreover, we provide the explicit for-
mulae for 5(€) and the upper boundaryof @() in termsof n and the parameters of the
model.
Therestofthis chapteris organizedas follows: Section 3.2 containsthe description
of the stochastic model under study, its standard fluid model, as well as the newly
proposedrefined fluid model. In Section 3.3, we impose the main conditions required
for the results in this chapter, and provide auxiliary statements. Section 3.4 consists of
the main results. Section 3.5 provides someilluminating examples, following which
wefinish this chapter with comments and conclusionsin Section 3.6. The proofsofall
the statements are included in Section 3.7 at the very end.
3.2. Description of mathematical models and problem
statement
Scaled stochastic model: Following the standard practice, with the scaling parameter
n= 1,2,..., the concerned (scaled) controlled Birth-and-Death process {"Y,,,u > O} is
defined by the following elements: "S = S = {0,1,...} is the state space, "A =
A
is the
action space (arbitrary Borel), whose elementis denoted by a, "C(i,a) = c(4,a) is the
cost rate, and"Q = ["qj.;(a)]i.jes is the following tri-diagonal matrix oftransition rates
with components
"Q(jli,a) =Oif |i— j| > 1;
"g(i+ Iisa) =nA(—,a);
n
"a(i-l|i,a) =ny(—,a);n
"@(ili,a) = —("q(it lli,a) +"g(i-lfi,a)).
Here, real measurable functions A, 1 and c are defined on Ro x A, andsatisfy
u(0,a) = A(0,a) =c(0,a) =0
and
L(x,a) > 0, A(x,a) > 0 on (RY \ {0}) x A.
Clearly, state zero is the absorbingstate for {"Y,,u > O}.
Fixing theinitial state "Yy = i € S, a control policy ®, defined as a mapping from S$
to A, determines a unique probability measure on the space oftrajectories (the canoni-
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cal space), see Chapter 2, (Kitaev and Rykov 1995, Chap.4) or Piunovskiy (1998) for
a rigorous construction. Let us denote EF the corresponding expectation operator. In
fact, one should put "® and np to reflect the scaling. However, we omit the extra
superscript n, as far as the context makes it clear aboutthe scaling, and this practice
applies also to Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Then the optimal control problem under con-
sideration looks like follows:
"Ww? (i) =E® i "CUYu PUY)du} — int. (3.1)JO
Here, werestrict ourselves to the class of deterministic stationary policies, because
underrather general conditions, they are sufficient for solving Markovian optimization
problems. For example,that is the case if functions A, 1 and g are uniformly bounded
and infyso.aea res > 1. Recall also Theorem 2.4 in Chapter 2. When x = 1, the
stochastic modelis unscaled for which we often omit the index n = 1.
The above described scaling is called a standardfluid scaling. Its intuitive meaning
is best illustrated via the following example. Suppose Y, represents the amount of data
in the router buffer, measured in Gigabit. Accordingly, A(i,a) represents the average
amountof data arrived at the router per unit of time. Now increasing n = 1000 means
we measure data in Megabit. Therefore, for the 1000th stochastic model, "¥, stands for
the amountof data measured in Megabit, and accordingly we musthave the arrivalrate
of nA (p04) Megabits per arrive per unit of time. In other words, as we increase n,
the data are measured more and more accurately, and we observe the stochastic model
with better and better “amplifiers”. Alternatively but equivalently, one can view the
fluid scaling as timeacceleration andthe state aggregation, see the discussion in Man-
delbaum and Pats (1995). Another intuitive meaning(in the context of manufacturing)
of this standard fluid scaling is in Chen and Mandelbaum (1994).
Standard fluid model: Let y(t) stand for the instantaneous state in the following
introduced standard fluid model, for which we denote @, a measurable mapping from
Ro to A, a feedback control policy. Then the standard fluid model can be concisely
described by the following problem analogousto problem (3.1):
ww iS)[eo.90y)ae = int
(
0 9
subjectto o = A(y,9(v)) — L(y, P(y)), with a giveninitial state y(0).
Remark3.1 Jn formula (3.2), y(t) is a function of time, but we omit the argument T
forbrevity. the same concerns (3.3) and similar expressions.
Weemphasize thatit is problem (3.2) that usually got taken for analysis instead of
problem (3.1), which often appearsless tractable. Then in (Piunovskiy 2009b, Sec.5),
basically, for bounded g, and bounded jt and A that are also separated from zero, this
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standard fluid model was justified to provide reasonable approximations to the un-
derlying (scaled) stochastic model. However, when [1 and A are not separated from
zero, it might happenthatthe fluid process {y(t),t > 0} behaves qualitatively differ-
ent from the scaled stochastic process {"Y,,u > * on the underlying infinite horizon
in that {y(t),7 > 0} might never get absorbed at zero, while the absorption happens
to {"Y,,02 Ol ass, see Example 3.1 below for more details. On such occasions, as
will be seen below,this standard fluid model provides very inaccurate approximations,
givingrise to the quest for a refined fluid model.
Refined fluid model: Therefined fluid model can be summarized as the following
problem:
y, (y))dt= inf G3taeono
subject to o = ae)eeewith a giveninitial state y(0).
Forlaterreference, let us introducethe following denotation:
ol99) i
ie
eSt= |agesgoeit meseraceey
if the initial state in the refined fluid model is given by y(0) = yo, for which the zero
index is usually omitted.
Clearly, problems(3.2) and (3.3) are identical, if infyca.yso[Ll(y,a) +A (y,a)] 2 6 >
0; in this case, v? (yo) = Jo cy, P(y) dt.
The refined fluid model (3.3) is resulted in by the following changeof timescale
through dtge 709)Ee), #0) —
where werecall that ¢ is the time scale forthe refined fluid model, and
7
is the original
time scale for the standard fluid model. If 4 and A are not separated from zero, then
it might be the case that as T goesto infinity, t does not. In this case, problem (3.3)
differs from problem (3.2). Thisis illustrated in Example 3.1 below. As Example 3.1
shows, a policy optimalfor (3.2) could be also not optimalfor (3.3).
The above described changeoftimescaleis similar to the uniformization technique
(see Puterman (1994)) in the theory of CTMDPs, which transforms a continuous-time
problem to its equivalent discrete-time version. Interestingly enough, while in the
stochastic problem, this technique requiresthe transition rates to be bounded; in the
fluid problem, to make sure that the transformation results in an equivalent problem,
we see that what matters seems to be whetherthe transition rates are separated from
zero, rather than their boundedness. More aboutthe motivationsfor this change of time
scale can be found after Conditions 3.1.
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From now onin this chapter, by fluid approximation we always meanthe refined
fluid model (3.3). To our best knowledge, the quest for a refined fluid model receives
no attention in the currentliterature.
Problem statement: Given the relations between the initial states in problems (3.1)
and (3.3) to be "¥y = nyo, suppose that ~*(y) is (nearly) optimal for problem (3.3).
Thenthe aim of the current workis to provethat, the policy &*(?) = *(i/n) is nearly
optimalfor (3.1), if n is big; and to obtain explicit expressions for the accuracy of the
aforementionedfluid approximations,in termsof the objective functional "W®(i).
Conditions, which guarantee that problems (3.1) and (3.3) are well defined, are
imposed in the next section.
3.3. Conditions and preliminary results
Conditions 3.1 (a) For ally >OandaeéA,
H(y.a) S> oo),
geAy>0 A(y,a) ~ i € (112)
 A(y,a) >0, uU(y,a) > 0,
(b) There exist constants nN, € (1,7), M2 € (lz), Cy € (0,c¢) and Cz € (0,°°) such
that
sup ee<C) <0; sup
A(ya
)
+
Hi
- <<,
acAy>0 [A (y,a) +H (y,a)]7} acAy>0 n3
Under Conditions 3.1, the change of time scale explained after formula (3.4) is
motivated by the following observation: we note that
— < Abna) wna) 2 I= og
~ Uy,a)+H(ya) L+H)
from which we conclude that the absorbing state y = 0 is reached in finite time (in
scale t) from any initial state y(0) > 0, which is consistent with that the underlying
stochastic model gets absorbed at state zero a.s., see Lemma3.1 below. In fact, under
this observation, one can use any appropriate positive function f to define the change
of time ah = f(y): we only wantto be sure thatlim,_,.. y(t) = 0. See also the paragraph
after Remark 3.1.
Definition 3.1 (Normalpolicy) A feedback control policy g(y) in problem (3.3) is
called normal, if the following function
c(y, P(y)) (3.5)y= PY) = Teo)ano)”
definedon R®, \ {0}, is piece-wise Lipschitz continuous, ie., there exist finite intervals
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A ae a hp ‘(yo =0,¥1), (v1,¥2)).-» with lim}. yj = 09, suchthat on eachofthem, p(y) is Lipschitz
continuous.
The existence of a normalpolicy is not always obvious. However, under Conditions
3.1 and Conditions 3.2, wherethe latter are imposedbelow,its existence is guaranteed,
see Lemma3.3.
Pr . Ae as 4aConditions 3.2. There exist a constant & > 0 andfinite intervals (yp =0,y)), (Yj .¥9)s--a ' awith lim jy’, =, such that on each ofthem,intye\y’.’ | ).aca [u(y,a)+A(y,a)] > 6 >
0, and functions [L,A and c are Lipschitz continuous with respect to y for eachfixed
a €A, andthe Lipschitz constants are a-independent(but can be different fordifferent
intervals).
Let us compareour conditionswith closely related works.
Mandelbaum and Pats (1995) studied the trajectory-wise convergence for uncon-
trolled Birth-and-Death processes. Therefore, jt and A are only state-dependent. By
assuming that “1 and A are locally Lipschitz, and there exists a constant K > 0 such
that Vy > 0, A(y) < K(1 +y), the authors showedthatif "Yo = ny(0), then as n — ©,
“te — y(t) a.s. and uniformly on [0,7], where T > 0 canbe arbitrarily fixed, see
(Mandelbaum and Pats 1995, Sec.4.4, Thm.4.1). Here, y(t) is from the standard fluid
model (3.2). Compared with their conditions, Conditions 3.1 are weakerin that for any
fixed a € A, firstly, we do not require {(y,a) and A(y,a) to be continuousin y; and
secondly, we allow that A(y,a) and j(y,a) can increasein y faster than linearly. On the
other hand, since Mandelbaum andPats (1995)wasnotonlyrestricted to the absorbing
case, the condition of mY > 1 was not required there. If one takes U(y,a), A(y,a) and
c(y,a) to be a-independent, then our Conditions 3.1 are reduced to Conditions 3(b) in
Piunovskiy (2009b), see also the discussion in Section 3.6 below. However,the results
derived in (Piunovskiy 2009b, Sec.3) additionally require 44, A and c, which are only
y-dependent, to be piece-wise continuously differentiable.
Conditions similar to Conditions 3.2 were imposed in Pang and Day (2007), though
the models studiedthere are different.
We emphasizethat under Conditions 3.2, Va € A, [U(y,a) and A(y,a) are not neces-
sarily continuousin y: they only need be Lipschitz continuouson specific open inter-
vals.
Lemma3.1 Suppose Conditions 3.1 are satisfied. Then problems (3.1) and (3.3) are
well definedin the following sense:
(a) Forany ®, the controlled process {"Y,,t > 0} is regular.
(b) For any ® and ni, |"W?(ni)| < 0%.
(c) For any @ and y, |v?(y)| < ee, where v?(y) is given in (3.4).
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Let us remind that the Bellman equation for problem (3.3)is as follows:
dvIA (ya)—(a=0, v(0) =0. (3.6)A(y,a) + H(y,4)
Lemma 3.2 Suppose Conditions 3.1 are satisfied. Then the following assertions hold:
(a) Function
o c(y,@)
ye ing Fra - eal o?
is bounded on each boundedintervaly € (0,%], and function
SS ae c(z,a) -
vty) = [ a mea -i| as (3.8)
satisfies the Bellman equation (3.6).
(b) If additionally, Conditions 3.2 are satisfied, then on each interval (vpVier > i=
0,1,..., function A ___¢(ya)F(n@) =a) Ana)
is Lipschitz continuous with respect to y, Va € A. Here, we remindthat the concerned
(3.9)
intervals come from Conditions 3.2. Moreover, the Lipschitz constants (on different
intervals) are a-independent.
Remark 3.2 Actually, function (3.7) is universally measurable, but integral (3.8) and
othersimilar formulae are well defined, if we consider their Borel-measurable modi-
fications, see (Bertsekas and Shreve 1978, Lem.7.27, Prop.7.47). In this connection,
equality - = infgea [ates] holds a.e. with respect to Lebesgue measure dy. In
what follows, the values of a on anyset of(Lebesgue) measure 0 do notplay anyrole.
Lemma 3.3 Under Conditions 3.1, suppose there exist finite intervals (yy = 0,y}),
(v).¥4)s --. with lim jo yi; = 0%, such that on each of them, F(y,a) given in (3.9) is
Lipschitz continuous (with respectto y), for each a € A; andthe Lipschitz constants are
a-independent. Then V¥§ > 0, Ve > 0 there exists anormalpolicy ~* in problem(3.3)
on (0,9), such that
c(y,a) dv= < inf +€=—+e, (3.10)dv?” c(y, @*(y))dy u(y, g*(y)) —A(y, @*(y)) ~ aed (ya) — Aly, a) dy
where thefirst equality holds a.e. andthefirst inequality holdsy > 0; andy € (0, 9],
v(y) Sv?(y) < vy) +89, (3.11)
where vis given in (3.8).
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Evidently, the conditions in Lemma3.3are satisfied if Conditions 3.1 and 3.2 hold,
see part (b) of Lemma3.2.
3.4 Main results
Theorem 3.1 Suppose Conditions 3.1 are satisfied, p* is a normal feedback control
policy in problem (3.3) on (0,9+ 1], points y1,y2,.-..¥L < J+1<yzyi,... come from
Definition 3.1, and D is the commonLipschitz constant of function (3.5) with 9 = 9*
on all of the intervals (yj,yj+1), 7 =9,1,...,L. Then, for
@*(i) = p*(i/n): SA, (3.12)
the following assertions hold:
 
 
  
(a) a
sup |"w®(i) —v®(i/n)| <eae (3.13)
O<i<yn
Here andbelow, we put
ee 2K2a(n) =+Sy + 2k(ni! 1),
A+1Ki2e++1)+3C,Lqi*4),
oe os Mlaee, i+ Be =pe (A—1Inm} A-—m°
r P30 dntK3= fe amn-1 Int
(b)
. 9"sup |"W®' (i) —inf "W%(i)| < sup oe ean&(n).O<i<yn ® yecoset]| Yay = (3.14)
Remark 3.3 Function |-en& bounded by Cin} j++=1 according
dyto Conditions 3.1; similarly, function | afis also bounded on didintervals, see
 also Remark 3.2. Rememberalso that 4
see (3.4) and (3.8).
a > e for any normalfeedback policy 9*,
Corollary 3.1 Suppose all the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, and inequality
(3.10) holds forall y € (0,$+ 1]. Then, for large enough n, ®* (i) = 9*(i/n) is nearly
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optimalforall initial states "Yy € [0, $n] in problem (3.1). Namely,
sup |"W®(i) —inf "W?(i)| <5 +28(n), Va =1,2,...,
O<i<yn ®
where 6 = ee with € coming from (3.10). We remind that limy.» &(n) = 0,
see Theorem 3.1,
Obviously, if Conditions 3.1 and Conditions 3.2 are satisfied, then the statements
of Theorem3.1 and Corollary 3.1 hold, and V%, the value of € > 0 (and hence 6 > 0)
appearing in Corollary (3.1) can be chosenarbitrarily small, see Lemma 3.3. At the
same time, constants K, and K3 depending on g* can depend on€, simply because 9*
can depend on €, see Lemma3.3. In any case, after the values of €, K, and K3 are
fixed, limo &(n) = 0.
3.5 Examples
Example 3.1 Let A be a singleton, that is, we consider an uncontrolled case. There-
fore, the argumenta is omitted everywhere. Suppose
Ay) = Hy € (0. } + 5(y— IPH€ (1,3)} +29 € (3,09)},Hy) =fy € (0,1]} += IPAQ € (1.3)} +4E Be}ely) =3Hfy € (OUP + 507-1€ (L SI} FOYE (3,09)},
fi a. wAnERS ; cy) = 3; . vmso that Conditions eel are satisfied, function iG)-40) = 3 is (globally) Lipschitz, and
v(y) = 3y. Suppose de = y(0) =2.
Solution: If the standard fluid model (3.2) is accepted, then we see that
9y(t) = ——+1—last—o.y(T) TH? 
Hence [” e(y(t))dt =3 # v(2),
because {y(T),T > 0} is never absorbed at state zero.
It is interesting to compare {y(t),7 > 0} with the corresponding stochastic pro-
cess {"¥,,u > O}, starting from "Yo = 2n. According to (Mandelbaum and Pats 1995,
Thm.4.1) (see also the paragraph after Conditions 3.2, trajectories of "Y;/n converge
a.s. to y(t) uniformly on eachfixed finite interval [0,7], as n — oo. Consequently, for
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the performancefunctionalsimilar to (3.1) we have
iT T 6lim Ep,
|
"C("Y,)d =) oeoejim E> f (Yu) 7 OM) Ta
whose proofis based on Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. Therefore,
:
lim lim E>, I *CU"%du = 3. (3.15)
Trxwne 0
But weare interested in the expectedtotal cost at large values of n, that is, in the
following limit:
N00 T—00
‘
lim lim E>, if "CY = lim "W(2n), (3.16)0 N00
and this quantityis far different from 3. Indeed, according to Theorem3.2,
tim"W (2n) = v(2) =6.
Note that as n increases, the absorption of {"¥,,/n,u > 0} at zero is postponedto co
(time) in the sense that for any arbitrarily fixed T = 0, te — y(T) a.s. uniformly on
[0,7] as n — ©, and y(t) — 1 as T + ©. This observationis confirmed by computer
simulations, see Figure 3.1. In this connection, one may view formula (3.15) as it
correspondsto the ‘absorption’ of the process {"¥i,/n,u 2 0} at state one. On the
opposite, formula (3.16) provides the expected total cost up to the absorptionat zero:
recall that for anyfixed n, limy—0”¥, = 0 a.s. (see Lemma Suds
Onthe other hand,if we acceptthe refined fluid model (3.3), then & = —1/3, and
the absorptionof the refined fluid model at zero occurs in finite time. Therefore, if
v0) =2, JS zoom! = Jo at = v2) = 6.
By the way, se = A(y(t)) + U(y(7)) = ar and ¢t(t) = 3— =, so that
limzseot(t) = 3. a
In this example, we see that if {y(t),t > 0} does not get absorbed at zero, then
it can happen that the standard fluid model provides inaccurate approximationsto the
scaled stochastic model. The system considered there is an uncontrolled one. Now let
us consider the controlled problem (3.2), and suppose that ~* is optimalforit, under
which lim;s0.y(t) = K > 0, and y(0) > K. Then ®* given by ®*(i) = @*(i/n) can
easily be not nearly optimal for the scaled stochastic problem (3.1), simply because
the values of ~*(y) at y < K play no role for the standard fluid model, and can thus be
taken arbitrarily.
Remark 3.4 The detailed calculations involved in Example 3.2 and Example 3.3 be-
loware quite tedious. Consequently, we include thematthe end ofSection 3.7.
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Figure 3.1: Trajectories of the fluid model y(t) and ofthe stochastic system 4 for
n=4andn= 10.
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Example 3.2 Consider an M/M/I queueing system with a controlled input stream
na(j/n,a) =n(do+d\a),
dy,d\ > 0, dy +d, <1,a€A
=
(0,1]. The service intensity
nu(j/n,a) =n
is constant. As usual, n is a fixed scaling parameter. Theinitial state is i> 0. Suppose
weare interested in the expectedtotal throughput as well as the expected total queue
length. In general, one cannot maximize the expected throughput and minimize the
expected total queue length at the sametime: there is always a trade-off to be made.
Here we regard both of the criteria important, and therefore, we take the following
utility function
"C(i,a) =c(i/n,a) = i/n— Ra,
where R > 0 is a given constant representing the relative importance of the throughput.
One has to solve problem (3.1). The correspondingfluid modelis defined by
A(y,a) =dot+dia, b(y,a) = 1, c(y,a) =y— Ra.
Here and abovein this example, 4(0,a) = (0,a) = c(0,a) = 0. Note that Conditions
3.1 are satisfied.
Solution: To study the fluid model, we solve the Bellmanequation (3.6) and obtain
Ry—y?/2——___—., if0<y < Redod) — | oo
v(y) =
2 Fee * oo fgt\2 /9
ry, (y*) AY (y ) ie if y>y*,
2(1 — do) l—dy—d, set
where
«4 R(L—do)Ve eee eee) di
Feedback control policy
o*(y) 2 1,2 af 0 <y <7;
y=f 0, ify>y
is normal and optimal for problems(3.2) and (3.3), and € = 0 in formula (3.10).
Foranyfixed n, one can also explicitly solve the stochastic optimal control problem
(3.1). The Bellman function "V(i) = infg "W®(i), satisfying the following Bellman
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equation
int {"C(ha) + mA(a)(U4 1) +np(~,a)"V(i-1)
acA n n
-nia(4a) +n(avi} =0, if i> 0;
V(0) =0,
is given by the following formulae: if 0 <i <i" = [ee - ey — 4 , then
nus: 2i*+1-2nR dyt+d,+1 2i*+1 1+dpVii) = + _ =T-ad—d, (1-day)? Td) (1a?
: (dy +d,)"t! _ (dytd,)i-*!
2n?(1 ~dy—d))
l P ( dota) +l 2nRa +1 77 72n 1—dy—d (1—dy—d)) l—djy— ad,
if i> i*, then
 
"V(i) = ss dotd,+1 — 2+1 ee]
1—dy- ad (lL—dy—d\)2? 1—do (1 — do)?
dy+d,)'t!—dy-d lf, 1 1
x! ana +5 ((rt-sg)
+0 ( dgt+d,+1 _ 2nR _ 1+dp )
(l—dy—d\)*  1—dy—d, (1 —do)?
oti1—d) (1—d)? |"
 
+
Policy
7 1, if0<i<i;eid f
0, ifi>i*
is optimal in problem (3.1).
Clearly, i*/n — y* as n — &, so that policies in the stochastic model @(i) and
&*(i) = y*(i/n) are close to each other. Theorem 3.1 says that
v(i/n) = v®(i/n) = "W®(i)
and
nye (i) os nw(i) = "V(i),
Let us fix dy = 0.25, d; =0.5 and R = 1. Thegraphsof v(i/n) and"V (i) forn = 10
and n = 100 are presented in Figure 3.2. For these values of parameters, one can take
# = 4/3, n) = 7/6, Nr = 15/14, C, = 2.23, Cp = 1.75. For the normal policy ¢*,
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Figure 3.2: Graphs of Bellman functions (Example3.2): n = 10 on the top and n = 100
on the bottom.
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y= 1.5, L=1, D=4. Now,after choosing § = 5, we have K; = 286, Kz = 38500,
K3 = 5360, and for n = 100 we obtain 11. and 22. on the righthand side of (3.13) and
(3.14) correspondingly, meaning that our theoretical estimate is very rough and thereal
accuracy is 100 times more precise. For n > 100,000 the presented numbers change to
0.011 and 0.022; the accuracy is (approximately) inversely proportionalto the value of
na
Example 3.3 Consider the optimal control problemin the same set-up as in Example
2, except for the service intensity, now modelling the case when there are infinitely
many servers. If we put L(y,a) = y, then state zero in problem (3.2) is no longer
“absorbing”: for small enough y > 0, A(y,a) — U(y,a) > 0. To avoid this and make
the example consistent with the previous material, we say that the ‘transient’ stage
(nearly) finishes as soon as y = 1. Then after the change of variable y—1:— y, we
introduce the following parameters:
A(y,a)=dy+dia, U(y,a)=ytl, c(ya)=y+1—Ra
with the absorbingstate zero. As in Example 3.2, A(0,a) = U(0,a) = c(0,a) = 0. The
formulae for the parameters of the stochastic model are obvious. One can check that
Conditions 3.1 are satisfied.
Solution: The most interesting case is when R € (d,,d/(1 — dy)); otherwise either
¢*(y) = 0 or g*(y) =1 solves problems(3.2) and (3.3). We put y* = one Now
the Bellman equation (3.6) has the following solution
l—dy-dp in
(
28}, ifO<y<y*s1—dp
y+1l—dy—d,(y) = dy +d, — R)In
|
——-————-v(y) y+(dot+ yin (ane
"41-d+éyin 2 ify>y*.1—do
Policy
_ ,4) 0, fO<y<y*sg*(y) = ae1, ify>y
is normal and optimalfor problems(3.2) and (3.3), and € = 0 in formula (3.10).
Let us fix dy = 0.25, dj = 0.5, R= 7/12. For these values of parameters, 7} = 4/3,
m =7/6, N2 = 15/14, C, =4, Co = 6.121. For the normal policy 9*, y" =0.75,L= 1,
D 4. Now,after choosing $ = 5, we have K, = 380, Kz = 69200, and K3 = 9620. If
n > 100,000, thenonthe righthand sideof (3.13) and (3.14) we obtain 0.019 and0.038,
correspondingly. Note that function v(y) ranges over [0,5] if y € [0,9 = 5], meaning
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that the fluid approximationis fairly accurate. a
3.6 Comments and conclusion
Comments on the obtainedestimate for the rate of convergence: Example 3.2 and
Example 3.3 show that the estimate for the rate of convergence, &(n) = constant x
O(1/n) is tight, as far as the order is concerned. The order of 1 for the convergence
is also observed in Example 4 in Piunovskiy (2009b). In this sense, we claim that our
estimate is accurate. On the other hand, as revealed by Example 3.2, the estimated ac-
curacy offluid approximationscanstill be much rougherthan the actual one, meaning
that our estimate for the constant can be very crude (the constant we mean comes from
&(n) = constant x O(1/n)). However, if one aims at working on general conditions
covering a broad class of models, thenit seemsdifficult to obtain an estimate accurate
for both the order and the constant.
In fact, (Piunovskiy 2009b, Ex.4) is the same as our Example 3.2, except for the
costrate c, which is boundedthere and unboundedhere. The parameters in (Piunovskiy
2009b, Ex.4) also satisfy our Conditions 3.1, while the parameters in our Example 3.2
do notsatisfy Conditions 3(b) assumedthere.
If one fixes a (feedback) control policy @*, then in the case of A(y, p*(y)) > 9,
Conditions3.1 are essentially reduced to Conditions 3(b) in Piunovskiy (2009b). Then
according to (Piunovskiy 2009b, Lem.3, Lem.4), one can construct an exponential
Lyapunovfunction (see (Piunovskiy 2009b, Con.1)), and if additionally, A(y, p*(y)),
u(y, @*(y)) and c(y,@*(y)) are piece-wise continuously differentiable, we have (Pi-
unovskiy 2009b, Thm.1) validated, which together with (Piunovskiy 2009b, Lem.4),
also implies the convergenceresult like part (a) of Theorem 3.1. However, it did not
provide any estimate for the rate of convergence. Although under the extra condi-
tions requiring A(y,@*(y)), L(y, @*(y)) and c(y,@*(y)) to be continuously differen-
tiable with uniformly boundedfirst order derivatives, an estimate for the rate of con-
vergence was provided by (Piunovskiy 2009b, Cor.1), which is also of order +. suchin
extra conditions seem quite strong andrestrictive: under ~* derived in Example 3.2,
the parameters there do notsatisfy them.
Comments on the methods of proof: In Section 3.1, we mentioned two possible
approachesto justify fluid approximations to Markovianoptimal control problems:the
first approachis based onthe convergenceoftrajectories, and the second one is based
on the study of algebraic equations of the dynamic programming type. This chapter
follows the second approachandis based on the Dynkin’s formula,like in the proof of
Theorem 2 in Piunovskiy (2009b), which allows us to obtain an estimate for the rate of
convergence (performance functional-wise). Onthe other hand, the proof of Theorem
1 in Piunovskiy (2009b) does not invoke the Dynkin’s formula, but is based on the
numerical methods for differential equations: in the uncontrolled case(or if a control
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policy is fixed) equation
5 (<) nih (<) ”W(i+ 1) +n (£) ’W(i-1)—n (2 (:) +n (<)) "w(i) =0
(see (3.1)) is simply a versionof the Euler schemeforthe differential equation
dvc(y) + a (A(y) — w(y)) = 0.
The main reason for following the second approachin the current worklies in that the
underlying problem is on an infinite horizon: from Example 3.1, we already see that
the first approachcanbeinefficient, simply because bad things can happenas time goes
to infinity. The first approach seems more applicable, when the underlying horizonis
finite and if one aimsat estimating the rate of convergence. For example, by following
the first approach,for a bandwidth-sharing network, Chapter 5 below will establish the
rate of convergence (performance functional-wise), which is of order Tr However,
there, it seemsthat the rate of convergence (in termsof the order) can vary for different
values of parameters in the model. Indeed, by following the second approach and
using the Dynkin’s formula, with some extra conditions on the parameters, we shall
also obtain an estimate of order 1.
Other general comments: Absorbing(at zero) Birth-and-Death processesare closely
related to EOQ (Economic Order Quantity) models in Inventory theory, and results
like those derived in the current work and Piunovskiy (2009b)are rather useful for the
studies of fluid approximationsthere, where the performancefunctional, the so called
TCU,is a long-run average, and this will be demonstrated in Chapter 4. This chapteris
about continuous-time Birth-and-Death processes only. Nevertheless, there is no doubt
that the same results are valid also for discrete-time random walks: the one-to-one
correspondence between those models is well known and widely used in Piunovskiy
(2009b).
Conclusions: While investigating stochastic optimal control problems, one is con-
cerned about the performance functionals. Therefore, in such situations, if one is
interested in the accuracy of fluid approximations, then the straightforward study of
equations of the dynamic programming type seems more reasonable than the analy-
sis of particular trajectories. Quite formally, this approach is close to approximations
of differential operators and to numerical schemes for ordinary and partial differen-
tial equations. These matters were discussed in Piunovskiy (2009b), see the proofof
(Piunovskiy 2009b, Thm.1). In this chapter, like in the proof of (Piunovskiy 2009b,
Thm.2), the proofs are based on the Dynkin’s formula and leadto explicit expressions
for the accuracy of fluid approximations, in termsof the performance functional.
The suggested methods canbe also applied to manyother specific cases like fluid
approximations to random walks, models with localtransitions on multiple-dimensional
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lattices (Piunovskiy (2009a)), optimal control problemswith long run average costs and
with discounting, and so on. Possible applicationsinclude queueing systems, telecom-
munications, epidemics and inventories.
3.7. Proof of main statements
Proof of Lemma3.1. (a) Under Conditions 3.1, for any 7 > 1, any valueof 7 and all
i > 0, the followingrelation holds:
nA (i/n,a)n 7 + nt(i/na)n —nfA(i/n,a) + u(i/n,a)|ni <0< nt ‘
see (Piunovskiy 2009b,(11)). Therefore, (Guo et al 2006, Assump.A) holds, following
from which the controlled process {"¥,,¢ > 0} is regular underany controlpolicy ®.
(b) It follows immediately from the reasoning presented after Conditions 3.2 and
(Piunovskiy 2009b, Lem.1, Lem.4).
(c) It follows immediately from Conditions 3.1 and expression(3.4). |_|
Proof of Lemma3.2. (a) Thefirst part of this sub-statement is obvious. Indeed,if
y € (0,5), then
 “ita Go, way LON gy Ona) + Ana)inf iG.a)—AGia)| — seRHOa) +404) aca HO.) —A(a)
“A+ 1< gllanle= ey
Asfor the secondpart of this sub-statement, we shall indeedfirstly prove a prelim-
inary result, which wecall the “incidental statement”, asserting that under Conditions
3.1, v(y) defined in (3.8) solves the following Bellman equation
inf {Fao — U(y,a)] +e(na)} =0, v(0) =0. (3.17)
aca y
It is easy to see that Va € A,
dv
dy
aa i 9) ; eats f c(y,a) c(y,a)iatxe) Aol int payday) * Wea)AG 2°
from which we conclude that
[A(y.a) — U(y,@)] +e(y,4)
 
inf {FAGa) ~ L(y, a)] +e(na)} =OacA
since 0 < (y,a) — A(y,a) < Cyn}. Thus,the incidental statementis proved.
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Nowifone puts dh e rn ae a and é= tipi then equation (3.6) is exactly
in the same form as (3.17). In addition, Conditions 3.1 are obviously satisfied by A, fi
and é. Therefore,it follows from the incidental statementthat v(y) given in (3.8) also
solves the Bellman equation (3.6), as required.
(b) Consider F(y,a) on any fixed interval (yj,y;,,), Where we take k > 0 as the
commonLipschitz constant(with respectto y) for 41,4 and c, Such a constantk can be
taken because of Conditions 3.2. Since
g HO+A) < A+1(a) —A(y,a) ~ =
sup [A(y, a)+p(y,a)] < Cone"
acAye(yiJ4 1)
and / /Ji Jjsup —_|e(y,a)| <Cim)'''Cany'"',
aca ye(yhy4y 1)
wehavefory1,y2 € (Vis Yiq1)s
F(y1.a)—FO2a)| < (=)/4)lle(y1.4)(_0(y2,a) — (91,4)
+[H(1,4)(e(y1,4) —e(y2,4))|+le(y1,a)(A(y2o AG1a))+1A(1,a)(e(y1,4) —e(y2,4))I
< Klyi—yal, (3.18)
where 5
ir an A+1K =2Qnf, [ev +1] |(24)/3 k>0
can be taken as the a-independent Lipschitz constant underconsideration. a
Proof of Lemma3.3. Considera particularinterval(yj, y;,,). Then we know that there
exists a Lipschitz constant K such that Vy, v2 € (Yj. ¥.1)s
c(y1,4) c(y2,4)ua)Ava) uona)—AGna)| = Km!
A. oo 2 ; 29sLet us put A = min{3f,7} and fix an arbitrary a! € A providing
c(y, + A,a}) c(y;+A,a) €< inf 434OFA,a!)—AQy+A,al) ~aedf+A,a)—AQy+Aa) 3
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Now if y € (vj, y4,,) and ly — (yj +A)| <A, then Va € A,Oi+1 i
c(y,a}) c(y; +A, a})< - +KA
ul(y,al)-Aly,a;) u(y; +A,a}) —A(yi+4,4/)
 
c(y, +A,a) €LeERA~  p(yt+A,a)-Alyjt+A,a) 3
c(y,a) 2€ SSOE RatesPeasoa 8:
and hence c(y,a/) c(y,a)< inf éH@aly=AGd) —seanO.e)—AG.a) 
Let us put g*(y) =a! for y € [yj,y; + 2A). Now one can repeat the reasoning with
y; + 2A instead of yj, given that y;+2A < y.,,- Then after a finite number ofsteps,
we caneventually construct the required piece-wise constant mapping p* on Lyi Vie)
This reasoning can be appliedto the otherintervals, while if needed, one should modify
the values of ¢*(y;), i= 1,2,.... Finally, we finish with * satisfying (3. 10).
Evidently, function (3.5) is Lipschitz continuousoneachofthe intervals (VpYpel)>
where ¢~*(y) is constant. Obviously, lim j.. yj = %.
For the control policy @*, we remind that v?(y) = fj er o see
(3.4). With in mind (3.8) forv,now it follows thatv®" (y) <QinfyeaGede +
ey < v(y) + €9, as required. a
Before we proceedto the proof of Theorem 3.1, let us remind several statements
of technical nature (in the framework of Theorem 3.1). Most of them were proved in
Piunovskiy (2009b), and the otherscan beeasily proved in a similar way.
A1. Straightforward estimations of function (3.4) show that, for any control policy
’ = ‘ Sed av?(y)| << sup {eee
eS
Panjaso7} Lats
02>0.aeA
  
and :mint=1 a+!y? say? <Or 0)ean fel 
A2. In the framework of Theorem 3.1, for any fixed , we put J = (9+ 1)a],
where [-] takes the integer part, and
(3.19)
oe . pe < «wi(i) S v? (i/n), ifisJs
0, ifi>J.
By applying the Dynkin’s formula (see (Bremaud 1999, p.378-380, Thm.2.2)) to the
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bounded function w®, we have, for any controlpolicy ®,
*(i)Saath
= w*"(i) + lime?ee(%.o¢rr,)) + na(Herrvoyuer «15
+n(—*,@("Y%,))w® ("Y¥;—1)
—n(A(—, ®("Y,¥)) +m,®("Y,))w®("Yms (3.20)
Remember, lim. E?[w®("Y,)] = 0 becauselim;..."Y, = 0 a.s.; more rigorous rea-
sonings can be found in (Piunovskiy 2009b, Lem.2).
A3. Foranyfixed control policy ®,
  
  
 
(a) 00 ny. ny, nE? if I{"Y, = k}nfA(——, @U'Ys)) + H(——,P ras
5 =itieroe if i<k;
€ <aIos ok ~fg Noe apieha". Ae
(b)
co ny, n 1 kEP If IY, S k}nfA (~~, O("%,5) + a(S, ®("Y;)) las] <= we . :
For the proofs, see (Piunovskiy 2009b, Lem.5, Rem.4), to which very similar reason-
ingsresult in the following:
(c) For any k = 1,2,...,
Ee [faite > wnaoe%)+H(K))Ias] <0.
where (+1) (i+1)/n
3 +t 1/n +Zi,  ifi>k;V(i) = =a iy =)
Z(fi -1), ifi<k
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: Visatisfies sup; WU! < o and solvesn
ili > ih+ait 1)+ FEW(i- 1) -H) =0,
2
7(0) =0.
Here,
 
7,8 maeAina ~ 1) =A I
I/n hte/2G-ne g— Da"H, —1)
4 ni!" (+1)
(A —nlA —DARY
The more detailed calculations for V are given at the end ofthis section.
’
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (a) inwhatfollows,n is fixed, y),y2,... are fom Definition 3.1
corresponding to 9*, and L =2 max{/: yj <S+1}. Recall that J =2 ($+ 1)n], where
[-] takes the integer part, and w®(i) is given by (3.19). Let us put
SA {jess j<dj VI=12.. Lo EG -V/a, i+ D/nl}.
According to (3.20), for any control policy ®, for any fixed i < fn,
mw?) =w?(i) +éP+EP +e,
where
6° = lftfe( 2, @("%)) +A(EO(°H))W" ("e+ 1
Een("Y;-1)
—n(A( 2, @(%)) +(2@C'K))]0"(LHL€ Ss}
ee = el{o(H@(°Y)) +nd,0("%)0" ("K+ 1)
mu(—*,@("Y))wCK =1)
natoer¥,)) + (2,@("%))0" ( "Ys)H{"¥s € SHI", < J}ds] ,
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and
se = Ee [{e(7,6(0Y%)) + nA (2,BY)0H"("K+ 1)
tru(=, &("Y,))w®" ("¥, — 1)
nti(200%) +HECK)"HE>Nas
Now by applying the mean value theorem, we have
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
   
co n fe ny, dv?"oP = EP | {ony+acea("y,) 22)0 n dy y=",/n
"Ke einy de®0)w(—,6('%))
e y="¥o/n
ys ny dy?” y dv?" y+4(ery) |SY) esdy dyy=OE ("¥s/n.'¥e+1)/n) yalYs/n
"Ys my, av®(y) dv®"(y)—H(—, ®("¥;)) e “Hh
y=OQE(("¥e~1)/n."¥e/n) ya"'Yy/n
xI{"Y, € S}ds] , (3.21)
so that
= "Y, ny, ny, dvbd ® n nyC = E. — — — —§ ‘lf {ec orm) + [aoea ee%)| Fa
ny, ny. dv?" dv
Xr ae 0) ny a exalt OP "y. “a+ [a B.oerm)) mE. IS am
J a
x 1{"Y, € oa +7,
where
© begga germs, |OO dv®"()
e ~ EP [ ASP("%)) dy dy? “ Iysoe(He. “tet “Iya tte
) nye dv?(y_ 2, ® VW F vU(—, ("Ys)) | iy
xI{"Y; € S}ds] ,
 
 
dv®'(y)
. dyy=0,¢ (“Hot “ts y= 
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and according to A3(b),
& D ® n (CY, nls Bee | [naBerm)tuernyity <das
2 D(§+1) 2 ta
ea n H- 1
‘ : ‘ dnee cly-@*(y))Here, werecall that D is the commonLipschitz constantof dy = TOPO)0.9")
onall of the intervals (yj,yj+1), /=0,1,....2
Therefore, according to (3.17) and A3(b), for an arbitrary controlpolicy ®,
  
 
 
 
~1 d g* d
or 2 Tae sup” on es =
=
"Yes y galls y y= tts
5 co ny. i
iy : 2
i nla(22,80°%)) + a(SOCLC < hs} —17*|
19" : ‘ a> sup {Se
]
 -#|
|
Seas
"Kes dy yo dy pole A
-1
Diy +1(y+), d
om
n n =|
Onthe other hand, for ® = ©", it follows from (3.4) and (3.21) that &/? = y?", which
leads to ‘D+!) )
n Son
   aets (3.23)
We emphasizethat (3.23) does not follow directly from (3.22). In fact, (3.22) is only
neededfor proving part (b), and we just proveit here incidentally.
For &°, weestimate
es "Ye ny
E& < E®? : |c(—*n P( 4s)
eee Fp iS .[A(@(ry,)) + (2,@("%))]in? 
ny,eins(n=) +1
Int n-1
nye NYx n[A(—, &("Y,s)) + H(—,P("Y, loo Hey = ads)
V2i¢s
Here and below, we use (3.19), Conditions 3.1 and Statements Al and A3(a). Thus
 
Cc S+l Cj f+ t/aetic|ei he ee) GnInn nh-1 A-1
Recall that the set {j <J: j ¢ 5S} contains no morethan 3Lpoints.
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For a, we know from A1thatfor alli,
dee 3 1iw())<c) xt,Inni Q-1
Here, werecall that w?(i) = 0 if i> J, see (3.19). Therefore, using Conditions 3.1,
 
 
weobtain
oo ny J/n “Pe deee0
|
nfA(*,0(7%,)) + HF,O'S) Inn) #-1
ny, / ny, ,ieattm ¥,I", > Jas]
2 A+1 a | Ch Nyy
< oe e = a“Ss a (1+ «Tg if I{"Y, J}n"
x nla2) +MC0¢"%Nas |
Finally, since i < fn < (§+1)n—1< J, according to A3(c), we have
2 Atl mo (tA?EPEC (+o *< )f mu (3.25Ie, < Cy ing *H-1 Gi Gi ny" )ni)
Now inequality (3.13) follows directly from (3.23), (3.24) and (3.25). Thus, part
(a) is proved.
(b) Bearing in mind inequality (3.22), we obtain
inf "W?(i) > v?'(i/n)— sup
® ye(O.S+1] ‘dy dy A —1
dv? dv| (§+1)(@ +1)
dy dy n
and inequality (3.14) follows. Thus,part(b) is proved. a
Proofof Corollary 3.1. This corollary trivially holds. a
Calculations involved in Example 3.2. To study the fluid model, we shall solve the
Bellmanequation
dywant| (dy +dja—1)+ :- Ral =0, v(0) = 0.
Onecanverify that the solution to the fluid modelis :
A (l-do)Rdywor={ 1,VO0<y<v=
0, Vy>y"*,
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and ;
Ry-y" /2 #xy) eae WO<yS) ;v(y) = oe ‘eeee ys(1~do)2 dot+d,—1 2(l—do)? °” eae
Backto the stochastic problem (3.1), we shall solve the Bellman equation
inf {; — Ra+(dy+dya)n"V(it+ 1) +n"V(i-1)ae[0.l] (2
—n(dyt+dja+1) "V(i)} =0,
"V(0) =0.
The preliminary calculationsare given as below. Then we verify the solutions obtained
in that waytruly solve the Bellman equation written above.
Firstly, we make the following guess: when i > i*, the optimal policy is given by
*(i) = 1, and wheni < i*, the optimalpolicy is given by ®*(i) =0. Underthis guess
westart off with finding ”V(é) in termsof the unknownyetfixed value /”.
Considerthe case i < i*. Then the Bellman function should satisfy the equation:
oF (do+dy)n"V(it 1) +n"V(i—1) — (dota t I)n"V(i) =0,
"y(0) =0.
To solve this equation, after observing the linear form with respectto "V(-) on theleft
handside, we first consider the homogeneouscase:
(dy td\)n"V(it1) +n"V(i- 1) —(dotdi + 1)n"V(i) =0.
Weguess the solution in the homogeneouscaseis in the form "Ve(i) = Dra! + Dy.
Then by substitution we have
(dy +))n(Dza'+! + Dy) +n(D2a'~! + Dy) — (do + di + 1)n(D2a' + D,) =0
& (dyt+d))a? —(dot+dit+l)at+1=0
1 Cy=" ve(i) =D, +D2 |—— },dy+a, (i) i (<a)
where in the process we have ignored the case D2 = 0.
& g=1,%= 
Then weconsider the inhomogeneouscase:
~ —R+ (do+di)n"V(i+1) +n "V (i) ~ (do +i + 1)n"V(i) =0,
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for which we guessthe solutionis in the form "V?(i) = Are By substitution we have
A(it+1)?+B(i+1) , Aic 1)? + B(i- 1)
n n
 ~ —R-+ (do+di)
Ai Bi~(dy +d) +1)" =0
& i(2A(dy +d))+1—2A)+((dot+d))(A+B)+A—B-—nR)=0
 
 
 
& he I R= nR do+d,+1~ 2(1—dy—d\)’ dy + di—1— -2(1—dy— 1)?
2 ( nR dg+d\+l ) ‘
as nyP (i) = 2(1-do~d1) + a + 2(1—do—d))2
n
Therefore, the general solution is in the form
1 i
"Vii = nye i 4H ye i =D +D( (V0)
=
Di +Dr(zz)
i? nR dot+d\+l .
aden) + (aa? | + 2(1 —do- Hi+ 7 .
With in mind the condition "V (0) = 0 we further have D, = —Do, andthusfinally have
"V(i) = "VP (i) +" V°(i)
1 i= Dy~ih!———(arn)
i2i uR dgt+d)+l :4,ea) + (atta Tidp=adye)
n2
 
(3.26)
Nowconsiderthe case i > i*, where the Bellman function should satisfy
- 4 don"V(i+1) +n"V(i-1) — (do + I)n"V(i) = 0.
Similarly as in the case i < i*, we consider the homogeneouscase and inhomogeneous
case,in order to solve for "V (i).
In the homogeneouscase don "V(i+1)+n"V(i-—1) — (do t+1)n"V(i) = 0, we
guessthe solution should be in the form "V°(i) = D4ct + D3, and by substitution and
excluding the case Dy = 0 we have
doo? +1—(do+1l)a=08 a =1, &® =1/do
=> "V°(i) =D3+D4(1/do)!.
In the inhomogeneouscase 4 +don"V(it+1)+n"V(i-1) — (dot In"V(i) = 0,
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we make the guess "V?(i) =
al
+Bi and bysubstitution we have
i(1 +2A (dp — 1)) + A(do + 1) + B(d — 1) =0
 
1 1+do eei=ay!Ptante= Aaaae yj e
Eventually, the general solution is provided by
osleyny (i) =a+D3+Da(1/do)', 3.27)
where we mustignore the rapidly growing solution meaning D4 = 0.(See (Piunovskiy
2009b, Lem.2,4.5).)
So as to determine D, and D3, let us consider two particular valuesofi.
When i = i* : by equating "V (i*) given by (3.26)to that given by (3.27) we have
 
;? it? af nR dotdy+l_\ 5pop l e 2(1—-do-d1) do+dj—U 2(1=do~di)?
: oe ne
l+dp)i*)sna an- py Meat rZea ath (3.28)
When i = i* +1: by equating "V(i* + 1) given by (3.26)to that given by (3.27) we
have
in (it+1)? R dotd,+l R
1 ee 2(1—do~d)) as (at | teoe (i*
or 1)
D, -D\,
|
——— -dy+a,
 
72
+? |Utdo)(#+1)2(1—do) + 2(1—do)?3 Ae (3.29)
Solve equations (3.28) and (3.29) together and we obtain:
2i*+1 nR dg+d,+1 2*+1 _ _l+doTina |ickUlmAle) Alda
Pe ee. ar Ga 1)+ (rar)
2i* at nR b dgjtdjtl ._—sosel l+do__Moat Heel tian a) a?ee eS: ao Gaal 1)
ie? :nR dgt+d\+l ok is? (1+do)i*
foeae= (atTFs21 -do~Hs) ve do) + 2(1=do)?
n2 n2
D\= 
x
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Now one mustdetermine the unknowni”. To this end, let us consider
&f(y,a) . —Ra+(dyt+dja)n"V(y+1)+n"V(y—1) —n(do+diat 1) "V(y)
and 3fir) = SF = Rt an("V(v+ 1) "VO).
Underourguess, i* must be such that
Shy) = —-Rt+din("V(y" +1) —"V(y")) =0
where y* is some numberthatsatisfies i* = [y*]. Put"V(y* + 1)," V(y*) given by equa-
tion (3.27) into this equation and we obtain
nR 2y*+1 1+do
di 2(1—dy) 2(1—dp)?_mR(l—do) _1+d 1
d 2(1—d) 2”*
The Bellman equation is solved by the feedback policy
.- ox & [nR(l—do) l+d lL}.Lvo<isa S |Mla)eeee
 
@*(i) = 1 (I=do)2— 2
0,Vi>i,
and the function
2i*+1 a nuR as dgtdjt+l 241 l+do
"V(i) = Wi=do-di)
©
dotdi—1 "2 1=do~di)?
—
2(Ido) _2(1=do)?* (ast (ats)(do+d,)" \dotai
nR dota +1 ) i. 21 f imac tT (atta + Fdax} l— os 3dgt+d, n
wheni < i*, and
2i*+1i-do-hi) + tart + Ri-dy=dyye
—
2(1=do)
  
nR dg+d\+l 2i*+1 — _ldo2(1—do)?
 
 
7 | |2 iste Ps. Cane (ar »)
Lk.  2 l+do_; it? nR do+d)+l ) ot2l—do) ‘ 1 W—dy)? 2(1~do~d)) + do+d\~1 t 2(1—do—d)?
+ 2 + 2n n
je? I+do)i*_ Baa) F 2=do)
n2
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wheni > i*. To verify the optimalityof the derivedpolicy,let us focus onthe negativity
(positivity) of f\ (i). Since for ”V(-) given by (3.27) "V(y+1)—"V(y) increases when
y increases,clearly f\(i) > 0 Vi > i*, we only verify the case wheni < i* and i* > Oas
follows.
By substituting "V(y), "V(y+ 1) given by (3.26)into fi (vy) we have
fily)  
1 ye
—R+d —Da nf : (zea)
 
 
 
 
tl)? nR dot+d)+!een + lata t tae OF)
7 2n
2: y nR dg+d\+1ae 1 , _ W=d=ai) + lata aoey
'\ do +d) n2
R+d {p Cer yoa > idy+d, dyot+d
2y+t nR dy+d,+1Mi cdeai) aoa yldoa
a 2n
2i* +1 ae Rs A dytdytl 241 ido
—R+djn Wi—do—dy)
"
dotdi—t
*
2l=do-aiy?_—_ 2(1=do) _2(1=do)*(Saar (ata -'))
1 2 1
«(aaa) (1-245)
  
2y+l uR dg+d\+l
2(1—do—d}) + ard a 2(1—do—d, 2
ts 2n
OAR ak date, 2 edWl—do-di) ©dotai—1 "Wl—do—di > 2=do) (1 =do)?(ae (atx -}))
Lo l
«(z45) (1-245)
-R+da,
 
 
2y+l au nR i dotd+l
a 2(1~do~d1) do+d,—1 2(1-do~d1)?
n
uR dy+d)+l 2i*+1 l+do2i*+12(1—do—di) + dg+d)—1 2 Al=-do—di)? _2(1—do) 21 —-do)?"(aaa)
eye nuR do+d)+1 nRa) °F 3; =x( L : se gitlatedh) ©dota (dod)? adyo+d, n
ae d\
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2i* +1 + nR + dotdit+l  ——_2i*+1 itd
= —q,
)
2adorai)
©
dotrdiaTT Ai=do~adiy? 2d) 21d?ae on(do+d))
1 ,x (ara) }
2y+l + nR ae dotdi+l —2y"+h |+do
2(1=do—di) dotdi—l 21—do—dj)2—-2(t=do) (1d)?+d ‘n
Therefore f(i*) < 0.
Furthermore,
d(nfi(y))  _ 2d) _ 2i*+1 4 nR dy+d,+1
dy ~  2(1~dy—d)) "120 ~dy—d\) dy+d,;—-1  2(1~dy—d\)?
2+ltd | x eter 1!
2(1—dy) 2(1 — dp)? (do+d\)>  do+d
d l Z 2 +1 4 nR dy+d,+1
= '\T=d—-d |20—d—d1) dy ta;—1  2(1—dy—d))?
 
se 2i* + 1 _ l+do jin l \
2(1 — do) 2(1 — do)? dyo+d, :
where we have assumedthat the term in the square bracketis positive, and the case of a
negative term in the square bracketis trivial. Let us estimate the term in the parenthesis
 
 
 
as follows:
l 2i*+1 nR dgt+d,\+1
|tecta
2i* +1 l+do 1=9 aa) ates "do + dj
l 2i*+1 nR dy+d,+1Z = +c 7l1-—dj-—ad say dyotd,-1 2(1 — dy — d\)*
2i*+1 1+do 1—dy—d
et| dy+d )
> 1 -| 2y*+1 _ nR dy+d,+1
~  1-—dyo-d, 2(dy+d)) dy+d 2(1 — dy ~ di) (d\ +o)
nR(1~-dy—d\)
~— di(dy +d)) |
i 2y*+1 nR(1 — do) dy+d,—1
~ (dy +d\) (do+di)d) 2(1—do~d\)(do +41)
2y* +1 2nR(1 — do) l
~ 2dytdi) 2(do+di)d) 2(dy +d)
I+do)d—d| 2nR(1 — do) — FO onR — 2nRdy
2(dyo+di)d, 2(do +d) )d\ 2(dot+di)d)~ '
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meaning that f\(i) < 0 when i < i", as required.
Finally, without many efforts one can also verify that the Bellman equationis sat-
isfied by the solutions derived from thepreliminarily derived ie |
Calculations involved in Example 3.3. To study the fluid model, let us solve the
Bellman equation
inf {(do+ ava l yeyes l - Ra} = 0,v(0) =0.ae [0.1] dy
Firstly, we guess that for some valuesof R the optimalpolicy is provided by
o*(y) 0, VO0<y<y"sy=: 1,Vy>y*,
where y* is a constant yet unknown.
Underthis guess, Vy < y* we have
dvley
dv _ yt+l aie dy
dy yt+l-—dy yt+1—do
& wy) =ytdoln(y+1—do) +A,
>
and the constantA is determined bytheinitial condition v(0) = 0 leading to
v(y) =y+dyln(y+ 1 — do) — dy|n(1 — do). (3.30)
Vy > y* we have
(dg +d\—1ieAk 1-R=0dy
S Gedynokbsdy
dv dyt+d,—R& —=14+—————ay yt Dda
eS v(y) =y+ (do +d) —R)In(y+ 1 — dy — di) + Ds, (3.31)
where the local constant Dsis determined by equating v(y*) given by (3.30)to the one
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given by (3.31):
y* + dyIn(y* + 1 — do) — doIn(1 — do)
= y* + (dy +d, —R)In(y* + 1—dy—d))+Ds
& Ds =dy|n(y* +1 — dy) —dgln(1 — do) — (dy +a) — R)In(y* +1 — do — 1)
& vy) =yt(dotd) — R)In(y+ 1 — dp —d)) + doln(y* + 1 — do)
—dy|n(1 — dy) — (dp + dt — R) In(y* +1 — dy —d))
when y > y*.
Now to determine y*, one should consider
A dyb(y,a) = (dy tdja—1 “a +y+1—Ra
and ab(y,a) d4 Ab(ya) _ d¥_bi(y) = a =a R.
Under our guess y* mustbe suchthat b(y*) = 0, meaning that from (3.30)
y+]eeeeis'ye+1—dowy RoRdom a
“dy —R
from which wesee, to validate our guess,it is necessary to have R € (d1, oR):
Therefore, when d; <R< Toe: the Bellman equationfor the fluid modelis solved
by
“(y) = 0, VO<y<y';
eu 1,Vy>y%*,
and
v(y) = y+doln(y+1—do) —doln(1 — do),
when 0 <y< y* and
v(y) = y+ (do+d — R)In(y+ 1 —dy—d,)+doln(y* +1 —d) —dgln(1 —d)
—(dy +d — R)In(y* + 1 —dy— 4d),
when y > y*.
Incase 0 < R < dy (resp. R> 45) the optimal policy is p*(y) = 0 (resp. 9*(y) =
1) identically, and v(y) is given by (3.30)(resp. (3.31)).
Finally let us verify the optimality of the aforementioned policiesfor the three sets
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of values ofR, respectively. That is, we shall examine the positivity (negativity) of the
function b, (y). Clearly, b;(y*) = 0 from the above calculations.
When RE (a1, Az) and y < y*:
1 d\ee as  b = da —R>0,u(y) Veet dg Toe 7
as required.
WhenR € (d),74z) and y > y*
dg+d,——— +1 ]d,-R<0),bi(y) aaa ) 1 <
as required.
The cases of R < d, and R > os can beverified in the same way. |
Calculations involved in A3(c) of Section 3.7. Let us solve
n>8+PGI)+1wi-1)- V(i) =0,V(0) =0 (3.32)et st
for V(é) such that sup;.o Aa < 00
For i > k—1, the aludonsis in the form
ee (A+1 ee)Wj=-—Eaallne (3.33)Gai Gr =)
(itl)n (1LA)/a
where Z; is a constant. Actually Vii Ee+2Z,+2Z,f! also solves the(A-n, Mn,
equation but is not bounded by nil” , meaningthat Z, = 0.
For i < k, bearing in mind that V (0) = 0,the solutionis in the form
V(i) = Zh! —Zp. (3.34)
In particular, we have when i= k — 1:
a k/n(+1)! meelee
(7 -ayGi 1)fe y
and when i = k: (A+ inhte
ee eh1),@—myin1) ay ee
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Solve the above two equations simultaneously and obtain:
Zz {=i —my/"\(ni!" — 1) A)
—(1 ayn—hl—NY}
I+
(@—ny/)(ni" — D-H x (3.35)
and
Z = {=n—m/"\(ni"—0 -A)
= (1 = anf" — il=Ay= ml")S
1+
(a — ni")! = 1) = AAA(HE 1)
(A+ 1)Din
(= m/")(ny/" = 1) (AE1)
Particularly, putting Z, given by (3.35) into the expression (3.33) and setting i = k
 x
returns
m+ay — A)1H = +.(Any!) AAR
Chapter 4
Fluid approximation: EOQ and
EPQ models
4.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter1, results obtained in Chapter 3 have implications on stochas-
tic problems with a long run average expected cost. One example of such problemsis
the EOQ model, which we study in this chapter. In what follows, we shall accept the
convention that tcu (resp. TCU) standsfortotal cost per unit timein fluid models (resp.
stochastic models).
The classic EOQ modelaiming to provide the minimizerof tcu, termed as EOQ,
is primarily based on the following set of assumptions:(i) instantaneous holding cost
being linear in the inventory level; (ii) constant setup cost: (iii) demand coming ina
deterministic and continuousprocess at a constant rate; (iv) no backlogging; (v) ho-
mogeneous and nonperishable goods; (vi) continuous reviews of the inventory level;
and (vii) instantaneousreplenishment after ordering. Amongstthe efforts of gener-
alizing the classic EOQ models, a significantly great deal have been made on relax-
ing assumption(iii): for instance, Baker and Urban (1988) with a demandrate as a
polynomialfunction of inventory level, Datta and Pal (1990); Giri et al (1996) with a
demandrate discontinuous in inventory level, Urban (2005) with an initial inventory
level-dependent demandrate, and BermanandPerry (2006) with demandrate of a more
generalinventory level-dependence,to list some. This fact is a response to: “At times,
the presenceof inventory has a motivationaleffect on the people aroundit. It is a com-
monbelief that large piles of goods displayed in a supermarketwill lead the customer
to buy more (Levin et al 1972).” Generalizations regarding other assumptionsinclude
allowing backlogging and period reviews in Urban (1995), accounting for perishable
goods in Ferguson et al (2007); Giri and Chaudhuri (1998); Giri et al (1996); Weiss
93
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(1982), and so on. A comprehensive review of the literature on EOQ modelsis avail-
able in Urban (2005). Note, the aforementioned works mainly focus on deterministic
EOQ models.
Clearly at least to some extent, the reallife is of stochastic nature, and these deter-
ministic models can therefore be regardedasfluid approximationsto the corresponding
moredifficult-solving stochastic EOQ models, which can arise from relaxing assump-
tion (iii) to allow demand comingin a stochastic process. For this reason, below we
shall call the deterministic models also fluid models. Suppose now the EOQ for the
fluid modelis obtained,naturally the next question is about how to translate the (fluid)
EOQ to an order quantity for the corresponding stochastic model with a satisfactory
performance, measured by TCU. As mentioned in Chapter 1, here “satisfactory” is
understood in the sense offluid scaling. Having in mind Theorem 3.1, one natural
translation could be via (3.12) with a minor modification, which was indeed consid-
ered in Piunovskiy (2009a). There by modelling the underlying stochastic model as
a Markovian system continuousin time,the authorjustified this natural translation of
the (fluid) EOQ, by showingthatit leads to an AFO (asymptotic fluid optimal) and AO
(asymptotic optimal) (see Gajrat and Hordijk (2000); Gajrat et al (2003)) order quan-
tity for the stochastic model!. Nonetheless,fairly strict conditions were assumedthere,
restricting the applicability of its results. By the way, the Markovianfeature of the
underlying system comes from assuming exponentially distributed inter-arrival time in
the demandprocessas well as the production time, whichis typical and commonin the
current literature about inventory systems, see He and Jewkes (2002); Koéchel (1996);
Weiss (1982); Xu and Chao (2009); Zheng and Zipkin (1990), for example.
Therefore, the main objective in this chapteris to justify this natural translation and
provideits efficiency, but under significantly less restrictive conditions compared to
those in Piunovskiy (2009a). In a nutshell, the current chapter allows the demandrate
and holdingcost rate to be of a rather general inventory level-dependence, so that our
results are applicable to the important case of discontinuous demandrate and holding
cost rate (compared to globally Lipschitz continuousrates in Piunovskiy (2009a)). Ad-
ditionally, by replacing ordering from suppliers with producing gradually as the means
of inventory backup,weshall also study the similar issues for EPQ models.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3
we formulate EOQ and EPQ models and state the main results. In Section 4.4 some
comments are given on the issues of possible applicabilities of the obtained results.
Finally we finish this chapter with conclusions. The proofs of main statements are
collected at the end in Section4.6.
Throughoutthis chapter, the context should always makeit clear when[-] means
the function taking the integerpart of its argument.
 
'Here we deem it more appropriate to postpone the definitions of AFO and AO order quantities to Sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3
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4.2 EOQ models
4.2.1 Description of mathematical models
Fluid model: Suppose somepositive real order quantity p > 0 isfixed, and let {y(t),t >
0} be the inventory level process, whose dynamics, giventheinitial state y(0) = @,is
subject to a = —(y) when 0 < y(t) < @; and y(torder +9) = P, where y(t) reaches
state zero at torder. Here, f(y) > 0 is the demandrate, and the impulsive jump of
y(t) at torder reflects the instantaneous replenishment assumption.Lettgy¢je be the time
duration between two consecutive jumpsofthe inventorylevel process,g(y) the instan-
taneous holding costrate, and K > 0 the setup cost, incurred immediately whenever an
order is made. Then tcu(@) 2 limy—seo # { Jy a(v(0))dt + K [4] } . Let us call p* the
EOQ forthe fluid model, so that rcu(g*) = infysotcu(@).
(Scaled) stochastic model: Suppose some positive integer order quantity "® > 0 is
fixed. Then quite formally, the inventory level process {"Y,,t > O} is modelled as a
continuous time Markov chain with state space {0,1,2,...,”} and transition rates
given by
nk, if j=";
"q(j|0)=4 —nk, if j=0;
0, otherwise;
in case of i € {1,2,3,...,"@}
ne. ApS ie bs
qil)=< —np(4), ifj=6
0, otherwise,
where nj (4) is the instantaneous demandrate, and nx is the parameterof the exponen-
tially distributed lead time between the ordering and the corresponding replenishment.
Then wehave the performancefunctional
“rcu("e) & tim Lene be {eh Ekaey = 1) fa ;T0 T 0 n n
where Eng denotes the expectation operator with initial position "Yo = "®, though in-
deed we can put any state as the subindex in the above definition. Let us call "&*
the EOQ for the (scaled) stochastic model, if "TCU ("®*) = infrp=).2.... "TCU("®).
Clearly, we could have formulated this optimization problemin the form of a CTMDP
as in preliminary example (b). However, it appears more convenient to formulate it in
the current way. Accordingly, we have divided the costrate into two parts: the holding
cost g and the setup cost K.
As in Chapter 3, let us explain the fluid scaling through the parameter n € N,if
we put "® = [ng], where ¢ is the order quantity for the fluid model. Clearly, when
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n= 1, the stochastic modelis a natural corresponding version of the fluid model. As
we increase n, the demand comesin smaller units, or say equivalently, inventories are
measured more accurately. Take (i/n) 2 M as an example: if n = | corresponds to
the unit of (kg) so that nut( +) = nM = M (kg) comespertime unit; then in case of
n= 1000, the unit will be (g): nut(+) = 1000M (g) comespertime unit. Meanwhile,
the cost rate is not amplified by multiplying n becauseit costs the sameto hold either
1000M (g) or M (kg) of inventories.
Finally, suppose the fluid model is solved, and one obtains the (fluid) EOQ @*. In
line with the aforementioned physical meaningofthe fluid scaling, a natural translation
of this (fluid) EOQ to an order quantity for the (scaled) stochastic model will be via
"® = [ng*] (see (3.12)). We say [ng] is AFO if limy—. |"TCU ([n@]) — tcu(p*)| = 0,
and AO if limy—s0 |" TCU ([ng]) ~ "TCU ("®* )| = 0. In what follows, EOQ for both
fluid and stochastic models will be assumed unique,and the similar assumption applies
to the EPQ models.
4.2.2. Main results
Conditions 4.1 (a) There exist constants d, > 0, kj > 0 and 6 > 0 such that 6 <
L(y) <k, and |g(y)| < dj); here functions jt and g are measurable, and both defined on
[0,c).
(b) There exist finite intervals (O,y,), (vi,y2), ... with limjoey; = % such that on
eachofthem, g(y) and L(y) are Lipschitz continuous, with uniformly bounded Lipschitz
constants dg, and dy.
Note, Conditions 4.1 imply that for any fixed @ > 0, there exist L (possibly @-
dependent)finite intervals (0,y,), (vi,y2), ---, (vz,3[@+ 1]) such that on each inter-ay oe . ep d didutkidval, ST and ae are Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constants 35 and aa
. re . A du didy+kidrespectively. For simplicity, we define dy = max{55, aoe},
Proposition 4.1. Under Conditions 4.1, for anyfixed order quantity in the fluid model
yp >0
\"TCU([ng]) —tcu(p)| < 5((ng]k
+k)
+max( 20), yh. (4.1)
(l+di)kik {kid23[9 +1] ky, 3diLsg tres
In particular, Proposition 4.1 implies lim,. |'7CU ({n@*]) — tcu(p*)| = 0, i-e., [n@*]
is AFO.
The following lemmais from Piunovskiy (2009a), where under Conditions 4.1 and
: ty &K * caticfiace Ub" 8K 6g(y) > 0, it was shown that p* > la; and "@* satisfies —- > Lar ae 
Lemma4.1 UnderConditions4.1, if g(y) > 0, then liminf,.0. 2 > 0.
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Corollary 4.1 Under Conditions 4.1, if liminf,,00 > 0 (see Lemma 4.1), then
we have limy—e |== ie) = 0, andlimps |" TCU ({np*]) — "TCU ("®*)| =, ie.,
[ng*| is AO.
Regarding Proposition 4.1, as K — °°, which correspondsto the case of no leadi (l+di AP fkido3[p+l aetime, the RHSof(4.1) goes to aie {adler  ((1+ AL)= , which blowsupto
co as ~ goes to 0, while all the other parameters are fixed. This raises our desirability
for a g-independentestimate, which can be done with some additional conditions, as
givenby the following corollary.
Corollary 4.2 Under Conditions 4.1, suppose in addition L is @-independent and
g(y) > 00n (0,2). Then the following statements hold: (242 )kidy
 
(a) Foranyfixedn > N where N is any positive integer numbersatisfying N > eae
and for any 9 > oe a 2,
3(1+di)kid 1Mrcu(ingl) -tculg)| < a ne =
n{l  nK62K—6ky dy }
(l+di)kj
“nb Be = 2-1)id) nk on
{2th}SEC. 6 K
Here, E(n) is -independent and E(n) = o(+).
(b) Foranvn>N,
1['TCU("S") "TCU ([ng"])] < 2E(n) = O(-).
Here werecall that"®* and 9* are the EOQforthe (scaled) stochastic model andfluid
model, respectively.
Corollary 4.2 refines Corollary 4.1 for certain cases by providing an estimate of the
rate of convergence.
Fixing some order quantity for the fluid model @ andscaling parametern, andlet
"TT(’), i=0,1,...[2q@] be the stationary distributionof the inventory process {"¥,,t >
0}, and z(y)the invariantdensity in the fluid modelof the underlying dynamicsofy(t).
Here we put (0) = 0 for convenience. Then the following proposition showsthatthe
fluid model can also be used to provide approximationsto stationary distributions of
the inventory level process in the (scaled) stochastic model.
Proposition 4.2 Suppose Conditions 4.1 are satisfied, and some order quantity forthe
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fluid model @ > 0 is fixed. Then we have
 
ky"T1(0) — x(0)| < ——_—.;["T1(0) x¢ NS yn]
and for i= 1,2,...,[n@]
i 2kTK ATK (3d) (7 AL SUL Irmaf" xo] < teete_ ([ng] + 1)
4.3. EPQ models
In this section, results similar to those derived in the previous section are produced for
EPQ models. So we shall omit any repetitive comments.
4.3.1 Description of mathematical models
Fluid model: Suppose wefix somereal inventory backup level g > 0, meaning that
once it is switched on, the production is always on until the inventory level reaches
~. Let {y(r),t > 0} representthe inventory level process in the fluid model, with state
space [0,@], and instantaneous demand and productionrate j1(v) > 0 and A(y) > 0,
respectively. Then given theinitial state y(0) = @, the inventory level processis subject
to the dynamics
dt
dy —u(y) (production-off phase);
A(y) —£(y)  (production-onphase) ,
where the production-off phase and production-on phase, superseding each other, are
triggered by v(t) = @ and y(t) = 0, respectively. In words, without any delay, once
the inventory level reaches zero, production is switched on till it reaches the inven-
tory backup level g. Let g(y) be the holding cost rate, K > 0 the setup cost incurred
with switching on the production,and ¢,y¢/e the time duration betweentwo consecutive
production switching-offs. So tcu(@) = + limp—seo {0 g(v(e))dr+K [=] \. Let us
denote @* the EIBL? (Economic Inventory Backup Level) for the fluid model, so that
tcu(@*) = infgsotcu(@).
(Scaled) stochastic model: Suppose wefix some inventory backuplevelpositive inte-
ger "®, meaning that the production is always onuntil the inventory reachesthe level
"®, Let {"¥,,t > O} represent the inventory level process. We shall model it as a
continuous time Markovchain with the state space
{("®, of f), ("B—1,off),...,(O,0f f), (O,on),...,(" — 1, on)},
Note, here weare interested in EIBL, rather than the economic productionlotsize.
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where (i,of f) indicates that the inventory level is i and the productionis off; the de-
notation of (i,on) can be understood in the same way. Its transition rates are given
by
"@((0,on)|(O,of f)) =nk, "a((O,of f)\(O,of f)) = —nk;
"@((1,0n)|(0,0n)) = nA(0), "@((0,0n)|(0,0n)) = —nA(0);
 
 
  
"g( ("oFF)\(°— 1,on)) =nA(——),
2g(("e —2,0n)|("® — 1,on)) = nu—— By,
nal("@— 1,0n)|(°@ — 1,0n)) = n+)—np—):
Vii laOe
"al (KofIGoFf)) = sy) ei eyoaee
and finally Vi=1,...,"B—2:
n(;), if j=i-1;
"q((j,on)|(i,on)) =
4
nA(5), if j=i+1;
~n(£)—nd(£), if =i,
where nA ( £) and nj (4) stand for the instantaneous production and demandrates, 1k is
the parameter of the exponentially distributed lead time between the switching and the
actual production-on, and we have ignored all the cases when the transitionrates take
zero. So we have "TCU ("®) = tine 1Enel {3() + Kn(4)if"Y, = 1} bdr],
with the holding cost g(4) and setup cost K > 0. Let us denote "* the EIBLforthe
(scaled) stochastic model, so that "TCU ("®*) = infug=1.2.... "TCU("®).
The concept of AFO and AOinventory backuplevel [n¢] can be understoodin the
same mannerasintroducedat the end of Subsection 4.2.1.
4.3.2. Main results
Conditions 4.2 (a) There exist some constants d\ > 0,k, > 0,6 >0, 64, > 0,9 >1
and measurable functions u(y), A(y), and g(y) defined on (0,00) such that b<ul(y)<
wy) + Sua SA(y) Ski, Aly) +My) Ski [g(Y)| Sai and infoa = fj.
(b) There exist finite intervals (0,y1), (yi,y2), .-. with lim;yj; = °° such that on
each of them A(y), u(y) and g(y) are Lipschitz continuous with uniformly bounded
Lipschitz constants dj, dy and dg, respectively.
Note, Conditions 4.2 imply that for any fixed @ > 0, there exists an integer L (pos-
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sibly @-dependent) and L + 1 intervals (0,y1), (v1,y2), ---, (vz,3[@ + 1]) such that on
+ tar 1 gy) I : : : TG :eeGG)" x0)" To)-up) are Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant
cpdyut : . 7 :Sr. gr and oe respectively; and at the same time on eachoftheintervals,
WA
functions (with respectto y) weitttea and Ie
kide+didu dy+dyous with Lipschitz constants —“>-— and “a respectively. Let us now denote the
Ht
and
are Lipschitz continu- 
. . A “dyed dy +dcommonLipschitz constant as d2 = max{ 5, Aideo d tty.
ua
Proposition 4.3 Under Conditions 4.2, for anyfixed(fluid) inventory backup level @ >
0,
|"TCU ([ng]) — tcu()|
28Kki(1+d,)
{
By +Bont 20+) + max{42, 1}
~ 6 2[ng]k +k, 
where we put 8 é max{6, Sux} and 6 = min{6, dy.}, and n-independentB,, Bp are
given in (4.3), (4.4) in Section 4.6.
Asin the case of EOQ models, we observe from Proposition 4.3 that [n@*] is AFO.
Corollary 4.3 Under Conditions 4.2, the following statements hold:
(a) Ifg(y) > 0, then liminf,..—> 0.
(b) If liminf,0 “2 > 0, then
n@* *tim |. — PPT 9
noo n
and
lim |"TCU([ng*]) —"TCU ("®*)| =0,noo
ie, [ng*] is AO.
(c) IfL is p-independent and g(y) > 0, then the following two sub-statementshold:
v2 z(cl) For@ >= = and big enoughn so thatn > a andn> fL —1,
"TCU ([ng]) —tcu()|
 
= a a ~-2n iS 7— 25k (14d)
}
B+Bani (aT) 4 max{ 42), sb}
= s22 2(n(A2-) - 1K+k
E pig) = 0(-).
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Here F(n) is -independent, and
B=
eD 2kyda( + 1)3(qez +) kif, 3iL( +1)ttS See(A — 1) fs 1)
(c2) Forsufficiently big n,
l"TCU ("®*) —"TCU([ng*])| < 2F(n) = O(-):
As acasestudy,let us considerthe following classic setting for the (scaled) stochas-
tic EPQ model: assume constant demand and productionrates | (y) 2 D> 0 and
A(y) © R > 0,linear holding cost g(y) = hy with a constant h > 0, constant setup
cost K > 0, and finally no lead time between “switching” and “actual production-on”,
corresponding to if we take K — 09. Therefore, if we consider the underlying continu-
ous time Markovchain {”¥;,t > 0}, state (0,0f f) will be excluded. Thetransitionrates
are modified accordingly. Clearly, Conditions 4.2 are satisfied with this classic setting.
The following lemmagivesthe explicit formula for "TCU (Z), where for simplicity we
haveput Z instead of "® for the inventory backuplevel.
Proposition 4.4
"TCU(Z) = {RhZ?(D—R)*> +2Kn°D(R— D)’ + ZhR(3D — R)(D — R)
by vee+2RhD?(1 —(=) )}
: l
2n(R ~ D) {ZR? — D2 + D?(2)2 —ZRD}R
 
Clearly, if we put Z = [ng] in the expression for "TCU (Z), with @ the inventory
backuplevel for the fluid model, then onecaneasily see that lim,.."7TCU([ng]) =
Se+ ie = tcu(@), which agrees with Proposition 4.3. Secondly, if 1 increases,
then by inspecting the numerator(especially the first two terms) and the denominator,
wesee thatif Z does notincrease as fast as n, "TCU (Z) will blow upto oe. Note,it can
be easily checked that the expression ZR? — D? + D?(%)* — ZRD > 0. Therefore,the
condition of liminf;,..0 oe > 0 in Corollary 4.3 is satisfied.
Finally, Let us finish this section with the following remark. Although the above
studied EPQ model makessensein its ownright,it is also somehowrelated to another
interesting problem in telecommunications, the “buffer sizing” problem. For illustra-
tive means, let us take the following naive fluid model as an example. Consider a
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connection with a source sending data packets to a router, which further switches the
data to the sink at rate u(y), where y is the instantaneous number of packets in the
buffer. Supposeat initial time, the buffer of the router is empty. The source sends
information packets to the router at rate A(y) > ,l(y), till the point whenthestate of
the buffer reaches the buffer size. After that point, the sender pauses until the next
moment whenthe buffer is empty. The problem is to size the buffer so as to minimize
the average holding cost. Clearly, this is just another interpretation of the EPQ model.
Surely therealtraffic is of stochastic nature. However, often a fluid model is taken for
analysis, see for instance, Avrachenkovet al (2005, 2010), where the authorsstudied
the buffer sizing problem forthe real Internettraffic governed by TCP implying a time-
and state-dependent sending rate of data. For the network traffic governed by STCP,
we shall study this buffer sizing problem in Chapter6.
4.4 Comments and remarks
In this section, let us commenton the mainresults, Propositions 4.1 and 4.3, and their
applicability issues. We shall mainly focus on EOQ models,as absolutely similar com-
ments can be made on EPQ models in the same manner.
Although we assumetheordering point to be alwayszero, ourresults are still ap-
plicable whenit is set to somefixed positive level, because Lemma 4.2 holds if we
put another absorbingstate instead of zero. In particular, if one allows the state taking
negative values, by putting some negative state absorbing, ourresults also impoundthe
case of backlogging. This flexibility regarding the ordering point together with the fact
that g is unrestricted in signs enrichesthe applications of our results, in that although
we require {1 to be separated from zero, whenprofit rather than solely operational cost
is counted, the ordering point is most typically positive, meaning in cases of L(y) =
ay®, a >0, 0< B < Las in Baker and Urban (1988) and u(y) = ay8, a>0,B>1
as in Bermanand Perry (2006), ut will be essentially separated from zero.
Indeed, the state-dependence given in Conditions 4.1 and 4.2 is fairly general. In
particular, that functions f(y) and g(y) being boundedis not too restrictive, because
once some EOQ for the fluid model @ > 0 is fixed, to validate Propositions 4.1 and
4,3, they are only required to be bounded on boundedintervals. For example, once
the ordering pointis positive, the state space is essentially a closed interval, and the
aforementioned two forms of demand rate in Baker and Urban (1988); Berman and
Perry (2006) will satisfied all the conditions required here. Note, in addition to the
demand rate, some authors such as Giri and Chaudhuri (1998); Giri et al (1996) also
included a state-dependent deteriorating rate, to indicate that the underlying goodsare
perishable. Our results are also applicable to such cases: one only needsexplain [1 as
the reductionrate of the inventorylevel.
Finally, Propositions 4.1 and 4.3 are significant extensions of Piunovskiy (2009a),
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where the author focused on EOQ models only and required (global) Lipschitz conti-
nuity of 4 and g. However, from the practical point of view, the case of discontinuous
functionsis interesting and important, as demonstrated by Berman and Perry (2006);
Datta and Pal (1990);Giri et al (1996); Urban(1992, 1995), where Berman and Perry
(2006) considered a piecewise constantfunction jt and the others considered pu taking
either a constant value or according to L(y) = ay, a>0,0<B <1. Theresults in
Piunovskiy (2009a) were derived based on the closed-form of the solution to a Poisson
equationsatisfied by "TCU, whichis tremendously difficult to get explicitly in the case
of (stochastic) EPQ models; into which nevertheless the current work provides insight.
4.5 Conclusion
To sum up, in this chapter we formally justified a general class of inventory level-
dependent deterministic EOQ and EPQ models, regarded as the fluid approximations
to their stochastic versions in that a natural translation of the fluid EOQ (EIBL) was
shown to provide an order quantity (inventory backuplevel) for the stochastic model
achieving someoptimality asymptotically. The efficiency of the translation mechanism
was obtained, too. The class of inventory models are quite broad so that to various eXx-
tent, the obtained results are directly applicable to existing works such as Baker and
Urban (1988); Berman and Perry (2006); Datta and Pal (1990); Giri and Chaudhuri
(1998): Giri et al (1996); Urban (1992, 2005). This chapter can be viewedas a refine-
ment of Piunovskiy (2009a).
4.6 Proof of main statements
To aid ourproof,firstly, let us consider the following one-dimensional Birth-and-Death
process {"Z,, t > 0} with state space {0,1,...} and birth and death rates na(£) and
nB(4), respectively, where nonnegative measurable functions & and B are defined on
(0,00) and i indicates the currentstate of the process. In addition, a(0) = B(0) = 0,
meaning that state zero is absorbing. Let £; denote the expectation of any underlying
functionalof the process, with theinitial state "Z) = i. Let a real measurable function
y defined on [0,ce) be fixed with (0) = 0. Now weare in the position to state the
following conditions:
Conditions 4.3 (a) There exist constant f} > 1, 5 > 0, d) > 0 and ky < °% such that
inf.» 5S > A, B(c) > 8, a(z) + B(z) < ki, |9(<)| < di. Here, if a(<) = 0, then H can
be arbitrary.
(b) There existfinite intervals (zo = 0,21), (21,22),-.. with limjo <2; =e such that on
each of them, GEE]
Lipschitz constant do.
is a Lipschitz continuous function with a uniformly bounded
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Note, Conditions 4.3 (b) implies that for any fixed @ > O there exists an integer L
(possibly p-dependent) and L+ | finite intervals (0,21), (c1,22),--+. (<2,3[@+1]) such
that on eachinterval, function 3 is Lipschitz continuous with uniformly bounded
Lipschitz constant d2.
The following lemmais slightly stronger version of (Piunovskiy 2009b, Thm.2),
and will play an important role in ourproof.
Lemma4.2 Suppose Conditions 4.3 are satisfied. Then, for each @ > 0
a[12] — [rena
where regarding the secondintegral the underlying dynamicsis given by ie = a(z)—
sup <=+Bgee (4.2)
O<i<n[o+1]  
 
B(s), (0) = i; and B, and Bz are given asfollows:
~haleislet tl, (4 At) santa)= sq—-1) \'*5q—-p) BA-D
_ Skile+ UA) aA?)a= (1SR)oF “
Proof. It can be easily checked in the proof of (Piunovskiy 2009a, Thm.2) that our
Conditions 4.3, weaker than the original conditions imposed,are sufficientfor the state-
ment. See also Chapter 3. |
4.6.1 Proof of Proposition 4.1, Corollary 4.1, Corollary 4.2 and
Proposition 4.2
Let us call, for both the fluid model and (scaled) stochastic model, the time duration
between two consecutive replenishments a cycle, and denote them fgycie and "Teycle,
respectively. Here,for simplicity, we do not explicitly indicate the ~-dependence ("®-
dependence) of fycte ("Teycle). Clearly, {"¥,,t > 0} is a regenerative process (Ross
2002, p.425), in that it repeats probabilistically itself from one cycle to the next. It
then follows from (Hu and Liu 1999, Th.1.1, p.131) (see also (Ross 2002, Prop.7.3))
that as far as the long-run average "TCU([n@]) is concerned,it suffices to consider the
inventory level process and the cost incurred with it over one cycle. For simplicity, we
shall always consider the cycle starting at time 0 with the initial position "Yo = [ng].
Let us denote "TC and tcthe total cost incurred over the cycle in the stochastic and fluid
model, respectively. Then the following lemmaindicates that the differences between
Etng) ("Teycte| and teycie and between Ejy,9\|"TC] and tc cannotbetoobig.
Lemma4.3 Under Conditions 4.1, the following two inequalities hold with nonnega-
tive B, and Bz given in (4.3) and (4.4):
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(a) |Etngyl" Teyctel ~feyte| $S Aunains
(b) [Eni lETC| —te| < mh + Bo
met 4 (0)a
Proof. (a) Let us denote "Tyosorbing the time duration from the starting point t = 0 up
to the point when "Y, firstly reaches state 0. Obviously, we es Eng)il" Tabsorbing] =
Ejng|Lo L{"Y, > O}dt]. Then Ej,9)[" Teycte] = Ejngi(" Tobsorbineleh ae4, where the second
term onthe right handside is the expected lead time. Now, notice that Conditions4.1
is aPeisieof Conditions 4.3, where #) > 1 is arbitrary, if we take functions
= 0, B(y) = L(y) (hereit does no matterto put 14(0) = 0) and I{y>0}=g(y) =
:: and the aoe level process from t = 0 up to "Tapsorbing is a pure death process.
Therefore, one can referto ae4.2 for [Eng (" Dovcle| teyeie| = Engl" Tyisoibinel —
teyete| +ie < SL + Boqe.
(b) Let us denote ”eee the aees during the interval [0,"7ybsorbing]
so that Ej,,9} "TC] = Eng] "TFCabsorbing)+wo8\0) Where the second term onthe right hand
side correspondsto the cost incurred overthe lead time. In the same wayasin part(a),
comparing Ey)"TCabsorbing] Withtc first, and then adding oN) results in the statement.
Remember,the setup cost cancels out. a
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Under Conditions 4.1, we have
TCU(np}) —tcu(9)BaF
Engl" Teycie]  teycte
fetTete tcEng)|" Texcle|
Engl" Teyctelteycte
 
 
 
 
Engl"TChteycte — tC teycle +1Cleycle ~ tCEing| [" Teycte]
 e | Enng\l" Teyctelteycte
teycle{E{ng| ("TC] —tc} +tc{teycle — Etng] [Lesctel }
Engl" Teycle|teycle |
teyctelEfng\" TC] — te| + telteycte ~ Eingil'Teyciell
Engl" Teycteltcycte
(+414) {214.29mlemax2}}
 
 (4.5)
oc uel + 4) n ss nk’ nk
(1 +d))nkik {2 -2n| g(0)2
she
eee B nfo+l] é\¥
5([n@]k +k) ee oemax{ nk i}.
where the last ne follows from the facts that 2 S teycie S g,te< ae
EtngllTyetel 2> bay.+;-z and finally Lemma4.3.
Nowlet us sallybene that a and Bh both decrease with 7 € (1,00). Then
it follows that 24BL Bohlet= 7iyalot,and thus the above derived expression
all decrease with #). Here werecall that 7 can be an arbitrary numberonthe interval
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(1,00), see Conditions 4.3. This implies that
"TCU ([ng]) — tcu(@)|
(l+di)kink fBy ~tulett] 1 (0),
S jim({ng|k+k)) q aan “hIrenk’ nk
)_ (1+d))ki« een 3M aul sc 1= aight)(eaTtBg tm
Proof of Corollary 4.1. For any fixed n, let us denote "®* = n@(n). We shall do the
proofin twoparts.
(a) Firstly we consider the case of a convergent sequence @(n). Suppose now that
as n — co, @(n) does notgo to g* but lim,. @() = @ > 0; here we allow @ being
from the extendedreal line. In particular, for big enough n, @(n) is separated from
zero. According to the proofof Proposition 4.1, we have "TCU (n@(n)) — teu(@(n)).
io Sdy+A fm . K + . .But we also have tcu(@(n)) — tcu(@), since tcu(@) = o is continuous in
Io H(O)
y. This gives "TCU (n@(n)) — tcu(@) > tcu(p*). However, it follows from Propo-
sition 4.1 that "TCU ([n@*]) — tcu(@*). This indicates that at least for big enough n,
"TCU ([ng*}) <"TCU (n@(n)) ="TCU ("®*), whichis a desired contradiction. Hence
lim,@(n) = ¢*, and consequently, lim,,—. |"TCU ([ng*]) —"TCU ("®*)| = 0,as re-
quired.
(b) Now consider the case of a divergent sequence $(). One only needs con-
sider the following two situations: either it has a bounded subsequence, which, by
Bolzano-Weierstrass’ theorem, further has a convergent subsequence; or it does not
have a bounded subsequence, which meansthatit has a subsequence blowing up to °.
However, by taking the corresponding subsequence, wefind that both situations have
beenessentially covered in part (a). Part (b) is thus proved. a
Proof of Corollary 4.2. = For any fixed n > N such that n( =k _ a >2e6N>
 
epi for any 9 > oh _ =, we have
RHSof(4.1)
(l+d\)kt kido(3@ +3) ky 3d\L g(0) 1oe MeL fe a _d[ng] fr) ++ 5)7) +mK a
_ (Lt di)ki3a@ (L+dy)kj {3kid. | ky 3diL g(0) 1Bing) + Sing} 8 Tt Be tm)
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3(1+d)kjd2. 9 (14+d,)ki
{
3kid2 ky. 3d\L
x Se) osSa melaees
B90) 1+max{ 7 ay}
(Recall, here ng — 1 > 0.)
3(1 +d) )kjda 1 (l+di)kias& ae Gee1nyl— nk62K—oky dy nd kid) omkK on
 3k\d2 ky 3d\L g(0) 1C= eed,«{ 6 te Sa.anaax K e,
(Here, we used thefact that —?
>
; decreases with 9 and p > (78aa ~~)
Part (a) is now clear.
“eex was shown in Piunovskiy (2009a)that the EOQin the tuid ee satisfies
Q* > okK and the EOQin the (scaled) stochastic model "* satisfies 2 > aK _ &. 
Therefore, according to part (a), for > N, we have
iN a*
"TCU([ng*]) <_ tcu(p*)+£(n) < teu( ; )+ E(n) <"TCU ("®") + 2E(n) 
in one direction; and
= ) —E(n) > teu(o") — 2E(n) "TCU({ng*]) > "TCU("®*) > teu
in the other direction. Combining both directionsresults in the statement. a
Proof of Proposition 4.2. "II(i) and m(y) can be easily computed as done in Pi-
unovskiy (2009a). So we have
NO) = SheneMOecpererils heel
Lj=l md) + ak yj= mg)
and
(0) =0; x(y) =1o<y<|ngl
UDtevete = es
T n Be < l Pe ky .hen | TI(0) m(0)| S +E) S ReKhig)’ and
i nue fl HO)\"I1(é) — I n(y)dy| =
Se
NS
oa Eng) [" Teycte] leycle
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1 i 7 1
atorfo1 ulymn toc fi L(yiy)2 fovee
id I
- [i noye™Engl" Teycte]7 “be! [’Tesctellevete
 
 
| uteycle| niti/n) JitLaAlt ShLaoy Eine] [" cycle ~ Leycle
 
S
Enng\erthvele
< a + a5 Ge + Boan “tale d +;ae)- Ga aeln |nky nk/ ky
(Here werecall part (a) of Lemma4.3.)
Recall that in the above derived expression, f] can be any numberfrom (1,¢). After
passingto the limit 1) — o0, we eventually end up with
2ktK ktK 3kyd2(@+1) kyy\ 3d 1Spta(Sstt 3)te)
 
n ; n 3|"I1(i) “fe m(y)dy| < ({ng] + 1)9
as required. a
4.6.2 Proof of Proposition 4.3, Corollary 4.3 and Proposition 4.4
Let us call a cycle the time duration between two consecutive moments whenthe in-
ventory is backed up full. Arguing similarly as in the beginning of Subsection 4.6.1,
it suffices to consider the inventory level process {"¥,, ¢ > 0} and the cost incurred
over one complete cycle, for which we put the starting time of r = 0. Let us denote
teycles "Teycle and tc, "TC the duration of a cycle and the cost incurred over a cycle in
the fluid and scaled stochastic model, respectively. Notice additionally that a cycle is
always constituted to by two phasescorrespondingto the on andoff of the production.
This raises anotherset of denotations: let ton, "Ton (torr, "Torp) and teon, "TCon (tcorf,
"TCpr) be the total cost incurred during the production-on(off) phases in the fluid
and (scaled) stochastic model, respectively. We agree on that in both fluid and (scaled)
stochastic model, the setup cost is accounted for in tceg¢r and "TC,rr. Then obvi-
ously we have teycle = fon + lof fs E["Teycte] = El" To] + E["Tory| and te = teon +tCos,
El"TC] = E["'TCon] + E["TCop]. Here and below, for convenience we have omitted
the subscript of the expectation operator.
Lemma4.4 Under coneans 4.2, the following inequalities hold:
(a) |E["TCon] —teon| < 4Bi BoAmlo+l] (Ef Ton] = fon| < fh + Boh29+,].
—
(b) With nonnegative B, and B2 given in (4.3) and (4.4):
B - 0[E"TCor]|—teors| < — + Boi ator] 4 80)
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Figure 4.1: Theillustrative graph of on9(¢).
By al 1|El'Torr|—tore| << > + Bi Pea ae
Proof. (a) Let us concentrate on the inventory level process over the production-on
phase. In the fluid model, it appears convenient to reflect the trajectory {y(r),t €
(ton teycle)} (corresponding to the solid curve in Figure 4.1) about the horizontal t-
axis first, and then shift the resulting trajectory (corresponding to the curve of crosses
in Figure 4.1) upwards by @ units, and finally further shift the resulting trajectory to the
left by shifting the time by t,; units to the right to get {on9(t),t € [0,ton]} (correspond-
ing to the curve of solid boxes in Figure 4.1). Note now, for {on9(t),t € [0,ton]} with
on9(O) = @ the roles of production and demand have switched over: each produced
unit reduces 9, by one unit, and each demanded unit increases y,9) by one unit. More
precisely,let us define the following functions
onl(@) = A(0), onft (0) =0, only) = A(g ~y), ye (0, @);
ond (@) = L(0) =0, onA(0) =0, ond =U(M—y), ¥ E (0,9):
on8(@) = 8(0), on8(0) =, on8(y) = 8(9—y), ¥E (0,9),
so that the dynamics of o,9(0) = @ with dof!) ne = onA(y) — onfi(y) for y €
(0,@], where we take the left derivative for the a of on’ = @, is of ourinterest,
because now wecan write tCon = Jo 8(ond(t))at.
Absolutely similar arguments are applicable to the (scaled) stochastic model. Con-
sequently, we can considerthe inventory level process during a production-on phase as
a Birth-and-Deathprocess {",,;,¢ > 0} with initial condition #Yo = [ng], state space
{0,1,...}, birth and death rates given by na(+) fn onA(4) and nB (+) = onfl(+)
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whenthe currentstate is i, and the cost rate given by y( 4) S on(4). Now,recognizing
Englo on(1, ¥,)dt] = E["TCon] and that Conditions 4.2 is a special version of Con-
ditions 4.3, we canrefer to Lemma4.2for |"E[!"TCon] — tcon| < 44 + Boi ~2nlo+l] Ar
guing similarly as above (see also the proof of Lemma 4.3), we have |"E["Ton] —ton| <
f + Boh) ~2"l9+"), Part (a) is now clear.
(b) The production-offphase has already been covered when analyzing EOQ mod-
els. Therefore, one can directly refer to Lemma4.3 for the statement. a
Proofof Proposition 4.3. Lemma 4.4 implies that
IE"'TC) — tcl IA |E["TCon] — teon| + |E["TCorp] — teors|
< 5 +Bant lot)|
S
l
r
and similarly |E["Teycte] ~teycte| S 5[B+Bont[ort] ypx]. Thenaccordingto (4.»
and the facts of E["Teycte] > ano} 4TE, ne © teeta >;? and te < 2g (recall 5 £-m om
max{6, 5,4} and 6 S min{6, 5,2 }), we have
"TCU ({ng]) — tcu(¢)|
B2 {8 + Bont”anlo+l] +max{ £2)IK?eH} +d))
a 5
IA 
26k(+d)
f
By +Bont 20+!) + max{ SO, 6}
- § 2[ng]K+ ky
Proofof Corollary 4.3. (a) Suppose the statement does not hold. Thatis, for some sub-
Rpoeysequence {nj, j = 1,2,...} withn; > as j = 0%, "/@* = o(nj) in that limj;. =? =/
0. Nowfixing "/@*, we have
1 @ 1Eft vel ] = — + -uel niet by aah)
1 u(£)u(&)... a)— + i —— :imo (A(z) HonjA(b)a(t)...(a)
where by (Wang and Yang 2005, Thm.1, p.175) the term inside thefirst curry bracket
corresponds to E["/T,;,;] and the second(last) sum corresponds to etHere, we
 
agree on that when i = 0, the term in the second curry bracket reduces to —7). This
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gives
"iTCU ("iD")
E["iTC|
i i=l ixk
pi "ig | "ot | i-1 WaHCGHG){ee cata } +8 \ aatzy + Blab arabeED
K
2
 
nj
a 1) ue) St).(4)
)
?
{a 7 Lint ma) \ + Zin . tats * Yin aeWace \
where the last inequality follows from the fact g(y) > 0. Clearly, the right hand side
expression of the above inequality goesto ce as nj — %, because A(y) and L(y) are both
bounded andseparated from zero, and "/®* = o(n;) by supposition. On the other hand,
obviously there exists some @, > 0 with rcu( x) <%, which according to Proposition
4.3 leadsto that at least for big enough n;, [7;.] outperforms "/@*, whichis a desired
contradiction. Part (a) is thus proved.
(b) The proofofthis part is the sameasthat of Corollary 4.1 and thus omitted.
(cl) Let usnotice first of all that under the conditions in the statement, we have
i > 0 and decreases with g. Here, B, and By come from
replacing [g + 1] by 9 +1 in B, and Bo. Indeed, as for the positivity part, one only
needs to see the denominator 2(ng — 1)k +k) > 0 if nis subjectto the given condition.
gildame!) ky2K 2K
dQ ~ f2«(ng—1)+ki}
0 whenever n > fL —1. Remember, 8; and B2 are both g-dependent, and L is @-
The decreasing (with respect to @) part follows from
independenthere.
Nowletus prove part (cl) of the corollary. Noticing that under the conditions for
the statement, Proposition 4.3 implies that
"TCU ({ng]) — tcu(@)|
e 2Kk(1+ di) By + Bont 2099) + max{ 32, 3} (4.6)
= 6 2(ng—1)K+k, , 
2For 9 > on one can bound from the above the right hand side expression in (4.6) by
. . 52 . . .substituting @ = Tor in it, which leadsto the part (cl).
: 752 : - 2
(c2) Let us notice that g* > fr and for big enough n, 2 > oe Indeed, due
to part (b), to justify the second inequality, we only need verify p* > Ae, whichis
done as follows. Forthe fluid model, clearly we have
% gly) rp gly)gh Jo noy49 + Jo H)=noy +ND) i aeeaJo aoy + Lo xG)=a0)
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where the numerator correspondsto tc and the denominatorto feycie, and
glo) a9) 9 dyd tcu (ito) + Te)nay Ll" 3Hnos + Jo OE!
d dy 42? Ue aeynG) + fo" Aly) =a)!
” sl
me a)yay + Ioxavtkantormy)
Ue ity5+ Jo” Tea
 
 
8%) pe _dy _K_whichis negative if (i) + a0¢-meUO aby +f TGom< qj: But thelatter
§2inequality holds if 9 < on because
s() ,__a(9)__ 2h
A(g)-u(p)~ 6
? dy 29<i.hat+fipaLy) 6
Now withthe help of (cl) and Proposition 4.3, part (c2) can be proved in the same
wayas for part (b) of Corollary 4.2. a
and
Proof of Proposition 4.4. For brevity, in this proof we shall denote “on” by a bar, so
that 0 is read as (0,on). In addition, we shall view i the sameasi, as far as arithmetics
are concerned: for example,2! = 2’.
It is well known(see Zhu and Prieto-Rumeau(2008)as well as (Piunovskiy 2009a,
Proof of Thm.3)) that "TCU (Z) satisfies the following equations: Vi € {1,2,...,Z},
h- + KnDI{i= 1} +nDV(i— 1) —nDV(i) ="TCU(Z); (4.7)
n
Wie {1,...Z-1,Z},
hni 4 nDV(i— 1) + nRV(i+ 1) — (nR + nD)V(i) ="TCU(Z); (4.8)
n
and at i = 0,
nRV(1) —nRV(0) ="TCU(Z)
_ — "TCU(Z
From (4.7) we have
ari,_ ~~ #*FCU(ZV(i) =K+V(0)+ (2) (4.10)nD
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As for (4.8), according to (Piunovskiy 2004a, p.169), its homogeneousversion has
a general solution V;,(i) = Ci; + C2 (2)', where C),C> are some constants. Further-
more, one can checkthata particular solution to (4.8)is Vp (i) = aDoR) [Sh+ pte] -
“TCU(Z)i Which thus leads to the general solution in the formn(D—R) ?
Dy hi pelea "TCU (Z)iV(ij=C.+Q(—) +———
|
—
+
|- 4.11oe (2) aoe| 2 +a n(D —R) ae
Accordingto (4.11) and (4.9), we have C, = V(1) -34 — cq,
Ati= 1, we have
"TCU(Z) Al fl R2 °D-Ree
“g D!vi =v) -74_o+0(2) *IDE
R)
"TCU(Z)1
“AR
"TCU(Z) _D-R h pe *Teug)
@ 0>"eeeoneDR: aku
s oPik ee) BrCUG th D
R n(D —R) nR (D—R)n? D—R
< , TCU) R CUZ), RAD
n(D—R)2  n(D—R) n?2(D-R)-
Due to the “continuity”, at i= Z, V(i) given by (4.10) and (4.11) must coincide.
Thatis,
 
h(L4+Z)Z—22Zn"TCU(Z) gp _ nPEU(Z)R "TCU(Z)
2n2D ~
|
n(D—R)?
—
n(D—R)
= RDI DY
n2(D—R)? R
po ZED,
n(D—R)| 2  D-R
"FCUZ)Z
n(D—R) °
resulting in
"TCU(Z) = {2hZ*DR*— hZ*D?R — 3hZD?R + 4hZDR? — 2RhD*
—hZR? —hZ2R? + 2Kn2D* — 6Kn2D?R + 6Kn2D?R?
D 1—2Kn2DR? 2RhD*(—)* —I . ( R ) 2n
1
x D2R — ZR? — D3 — ZRD* + 2ZR2D + (D3 — RD*)(2)2 
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Nowit only remains to factorize and simplify the above expression. a
Chapter 5
Fluid approximation: BS
networks
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3 and Chapter4, we studied a state-dependenttranslationofa fluid optimal!
aE,policy into onefor the stochastic model, and showedits efficiency is of order
;;,
where
nis the fluid scaling parameter. In this chapter by considering a bandwidth-sharing net-
work, we study the question: do differenttranslations offluid optimal policies provide
qualitatively different efficiencies?
A bandwidth-sharing network can be described as follows. Through a networkof J
resources(links), L flowsare routed in a predetermined way. The L flows are assumed
to be distinct in the sense that each one is routed differently. The flows represent
aggregate streamsoffiles offinite size. Thusthefiles are classified according to which
flow they belong. Files belonging to flow
/
are called files of type J. Each resource
has a finite capacity shared amongtheflows passing through it. Let us introduce some
notations. A network is described by a configuration (R,Z), where R is a J x L matrix
with rj = | if resource / participates in serving files of type / andrj = 0 otherwise. We
assumethat each columnof R hasat least one nonzero element, meaningthateachfile
(flow) must be served somewhere. Here unless stated otherwise, by a vector we always
mean a columnvector. Let Z be a J vector with z; > 0 indicating the maximal capacity
of resource j. Let & > 0, an L vector, which can be dependent oncurrenttime as
well as the numberof flows, represent instantaneousallocations of resources for each
type offiles. The vector ® is subject to the constraint Rb < Z, where < is understood
to be componentwise. To our best knowledge, this bandwidth-sharing network model
wasoriginated in Massoulié and Roberts (2000). Later it has been extensively studied.
Aninterested reader canfind a thorough literature review about the model in Verloop
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(2009).
Weshall model the network dynamics as a Markovian system. In greater details,
denoting by "¥,, an L vector, the instantaneous numberoffiles of each type in the
network, we supposethat {"¥,, ¢ > 0} is a continuous time Markovchain,with S = Zi.
the state space, nA, the transition rate from "Y to "Y +e; and np), the transition
rate from "Y to "Y — e, (if the corresponding element of "Y is positive). Here and
below weagree on that R‘ (R4, Z4) indicates the L vectors of real (nonnegativereal,
nonnegative integer) numbers, and denote by {e/} the natural basis of R“. This is
saying thatfiles of type J arrive in a Poisson processwith intensity 2A), and eachfile is
of size exponentially distributed with mean ae and hence the mean timeforits service
to be completed will be the ratio of ®;, its allocated capacity, against wie Supposethe
performance measureofthe system is the total holding cost in the form of
T nyE® | edt,Yo | y a
where Ey is the expectation with aninitial state "Yo and resource allocation ®, T > 0
 
is a finite horizon, e (1,...,1)/ and’ standsforthe transposition. Here as in Chapter
3 and Chapter 4 n € is the scaling parameter. Then one aimsat finding the op-
timal resource allocation to minimize this performance functional. The optimization
with this criterion can be interpreted as the minimization of the total workload. More
discussions aboutthis criterion can be found in Verloop (2009).
Onthe other hand, if we let y(t) and u be the analogues of "¥, and ®, and further
agree onthe following notations: A = (A), A2,... AL),
; a 0 = 0M = diag({),fo,-.-,HL) = Mm o |?
O vss vee fp
thenthe fluid modelto the above described bandwidth-sharing network can be written
downasthe following linear program:
T| e’y(t)dt + min (5.1)0 wy
1s.t. . = —Mu(t)+A,
Hy,y(0) = %= —
Ru(t) <Z,
y(t), u(t) > 0.
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Note thathere thestate is continuous,andthe state space is R4.
Suppose now a fluid optimalpolicy u*(r) is obtained, whose existence is guaran-
teed by Lemma5.1 below, one may have many options in translating it into one for
the stochastic model with a satisfactory performance. For example, in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4, we considered a state-dependent translation. The policy resulted in by that
translation requires to know the exactstate, and thus more memory about the system.
In this relation, a cheapertranslation would be via the following translation:
Of ("Y/t) = uj("> 0},
1=1,2,...,L, where u;, &; and nyt are the /th element of u*, ®*, and "¥,. Clearly,
the resulting policy, the so called tracking policy (Bauerle (2000)), is nearly state-
independentin that the only matter is whetherthe state reaches zero ornot, instead of
the exact state. Thenoneis interested in comparing the following quantities:
: Sel"W ("Yy) = EX i fay :0 |Jo n
eine A#(%) & [ ely(t)dt,
where ¥(Yo) is the performance functionalforthe fluid model underits optimalcontrol.
To be rigorous we should have indicated the control policy. But we omit that, since
under a fixed policy, we actually deal with essentially uncontrolled processes. Since
"Yy and Yo are fixed, from now on weshall even only write "W and instead of "W ("Yo)
and #(Yo) for notational convenience.
 
Revolving about \"W —yp| , the following definition is in position: call the tracking
policy &* AFO (Gajrat and Hordijk (2000); Gajratetal (2003); Maglaras (2000))if
lim |"W —w
noo
= 0. 
The rate of convergence is the efficiency of the underlying translation. It should be
noted that different translations could all result in AFO policies. Therefore, their effi-
ciencies can be used as a measure when comparing them.
To our best knowledge,the above described tracking policy wasinitially studied
in Biuerle (2000), where the author considered a discounted scheduling problem for
a multi-class queueing network. In this chapter, for the aforementioned bandwidth-
sharing network ona finite horizon, we shall address the following two questions:
e Is tracking policy AFO?
e Incaseof an affirmative answerto thefirst question, howefficient is the tracking
policy?
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It should be noted that for the problem considered in Bauerle (2000), the author did
not study the second question, which as mentionedin the previous paragraphis indeed
important. To our best knowledge, the question aboutefficiency of the tracking policy
wasonly verybriefly mentionedin Gajratet al (2003) for a special discrete time tandem
queueing system.
In the current chapter, for the concernedfinite horizon problem, we firstly answer
the first question affirmatively. In the meanwhile, we provide two answersto the sec-
ond question with upper boundary estimates for the rate of convergence. Specifically,
we show that the tracking policy can beefficient or much less depending on the pa-
rameters of the model. While one example was mentioned in Gajrat et al (2003) to
say that tracking policy is less efficient than a feedback (state-dependent)translation
considered, in this chapter we shall provide an opposite example to show that tracking
policy canbe also efficient, and hence favored dueto the less information it requires to
be implemented.
Therest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we state the main re-
sults, which are verified with a simple butilluminative example in Section 5.3. Finally
we sum upthis chapter with a conclusion. The sketched proofs of the main statements
alongside auxiliary lemmasare includedin Section 5.5 in the very endof this chapter.
5.2 Main statements
In this section we shall provide two answers to the question aboutthe efficiency of
tracking policy raised at the end of Section 5.1. The first answer, given by Theorem
5.1, is correspondingto the general case where we do not impose extra conditions on
the parameters of the network; while the second answer, given in Theorem 5.2, looks
moreinteresting, but is based on someextra conditions.
Let us start with a lemma, giving the form ofthe fluid optimal policy, following
which the main denotations used in this section, in addition to those introduced in
section 5.1, can be introduced.
Lemma5.1 There is an optimal resourceallocationforthe fluid model (5.1), and the
optimal resource allocation is a piecewise constantfunction in time, namely, u(t),
* 3 : A Awith N subintervals {T;,T;.1), where N EN, i=0,1,...,.N— 1, Ty) =0 and Ty = T.
Considerfiles of type / (thus the /th “queue”) by subintervals, so that we may use‘ ' / A . .the language from Queueing theory. Let ‘1 = pyu*(t), i= 1,...,N be the potential
service rate of the /th queue onthe ith subinterval.
5.2.1 Efficiency of the tracking policy for the general case
Nowwearein the positionto state the following:
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Theorem 5.1 Let us put y= maxj=..Nd=t.....{Ats!br} and T eS maxj=1....w{7i~ T;-1}-
Foranyfixed initial state and network configuration, the above quantities are fixed.
Then far
"W — nv] < a 11 /N(N+ it
It will be confirmed by an example in Section 5.3 that as far as the order is concerned,
the obtained a is correct and cannot be improved. It should be noted that Theorem 5.1
does not require extra conditions on the primary data. Then with Theorem 5.1, we say
that the efficiency of the tracking policy is O(z;): It is then interesting to compare the
efficiency of the tracking policy with that of the feedback translation, as considered in
for example, Chapter 3. There, for a controlled M/M/1 queueing system with state
zero as the single absorbing state, we considered a feedback translation, which was
shownto be of efficiency o(t). If we consider a corresponding bandwidth-sharing
network with only oneresource and flow, then Theorem 5.1 somehow suggests that the
tracking policy is in generalless efficient than feedback type translations. This is in
line with the result in Gajrat et al (2003), where for a different model the author also
observed that the tracking policy could belessefficient than feedback translations.
On the other hand, suppose westill consider the simple case of M/M/\ queue
(that is, the bandwidth-sharing network of one resource and oneflow). In addition,
we impose some conditions on the parameters so that for the given Yo > 0, the time
horizonT is sufficiently small. Then comparedto the absorbing case, we should expect
that the convergence |"W — | + 0 should go not more slowly than o(+), because we
now countthe deviation of the stochastic model from the fluid model for less time.
This motivates our study of a preabsorbing case in the next subsection, where the time
horizon is small enough so that overit for each type offiles, the fluid model doesnot
reach zero.
5.2.2 Efficiency of the tracking policy for a preabsorbing case
Conditions 5.1 Uniformly in 1, T is such that yi —|A-fl\T = y >O and yi AE 2
SS 5¥<Y.HereY >0,A=min=y,...{Ai}, A = max;=1....,{A1} and [i = max;=|....L{L} x
max/=1.....L{<1}-
Wecall a bandwidth-sharing network preabsorbing if Conditions 5.1 are satisfied.
Here, “preabsorbing” emphasizesthatthe time horizonis relatively short so thatin the
fluid model for each typeoffiles, the “absorbing”state zero is not going to beattained.
Wenote that Y > 0 in Conditions 5.1 can always be fixed, whatever the parameters of
the networkare.
Theorem 5.2 Suppose Conditions 5.1 are satisfied. Then there exist L positive func-
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tions n!(n), each of which converges to zero as n — 0 suchthat
. 7 l"W —%| <P n!(n) =C-O(-).[=I "
Here, the exact expressionsforthe functions n! can be determined from the primary
data by scanning the proofof the theorem.
Theorem 5.2 implies that the efficiency of the tracking policy can be much improved
with the parameters of the model. Weshall give an intuitive explanation for this im-
provementat the end of Section 5.3.
5.3 Example
To illustrate the obtained result, let us consider the following example, where L =
J=1. Suppose ly = 2p > 0, A; = HL, <1 = 1, and that the initial system is empty,
"Y) = nv(0) = 0. We shall come back to the reasonsfor this setting at the endofthis
section. Clearly, the fluid optimal policy is w*(t) = 3 on [0,7], so that fy y*(t)dr = 0,
where y*(t) indicates the system under the optimal control. Now let us translate the
fluid optimal policy into the policy for the scaled stochastic model and apply it. Then
for any fixed scaling parameter n, weeffectively deal with an M/M/I queue {"¥;,,t > 0}
with arrival and service rates both equal to nj. We aim to compute |EP” Wr “tat| |.
Below weshall often omit the superscript and subscript for brevity. Since the trajectory
in the fluid model will stay at zero, this providesthe actual rate of convergence. Then
we shall compare it with the estimate given in our obtained theorems.
pny, 1 sTE If ma] = - | E["Y,|dt, (5.2)on nJo
where E["Y,] can be evaluated as follows. For the time increment h small enough, we
Nowwehave
have
EYan\"% >O] = ("¥% +1)(ahwto(h)) + ("Y, — 1)(nhw + o(A))
+"Y,(1 —nhu —nhu + o(h))
and
E["Yi4n\"¥; = 0] = nh +0(h),
where o(h) stands for a term of order lower than hin the sense that limp—o olf) =0.
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This leads to
El"Y,4n|"Yi] a HY, +nhwl{"y, ak 0} +o(h)
=> E['Y44) = E['Y] + nhwP{"Y, = 0} + o(h)El'Yi+n) — ECM] o(h)= S a mP("Y, = 0}+
f= ety=f npP{"Y, = O}ds,
wherethelast step is a result offirstly taking h — 0 and then integrating. Now contin-
uing expression(5.2) we have
eT it
E / aa0 -R I
l 1 E al,- | i, nuP{"Y, = O}ds dt
nJO JO
T pt
uf sf eHS{1)(2nus) + [\(2nps) }dsdt, (5.3)o Jol
I
where the expression P{"Y, = 0} = e728{[y(2nts) + 1\(2nuts)} with fo(2nps) and
1, (2nps) standing for the modified Bessel functionsof the first kind of order zero and
one at 2nps respectively, is in accordance with (Cantrell 1986, expression (1) there).
Nowlet us set jt = 7 = | (for simplicity), and recall that T=1=y=N=L=1.Then
the difference between our upper boundary estimate and the actual accuracy, given by
(5.3), is plotted in the Figure 5.1; and the ratio of our estimate against the actual one
is in Figure 5.2, both against the scaling parameter. From the figures, we see that our
estimate is a rather rough one. In particular, Figure 5.2 suggests that the convergence
happens around 30 times faster than estimated. In fact, when n = 10,000 the ratio
of our estimate against the actual accuracy is about 32: and when n = 100,000,000
the ratio is also around 32. Onthe other hand, Figure 5.3 showsthat the actual rate
of convergence is of order --, which is exactly our estimate. This says, given thevn?
uniformity in parameters as in Theorem 5.1, we do not have convergence faster than
=
ui Finally, we emphasize tworeasonsforthe settings of the example (assuming the
queue to be emptyinitially and the unittraffic intensity underthe tracking policy). The
first reason is to have a simple expression for P{"Y; = 0}, thus for E lo “tar], and
hencefor the actual rate of convergence. In fact, according to Cantrell (1986), for an, a ; Aarbitrary initial state no, denoting p = ‘ wehave
P("Y; = 0} 3 eo titpnas | 9-m0/24_,,(2p'/?nptt) + pi")hag. (2/7mps)
+(1-p)p" VP p-"acap"*nun
l=np+2
which is difficult for evaluation. Other alternative formulae, though available, see
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Figure 5.1: The difference between the actual and estimated accuracy for the example
M/M/1 queue. Thevertical axis stands for the difference, and the horizontal axis stands
for the scaling parameter, natural n ranging from 100 to 300.
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Figure 5.2: The ratio of the estimated against the actual accuracy for the example
M/M/1 queue. Thevertical axis standsfor the ratio, and the horizontal axis stands for
the scaling parameter, natural n ranging from 100 to 200.
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Figure 5.3: In the log scale: the actual accuracy for the example M/M/1 queue. The
vertical axis stands for log of the actual accuracy, and the horizontal axis stands for
log(n), with natural n ranging from 100 to 150. Note that the curve is very close to a
straight line with the slope of about —1/2.
(Sharma and Tarabia 2000, Sec.1) for example, are also rather complicated. In addi-
tion, whenthere are at least two subintervals, one deals with a time-dependent M/M/1
queue,for whichthe transient probability is provided in Zhang and Coyle (1991), as a
solution to some Volterra-type integral equation, makingit also very difficult to evalu-
ate. Afterall, even in our simplified setting, the obtained expression for |E dieuan dt| |
is still not of a very simple form. However,at least, it is easy to compute with numerical
values.
The second reasonis that the simple setting itself is interesting and typical. Con-
sider a bandwidth-sharing network with one resource andoneflow. This is an M/M/\
queue,so that as before wefeel free to use the languages of queueing theory.eas the
notations introduced in Section 5.2, and suppose the following: Yy > 0, T = = and the
service rate can be controlled to take values fromthe interval [0,24]. Then Aaaiiy
the optimal fluid control is given by ‘tt = 2A so that the fluid model decreasesat the
fastest rate to 0 upto the time 4 and? = A sothatit stays at 0 from 4 toT. Therefore,
in particular, on (5. T], we have exactly the example consideredin the beginning of this
section. On the other hand, applying the tracking policy, as we increase the scaling pa-
rameter, because the trajectory converges, see Chen and Mandelbaum (1991, 1994);
Chen (1996); Dai (1995); Mandelbaum and Pats (1995) for example, at 4 weare likely
to end up with the stochastic modelstarting with the initial state close to zero as well
as the unittraffic intensity, which, as we have seen in the above example,will result in
the rate of convergence O( Ta: This also explains onepiece ofintuition for avoiding
fluid modelto reach zero in the preabsorbing case we considered in Subsection 5.2.2.
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5.4 Conclusion
To sum up, in this chapter, we have studied the efficiency of the tracking policy for
the bandwidth-sharing network. While it was known for some other networks in the
literature that the tracking policy is AFO,its efficiency, to our best knowledge, has
not been studied intensively. Indeed, Gajrat et al (2003) is the only work we know
that contains a short discussion on that topic. We have shownin terms of explicit
upper boundaryestimateofthe rate of convergence for performancefunctionals that the
tracking policy could be efficient or less depending on the parameters of the underlying
fluid model. In particular, our result is in favor of tracking policy over the feedback
type translationsat least for short enough time horizons forits goodefficiency as well
as for the less information required. The current chapter contributes new insights about
the accuracy of fluid approximations. It appears that the existing knowledge on the
accuracyoffluid approximationsis very scarce and needssignificant development. We
hopethat the present chapter becomes an importantstep in this development.
5.5 Proof of main statements
Proof of Lemma5.1. Forthe linear program (5.1), indeed, integrating by parts, we
have the objective function in the following form:
[ ey(t)dt = [ edt y(T) - [of e'ds)(—-Mu(t) + A)dt
T T| e'dt(y(0) + | (—Mu(t) + A)dr)0 0
T f- i (| e'ds)(—Mu(t) + A)dt
0 0
(write 7S fi e'ds =(t,...,0))
=> Tr = => TL LtFy(0)- [ FMu(s)ds+Far + [ iMu(t)de — f tAdt.0 0 0
Ignoring the uncontrolled terms,it is equivalent to considering the objective function
T T T |-{ FMu(s\ds+ | SMu(s)\ds = [ (§-T)Mu(s)ds.0 0 0
Now,wenote, (s — 7)M,beinglinear, is piecewise analytic on [0,7], and all the other
conditions required in (Pullan 1995, Thm.3.3) are satisfied, implying that the optimal
control is a function u(t)* constant onintervals [7;, 7;4.1), where i= 0,1,...,N—-1 <0
with Ty £0 and Ty = 7.
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Proof of Theorem 5.1
Weobservethat fy ¢i e! tdt = ce in “ade, meaning that underthe fixed fluid optimal
policy, we could effectively deal with only one “queue”, and apply the same approach
to the others '. Therefore, from now on weshall focusonfiles of type /, and conse-
quently we have two one-dimensionalprocesses {y)(t),0 StS T}and {"Y/ O<1 <
T}, where we let "Y/ and y;(t) indicate the /th element of "Y, and y(t). For a real func-
tion x(t), we denote ||x(t)|],7,45) = SUP) cf, 49] X(t) and [x(t)||7 = SUP, <{o.7] *(¢), thus the
uniform norm.
Lemma5.2 Consider aar process with the counter "A, andintensity nad. Then
Pf (|—Atllr > €} < 75
Proof. Clearly, VT > 0, M(t) = "4, —nAt gives a martingale with right continuous
trajectories (with the naturalfiltration) and the the index interval [0,7]. By ae well-
known Doob’s L?-inequality (Revuz and Yor 1999, Chap.2, Thm.1.7), p{||“2MO)|,
e} = P{supycj<r |M(t)| = ne} < sim== af. as required. a(ne)?
Lemma5.3 Considerfiles of type |, thus the Ith “queue”on thefirst subinterval. Re-
call the denotations introduced already in Section 5.2: ‘uy is the service rate of the Ith
queue on the ith subinterval, Y is the maximum with respectto ta l age A, and ‘Lt;
aeT is the maximum length ofall the N subintervals. Then P{ ||—-—y)(t)||n >e} <
nTDy = Tat
Proof, Without generating confusion, we omit the index for the underlying “queue”.
Also withoutloss of generality (see also Remark 5.1 below), we assume 'u > 0. Define
WX, ="Yo +A, —"S,, where "S, is a Poisson process with intensity n 'u, and”A, is as in
Lemma5.2. Of coursethey are defined on the same probability space and independent.
Define also "X, = fy /{"Ys. = O}d "S,. Thenit followsthat "¥, is nondecreasing and
such that fy [{"Y, > O}d "¥, =0.In this way we can write "Y, = "X¥, +"X, in the form
of the one-dimensional Skorokhod problem, where "X is the free process and "X, is the
unused capacity process. This representation is also adopted in Mandelbaum and Pats
(1995), and someothersimilar ones are in for example Pang and Day (2007); Robert
(2003). The solution to this one-dimensional Skorokhod problem is well known,see
(Mandelbaum and Pats 1995, Appendix A), so that we have "Y, = 9("X,) = UvGee
SUPy<s<)[— ("X, \0)|, where “/\” takes the minimum.Hence
@
is a Lipschitz mapping
with Lipschitz constant 2 on D{0,ce) equipped with the uniform norm. Here, D(0,<)
stands for the space of right continuousleft limit functions on [0,c¢). Indeed, for x5,
 
‘Tt is our standing assumption here that oncea policy
®
is fixed, oneflowis independentofanother.
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Ys € D[0,),
lIP(x) = P(vAII7 |x + sup[- (es \0)] 7M ~ ee [—(vs AOI IIr
Sst
S [bi —yllr+ || sup[Gs \0)] ~ sup(vs O)IlIr.
where the second term in the last expression is clearly not bigger than ||x; ~ y/||r-
Note also that the mapping @ is homogeneous in the sense that for any x; € D[0,°),
y(nx;) = ng(x;). Define #(t) = y(0) + (A —'w)r, the deterministic analogue of "X,,
and one can write down the Skorokhod problem forthe fluid model as well.
Now wehave
ny,~*) ~ o(4(0))IInj 2 €}P{\|!—yinlin =e} = Plo’
< P{2||—* —8()IIn = €} = Pll ~ HUIIn > 5)
  
"Y, € 1A, €
< — 2 mace Sri eeS PL\l——yolln =z} +PUll— Atlin = 3)
ns _€
+P{|| = "Hell, = ra (5.4)
36TA 36T !a ae (See Lemma5.2),n€ n€
wherethe first equality and inequality are due to the homogeneity and Lipschitz conti-
nuity of g. Now take 7 to be the maximumofall A and ‘y forall the L “queues”, and
T the maximumlength ofall the subintervals. Then we have P{ || —y(t)||7, > e} <
12Ty : |7) as required.
Remark 5.1 /n the proofofLemma 5.3, it was assumed that ' Ly > 0. Evenif it fails to
hold true, the same result still holds as then the third termin expression (5.4) will be
absent.
Corollary 5.1 Recall that the optimal controlis piece-wise constant with N subinter-
vals. Thenfor anyfixed i=1,...,N, on the ith subinterval, the following holds forfiles
aylofany type |: P{ || —yi(t)||(4_).7] 2 €} S D1.
Proof. Arguing similarly as in the proof of Lemma5.3, we havethat for files of type
I on the second subinterval P{\|2e — yi(t)|l[7, 1} 2 €} < D,; + D, = 2D, where the
extra D; comesfrom the first term in the expression (5.4). D, is accumulated as we
consider future intervals. The uniformity in / follows from the universal maximality of
y and T, defined in the statement of Lemma5.3. a
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. According to Corollary 5.1, we have
ny!nyl{ile — nt(t)\lr >e}  < YP—wlt)lltn_y.m 2 €h
BINGEN)= oo. (5.5)
“
Note that the above estimate is uniform in /. Now
T nyl3 ye
\"W — | = iene fY aged ie Fol(t)dt| < res | |nE y(t))\dt
= i y— Eny,|—— - t)idt = i1Pa Sere ae t ze dé dtBfBol m0 _ ff antl nll >e)
L 6 /N(N | 1) YT
[ i ia 36N(N
+ 1)yTTi
I | ea 6 /N(N 1 D
F ———_,——dé pdtIN 2[21 née
(See expression (5.5))
TL 12,/N(N +1 a},va Veet
where the second equality, the interchange ofintegrals, is a result of Tonelli’s theorem,
andthe third equality is simply the telescope formula, as required. Note in the second
last line, we put the lower limit and upperlimit of the two integrals -S in order to get
the fastest possible convergence of order Th and C = 6,/N(N + 1)yT for the same
reason. a
Proof of Theorem 5.2
Let us introduce some additional notations. We shall denote ve! and "W! the /th sum-
mand of and "W. Thatis, vi! = fo» (t)dt and "W! = Eyl i “Ye dt). Again,the indi-
cations of control policies are omitted, as they are fixed. Define fort < T, w!(x,t) =
ff 5i(s)ds, 5(t) =x, while w!(x,r) £0 fort > T. Here §; is different from y, only
because the former ignores the nonnegativity constraint, or in other words, can be neg-
ative. We shall modify w! such that it becomesnull forall its state argumentbigger
than Y. That is, we define v!(x,t) s wi (x,t)I{x < Y}.
Lemma 5.4 There exist an n-independentpositive constant C; andpositive function C
Q ny! =“Clesuch that for any € > 0, Pays {ilar —yj(t)||r > e} < Ce C(e)a
Proof. According to Lemma 5.1, the process "y! is stationary on intervals [0,7\),
.,(Zv—1, 7]. Moreover, underthe fixed policy, on eachinterval, the processhasarrival
and potential service processes both renewal. Consider now thefirst subinterval. Then
by (Chen 1996, Thm.3.1) we have an n-independentpositive constant 'C, and positive
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ayl 0 wh. Be .function '¢, such that P{\| 4 —y,(r)||7, > e} < 'Cje7'©)". Hereit is convenientton 1 !
omit the subscript and write simply P. In particular, we have P{| eal —yi(T\)| > Ee} <
CeSEM,
Keeping in mind thelast inequality, if we take "7, as the initial state of the pro-
cess on the next interval, then the above reasoning can again be applied, and so on.
Eventually, there will be N positive 'C)-like constants and ! ¢)(€)-like functions.
Finally, we have
a{|= —y(sllr > €) = Sms vt() liam2s}Cetiten
i=l
Cie =i ty (€)n ,iA
where E(€) . minj;—LN C(€) and C=Sy, 'C). a
Remark 5.2 /n the above lemma, the exact expressions for the constant C; and the
function ®, can be obtained by examining the proofof (Chen 1996, Thm.2.2, 2.3, 3.1).
However, the obtained expressions are much more complicated than such obtained in
(5.5), and are difficult to be used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. On the other hand, the
exponentially fast decrease is neededin the proofof Theorem5.2 below.
Lemma5.5 Forall l, the following assertions hold on the interval (0,T):
(a) w! solves the following equation ofdynamic programming (DP)type,
_ aw! ow’! dy,
“Or.(Htth=y+5—Ov (F1.t)—dt’ (5.6)
with the boundary condition w! (9,7) =0. Here we take Be!) atT;, i=0...,.N-1
as the right derivative. In particular, ¥' = w(%,0).
(b) There is B > 0 so that w' (5,1), $2 (54,0 ), ov(pf»Soe(Int) are all bounded by
B on [0,Y] x [0,7], uniformly in 1.
(c) v'(%),t) is bounded and has a bounded partial derivative esi) Here we take
are at T;, i=0...,N—1 astheright derivative.
Proof, The exact expressionfor w! can be obtained easily. On the other hand,there are
finitely many points where w”(¥,¢) does not have thepartial derivative with respectto r.
Parts (a) and (b) of the lemmacanthen be directly verified using inductive arguments.
Part (c) follows from Parts (a) and (b) and the definition of|
Since ©* is non-stationary, the resulting process is non-stationary, and weshall
apply the extended generator L, whosedefinition can be found in (Hernandez-Lerma
1994, Chap.1). Here, we refer readers to the references for this definition because to
introduceit, many extra denotations must be introducedfor suchastransition functions,
semigroups,shifted operators and so on. We have the following lemmadescribing L
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Lemma5.6 v!( i,t) is in the domain of L, with the form of
2 av! pant, :Li!(i,t) = S(t) + Laliinn),z jes
where [q( jli,t)]i.j=o.1.... gives the Q matrix of the corresponding (unique) continuous-
time Markovchain correspondingto the Ith queue.
Proof, One can simply examinethe proof of (Hernandez-Lerma 1994, Prop. 14.4). a
Proof of Theorem 5.2. In what follows, without generating confusion, apart from the
index standing for control policy, we shall omit the index corresponding to the type
of files. There is no confusion if we drop the index standing for which queue we are
considering, and put q(i+ lit) =A(t) =A < A and similarly q(i— 1|i,t) = u(t) =
®*("Y,,t)l < fi. Here let us emphasize that A and A(r) (ue and u(t)) are different, in
case there is any ambiguity. Due to Lemma5.6 and ( Hernandez-Lerma 1994, Lem.2.1),
the following Dynkin’s formulais valid:
T
= W("¥o/n,0) +En[ Ly("Y, /n,t)ds}. (5.7)0
Adding Evy, |) "¥;/n dt] to the both sides and some arrangementsgive
o T LY, = ny,
"W —v("Yo/n,0) = Evyy[ = +E(t. (5.8)
0
This is justified by the fact that Eny, an "y, /n dt] is bounded bya function of "Yo < e.
Recall that the scaled queueis stochastically dominated by a Poisson process with
intensity nA. In addition, we remind, ¥’ = w(Yo,0) = v(¥o,0).
Next we shall analyze (5.8) in three cases.
(i) Supposethe instantaneousstate "Y, is positive and smaller than nY.
Writing outthe right hand side term in (5.8), we have the integrand in the form
  
 
 
ny, 0 ) ny, 5 wy, 1 ny, ee 1 nMeOIDmarl ae st) +nu(t)v(— st) — (A+ M(t)—8)
a ny, dv("Y,/n,t) ny, +1 HY,
a + y +na(v( : t)—v(—.t))
ny | ny+nu(t)(v(— it) -v(—,#)). (5.9)
Recall the equation of DP type (5.6), rewrite “te accordingly, and recall the fact that
w("Y,,t) = v("¥,,t) forO<"¥, <nY dueto the definition of v. We find that the partial
derivative with respectto f is cancelled out and therest of the right handside of (5.9)
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becomes
RHS of (5.9) = na(v( "Yy +1 "y,F)-v(—.1))
ny, — ny ovEt) —o(—1)) = (A= HO)FC/rst) +nu(t)(v(
Since ouraim is to estimate |"W — |, we shall take modulusinside the latter ex-
pression andthentake it as the integrand. Asa result, we have
T ny, . ny,len[ (E+E)H0'Y, € (nd)ft(
 T "y 4] ny ov ny, /< At ) — y{( — pce |tee:En | {alto St) 1) S(—,0)|
+1 Me) n(v(48,1) —(ny € (ont) ba
< Arher (5.10)2n
wherethe last inequality is attained by applying Taylor’s theorem to v( a st) —v( “hot t)
and v(——itt st) — v( at, t), bounding the indicator by 1 and using Lemma5.5.
(ii) Suppose the instantaneousstate "Y, /n = 0.
Thenthere will not be z(t) in the integrand, as the state cannot be negative. That
is, with the substitution of "Y,/n = 0,
Engl(2+Eyey = opal
 T )- Engl[((2 +nav(,t) —nAv(0,0))4°Y = 0}at
< Biles[I{"Y, =O}dt
= B(1+2nA)Eny,[ time spent by a at 0 by T]
= B(1+2nA)Eny,| time spent by %+ at 0 by T]
= B(1+2nA)Eny,[ time spent by ot at 0 by T|% visits 0 by T]
x Pry, { visits 0 by T}
_ ny,< B(1+2nd)TPy{\|— —y()llr 2 y}
< B(1+2nd)TCe~V2", (5.11)
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 5.4. Here, clearly we see the upper
bound for Pay, {|| — y(t)||r = y} based on (5.5), which convergesto 0 asfast as 1 is
not enough.
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(iii) Suppose the instantaneousstate "y /[n=Y.
Then
n
2 oa 7 y, nBgl[) (E+boern = nva
Es ) ae= Bangle AED +no)+Ml)OH =aae 
eG T ny< (V+ B+nAB +2nnB)En, [ —=Y}ds0
= (Y+fBh+nAB + 2njiB)Eny| time spent by “t at Y by T]
= (Y+Bh+nAB + 2njiB)Eny,| time spent by ot at Y by T|-4 visits Y by T]
% Pay {HE visits Y by T}
n= : y, .(¥ +B +nAB +2npB)TPrv{\|— —y(e)llr 2 ¥ —Y}
< (Y+B+nAB + 2npiB)TCeH"—”, (5.12)
IA
wherethe last inequality follows from Lemma5.4.
Finally, adding expressions(5.9, 5.11, 5.12) up will result in
"W—w| <ae+B(142nA)TC9"+ (¥ +B +nAB +2nfiB)TCeHO".
Recallthis estimate is for the queue offiles of type /. Hence we shall denote
n(n) & AABBT 4 B(1 4 InA)TCe 9H" + (Y +B +nAB + 2npiB)TCje#0". The
reasonto indicate thefile type / here lies in the fact that the form of the function Ci
depends on which queueis under consideration.
Repeating the above reasoning L — | timeswill result in another L— 1 1!-like func-
tions. Addingthe differences together will result in
1ni(n) =C-O(-),Me"W ee W| < ~ tl
whereC is some constant. a
Chapter6
Fluid model of an Internet
router!
6.1 Introduction
Mosttraffic in the Internet is governed by TCP/IP (Allmanet al (1999); Jacobson
(1988)). TCP protocoltries to adjust the sending rate of a source to match the avail-
able bandwidth along the path. The current TCP New Reno uses MIMDcongestion
control during the initial Slow Start phase and AIMDcongestion control during the
principal Congestion Avoidance phase. In the AIMD congestion control schemein the
absence of congestion signals from the network, TCP enlarges the congestion window
linearly in RTTs (Round Trip Times) and, upon the reception of a congestion signal,
TCP reduces the congestion window by a multiplicative factor. In the MIMD con-
gestion control scheme in the absence of congestion signals from the network, TCP
enlarges the congestion window exponentially in RTTs.
A significant increase of link capacities has posed a challenge to the current TCP
implementation. The current TCP New Renoversionis not able to utilize efficiently
high speed links (Floyd (2003)). To mitigate this problem, several new TCP ver-
sions (HS-TCP, FAST-TCP, Scalable TCP, H-TCP, CUBIC-TCP, BIC-TCP for exam-
ple) have been proposed, see Floyd (2003); Jin et al (2004); Kelly (2003); Leith and
Shorten (2004); Rhee and Xu (2005); Xuet al (2004). These algorithms have in com-
monthat in the absence of congestion, the sources enlarge the congestion window in
a much more aggressive fashion than the standard TCP New Reno does. An extensive
overview and comparisonof different TCP versions for high capacity links is given in
Li et al (2007). In the present chapter we analyze the MIMDcongestion control which
is a base for Scalable TCP (Kelly (2003)).
 
'The results presented in this chapter are based on Zhanget al (2010).
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Onthe other hand, mostofthe routers in the Internet are of Drop Tail type. In basic
Drop Tail routers, apart from the router capacity, the buffer size is the only parameter
to be tuned. In fact, the buffer size is one of the few parameters of the TCP/IP net-
work that can be managed by network operators. This makesthe choice of the router
buffer size very important in the TCP/IP network design. This choice has recently re-
ceived considerable attention, see Appenzeller et al (2004); Avrachenkovet al (2005,
2010, 2002); Ayesta et al (2008); Enachescuet al (2005); Gorinskyet al (2005); Prasad
et al (2007); Raina et al (2005); Raina and Wischik (2005); Stanojevié et al (2006);
Villamizar and Song (1994); Vu-Brugieret al (2007); Wischik and McKeown(2005).
(This is far from an exhaustive list of relevant references.) However, most of these
works study only the AIMD congestion control algorithm.
In this chapter, we study the interaction of MIMD congestion control algorithms
with Drop Tail buffers. We consider the problem in the framework of deterministic
hybrid models, which describe systems with both discrete and continuous behavior.
Recently, hybrid models have been successfully applied to the modeling of communi-
cation networks (Avrachenkovetal (2005, 2010); Bohaceketal (2003); Hespanhaetal
(2001)). The modelin the present chapteris a significant extension of the models in
Ayestaet al (2008). In particular, in Ayestaetal (2008), the RTT is regarded ignorably
small, so that there is no delay between sendingdata out and receiving the correspond-
ing acknowledgements. This meansthat as soon as the buffer is filled full, there will
be an instantaneous multiplicative reduction (without any delay) on the sendingrate.
In comparison,in the current chapter,as will be seen in Section 6.2, we take accurately
into accountthe time-varying nature of the RTT,resulting in a time-varying delay be-
tweensending out data and receiving corresponding acknowledgements. The present
more accurate modelallowsus to provide conditionsfor the absence of multiple subse-
quent reductionsof the congestion window andestimate moreaccurately the minimal
buffer size for the full link utilization. Furthermore, we recommendtheuse ofthe De-
layed Ack mechanism (Allmanetal (1999)) and the reduction of the window growth
parameterin order to avoid the undesirable regime of subsequent window reductions.
Additionally to the analytical expression for the minimal buffer size for the full link
utilization, we construct the Pareto set to achieve the trade off between the high link
utilization and small queueing delays. In particular, our results suggest that in order to
achievehighutilization, one can size the buffer much smaller than the bandwidth-delay
product. Ouranalytical results are confirmed by NS simulations.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: we describe our mathematical
model in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3 westate the result regarding system trajectories,
while Section 6.4 is about the results on optimal buffer sizing. The results are verified
in Section 6.5 by meansof simulations. We finish this chapter with a conclusion. The
 
2Westudied the model in Ayesta et al (2008) at an early stage ofthis research, and that study is included
in Appendices for completeness and convenient comparisons.
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proofs of the main statements are collected in Section 6.7.
6.2 Mathematical model
Consider a long-lived MIMD TCP connection that sends data through a bottleneck
router. Denote by w(r) the instantaneous congestion window of the TCP connectionat
time rt € (0,00). Let x(t) be the amount of data in the bottleneck queue at time ¢, B > 0
be the size of the Drop Tail buffer, and 1 be the capacity of the bottleneck router.
If x(t) < B, the evolution of w(t) is given by differential equation
dw mw
Here T is the two way propagation delay and mbeing a constant, is some fixed multi-
plicative factor. Note that T +.x(t)/ corresponds to the RTT at time moment t.
The sending rate of the window based congestion controlis given by
w(t)A(t) = Taxi (6.2)
We emphasizethat the time parameter ¢ correspondsto the local time observedat the
router,
When xreaches B at time t*, ie. x(t*) = B, the buffer starts to overflow. The
overflow of the buffer will be noticed by the sender only after the time delay 6 =
T +B/u. Uponthe receptionof the congestion signal at time t* + 6, the congestion
window is reduced according to
w(t* +6+0) = Bew(t* +6 —0), (6.3)
where k 2 min{i = 1,2,---: Biw(e* +6 —-0) < u(T + By}. Usually, k = 1, but some-
timesit is necessary to send several congestionsignals in order to reduce the sending
rate below the transmission capacity of the bottleneck router.
Therefore, betweenthe instantaneous jumpsof the congestion window w, we have
the dynamical system
A(t)-w, if0<x(t) <B, orx(t) =Oand A(t) > yu,
t= or x(t) = Band A(t) <u: (6.4)
0 otherwise,
where A(t) is given by (6.2).
Let us discuss particular parametersettings. Currently, the MIMD congestion con-
trol mechanism is used in:
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(a) Slow Start regime (Allmanetal (1999)) in the standard TCP New Reno;
(b) Scalable TCP (Kelly (2003)) for high speed links.
In the Slow Start regime we have B = 0.5. The value of m depends on whetherthe
Delayed Ack mechanism (Allmanetal (1999)) is enabled or not. If the Delayed Ack
mechanism is enabled, m = 0.5, andif it is not enabled, m = 1.
In Scalable TCP we have 6 = 0.875 and m = 0.01.
We would like to recall that a similar hybrid modelcanbe used to study the AIMD
congestion control (Avrachenkovetal (2010); Bohacek et al (2003); Hespanhaet al
(2001)). One only needs to change equation (6.1) to the following equation
dw =M
dt T+x(t)/m
The AIMDcongestion controlis used in the principal Congestion Avoidance regime of
TCP New Reno.In this case, we have B = 0.5, and M is equalto the half packetsize if
the Delayed Ack mechanismis enabled, and otherwise M is equal to the packetsize.
6.3 Convergenceto limiting cycles
Let us first begin with somedefinitions.
Definition 6.1 A cycle is defined as the trajectory starting withtheinitial state w(0) =
wo = Wo € [B(uT +B), LT +B), x(0) = xo = B att =0, andreaching the samepoint
for the first time at some moment Teycte, called the duration of the cycle. Note that
Teycle > 6 = T +B/p because Wo < B+ UT. A cycle with x(t) staying at zero for a
positive time intervalis called clipped. Otherwiseit is unclipped. In particular, a cycle
with x(t) staying at 0 at a single time momentis called critical, and it is referred to
as an unclipped cycle. In addition, a cycle, possibly with more than one instantaneous
jump though (i.e. k > 1 in (6.3) ), is called simple, if it has only one loop (one convex
time interval containing no jumps (6.3)). Otherwise,it is called complicated.
The case of a simple cycle with k = | is mostinteresting because in this case we
avoid multiple subsequent packet losses. Such a cycle will be called a 1—cycle or a
cycle of order one. In the general case, a simple cycle is called k—cycle (a cycle of
orderk).
Let meld1 — enta fe (m+ le” (1 ~ Bin) Be™!
Be =uT
(m+ 1)e” (1 — Bir) Bem
 , (6.5)
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where
1 1 sae: e'"B
Ss; = ——In —————_| (6.6)m+1 Berm (1 eB)
Theorem 6.1 (a) For an arbitrary B > B*, the systemtrajectory converges to the lim-
iting unclipped I-cycle from an arbitrary initial state iff B < B, where B is the single
solution to
(m+ l)e"B(1 —eBm) + et!Bra) =1 (6.7)
in the interval (0,e7"").
—m(b) Suppose B = B*. Thenthe limiting cycle is oforder one andcriticaliff B < e
(c) Suppose B < B*. Then the limiting cycle is of order one and clippediffB <e7™.
In cases (b) and (c), the systemtrajectory also converges to the limiting cycle from
an arbitrary initialstate.
A simple 1—cycle (clipped or unclipped)exists iff Bel” <1.
Remark 6.1 Accordingto the proofs given in Section 6.7, in case (a), condition B < B
can be relaxed to B < e~"sacrificing the convergence froman arbitrary initial state.
Specifically, if B < e7", B > B*, and wo € [Be"(B+UT),B+ UT), then the system
trajectory convergesto the limiting cycle, which is oforder one and unclipped.
Inequality B < B is a sufficient condition for the convergence from an arbitrary
initial state in all three cases of Theorem 6.1.
Suppose B < B < e~. According to the proof of Theorem 6.1, in case B > B* a
trajectory does not converge to the limiting unclipped 1—cycle iff after each series of
jumps w(t* + 6 +0) < Be” (B+UT). In this situation, double jumps always happen, so
that one can use the developed theory with B being replaced with B*. As a result, one
can face only the convergence to a simple 2—cycle which can be unclipped,critical or
clipped. Complicated cycles never appear.
In particular, the above theorem impliesthat the buffer size B* is the minimal buffer
size for the full link utilization. The following asymptotics holds for small values of m
(1 —- B+mIn(m))
B
where o(mIn(m)) vanishesfaster than mIn(m). The asymptotics (6.8) can be verified by
the application of the L’H6pital’s rule (See Lemma6.3 in Section 6.7). The asymptotics
(6.8) together with the exact expression (6.5) can be considered as an improvementof
the results presented in Ayesta et al (2008); Khoury and Altman (2004). In particular,
for Scalable TCP the above asymptotics gives B* ~ 0.097. Thus, a single Scalable
TCP connection requires about 10 times less buffer space than a standard TCP New
B*(m) = UT +o(mIn(m)), (6.8)
Reno connection, which requires up to :7 buffer space (Villamizar and Song (1994)).
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Note that in the Slow Start phase of TCP New Reno without the Delayed Ack
mechanism (Allmanet al (1999)) the condition B < e~™is violated andit is possible
to have subsequent window reductions. However, if the Delayed Ack mechanism is
enabled, the value of m reduces from 1 to 0.5 and condition B < e~""is satisfied.
We note that if m = 0.5, condition B < B is not satisfied since in this case Bp =0.43.
However, evenif condition B < f is violated, the system trajectory canstill converge
to 1-cycle from someinitial conditions. To avoid for sure the undesired regime of
multiple window reductions, one can reduce the value of mto 0.4 in the Slow Start
regime.
In the case of Scalable TCP, the inequality B < B is valid as B = 0.98, and the
regime of multiple window reductionsis not realized in any network conditions and
configurations.
6.4 Pareto set for the buffer sizing
Let us study whateffect has the choice of the buffer size on the performance of TER
with MIMD congestion control. In particular, we are interested in the optimal buffer
sizing. We have twocriteria here, namely the average throughput, defined by
ee leervie lim = | g(t)dt,ime t Jy
where
LEA Ex) SB
te) =| LU if x(t) = B,
and the average amountofdata in the buffer, defined by
¥= lim z ‘x()dt.fet JO
Moreprecisely, oneis interested in maximizing g and minimizing X. Clearly those
two objectives are contradictory. This is a typical situation in multi-criteria optimiza-
tion. A standard approachis to optimize one criterion under constraints on the other
one. And the solution providing the optimality gives a point in the Pareto set. As
is known,see e.g. Piunovskiy (1997), it can be obtained by solving the optimization
problem
ale eaemax tim - | (ci g(t) ~exx())ar}B lit Jo
with (c,c2) € Eo Different values of c; > 0 and cz > 0 lead to the complete Pareto set
which mustbe closed. Based on the Pareto set, one can make the decisionon the parity
between the two objectives. Mathematical description of partial orders and connected
Pareto sets can be found in Dorini etal (2007).
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Westudy the Pareto optimality in the frameworkof the simple clipped (orcritical)
1—cycle, i.e. we assume that B < e~™ and B < B*. The formulae for g and ¥ can be
_ 1 pe ( \d
§= 8(0)at,Teycte 0
written as
 
and
 ll l Tevelex | x(t)dt,Teycte JO
where Tyycie is the duration of the cycle. The following propositions provide expres-
sions for the average sending rate, throughput, and amountof data in the buffer. In
particular, the expressionsallow usto plot the Pareto set parameterized by the buffer
size.
Firstly, consider the case B > B* and supposethe limiting 1—cycleis realized (see
Theorem 6.1(a)). Then the duration of that cycle equals
Teycle aad
B+uT {m, Hatinns") (6.9)Lm Lent Blin
and the following proposition holds.
Proposition 6.1 The average sending rate is given by
7 (1—B)e"(1—eB'/")(m+ 1)
A= [m(1 — emt Bl+l/m) +(1 —eB'/™"\(m+ Na — eB) , (6.10)
the average throughput is given by
§=H,
and the average amountofdata in the buffer is given by
 x=
rS B2 S B2{78| y(sjas-+— [ wioidsrar+ oh, (6.11)
Teycle 0 LM JO LU
where S = “In B —1, and
_ B(I + yen (1 — epi) . . (T .ms Ss =s —y(s) = 1 — emt! Bl+l/m (e =H jaa re
Secondly, consider the case B < B* and B < e~". According to Theorem 6.1(c), all
trajectories convergeto the clipped limiting 1—cycle; the phase portrait is presented in
Figure 6.1.
To calculate the main parameters A, g, and ¥, we need the following quantities and
functions.
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- Starting pointofthe cycle,i.e., the minimalvalue of win Figure 6.1:
wo = UTBe™Scot"), (6.12)
where Scp is the single positive solution of
[UT(eC +eScOm) — (m+ 1)(uT +B) =0. (6.13)
-Duration of the cycle:
Foot 2B Sas ScpTeycle = 7 In B ate 2h {| Yaa(s)ds+ [ Ycp(s)ds+ i} ; (6.14)
where S4g is the smaller positive solution of
0 = woe™548 — wT(m+ 1) +e542 [(m + 1)(B+ UT) — ols (6.15)
here
I UTRY pe: —Ss Sid owey:Yaa(s) = Bae Me? UT(m+1)+e [((B+uT)(m+1) wo}, s € [0,Saa],
(6.16)
des UT ms uT Ss uTmYcp(s) = Bm+1)in’ 3 +e (sor5) , 5 € (0, Scp]. (6.17)
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Figure 6.1: Clipped 1-cycle for Scalable TCP with 4. = 1Gbps, T = 10ms, and B =
100pkts. Packetsize is 4000bits.
Proposition 6.2 The average sendingrate is given by
& wo 1= —-1}, (6.18Teyclem ¢ ) ae 
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the average throughput is given by
 _ 1 Wo 1 .a= (aa TD +HT+B >, (6.19)BemTeyele m
and the average amountofdata in the bufferis given by
1 Sap Scp a¥ = {rs (/ Yaa(sjas+ | Yeo(s)as
Teycte 0 0
B? S, §— (/ . Vig(s)as+ | 7 1Go(s)as) +B (r+ =) \. (6.20)uw \Jo 0 ul
According to Proposition 6.1, if B > B* and the limiting 1-cycle is realized, then
A given by (6.10)is strictly greater than ft and B-independent. Thus, (A-—n) #0
as B — co, It meansthat in the MIMDcasethe rate of data loss in buffer overflow
 
does not decrease as the buffer size increases. In contrast, in the AIMD case, we
have (A — LL) = 0 as B > © (Avrachenkovet al (2010)). This surprising result has
the following explanation. In the MIMD case, when the cycle is unclipped both the
amountof data transferred over the cycle and the cycle duration are proportional to
B+ uT.For the parametersof the Slow Start phase of TCP New Renowith the Delayed
Ack mechanism (m = 0.5), the expression (6.10) gives (A — j)/u ~ 0.3. Fortunately,
the Slow Start phase switches to the Congestion Avoidance phase after the first loss
is detected by triple duplicate acknowledgement(Allmanet al (1999)). According to
(6.10), Scalable TCP inducesaslittle as 0.1% losses.
According to Proposition 6.2, as B + 0, we have ¥ > 0 and g > (Be — 1 —
m)/1In(B). In particular, in the case of Scalable TCP, we have g — 0.951 as B = 0.
Werecall from Avrachenkovet al (2010) that for AIMD,whenthe packetsize is small
in comparison with the BDP (Bandwidth Delay Product) 17, we have g = U(1 +
B)/2 as B 0. Thus, the Congestion Avoidance phase of TCP New Reno with B =
0.5 hasthe worselink utilization of 0.75 thanthat of Scalable TCP with B = 0.875
(0.951) whenthe buffer size is small. It turns out that this difference mostly comes
from different values of B. In fact, one caneasily checkthat 1(Be” — 1 —m)/In(B) =
u(1+B)/2+0(1— 8B) and consequently, if one chooses the same valueof 8 close to
one for AIMD and MIMD,thelink utilization wouldbe the samefor the two congestion
control mechanismsfor small buffer sizes.
6.5 Simulation results
An important claim: As mentioned earlier, this research was done in collaboration
with colleagues from France.In particular, it should be made clear that the simulation
results presented in this section belong to Dr. Urtzi Ayesta (LAAS-CNRS)during our
collaboration.
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We perform network simulations with the help of NS-2, the widely used open-
source network simulator. We considerthe following benchmark example of a TCP/IP
network with a single bottleneck link. The topology may for instance represent an
access network. The capacity of the bottlenecklink is denoted by p andits propagation
delay is denoted by d. We will consider several choices for the values of u and d.
The packetsize is 5|00bytes = 4000bits. When we simulate a scenario with multiple
connections, we will assume that each connection is connected to the bottleneck link
via its own access link. The capacities of the access links are supposedto be large
enoughso that they do not hinderthetraffic.
Weconsider the MIMDcontrolstrategy with m = 0.01 and B = 0.875, thatis, the
standard values for Scalable TCP.
6.5.1 Impactof the buffer size on the link utilization
Wefirst study how the utilization depends on the buffer size. We consider the values
jt = 1Gbps = | Gigabit per second and d = Sms(thus T = 2d = 10ms).
In Figure 6.2, based on ouranalytical results, we plot the value of B* (equa-
tion (6.5)) as a function of m. We observe from Figure 6.2 that for m = 0.01, the
value of B* is approximately 230 packets (the packet size is 4000bits).
350 
300} \
  
Figure 6.2: B* (in packets) as a function of m for Scalable TCP with 4. = 1Gbps,
T = 10ms, and B = 0.875.
Weinvestigate the impact of the buffer size on the link utilization. From Theo-
rem 6.1 it follows that accordingto the fluid model, B* = 230 packets is the minimum
buffer size such as the link is utilized at 100%. Note that the BDP for these values
is equal to 2500 packets. Accordingto the well known rule of thumb for AIMD con-
nections(Villamizar and Song (1994)), the minimum buffer size that guarantees 100%
utilization is 2500 packets.
Our fluid model predicts that for MIMD,the minimum buffer is much smaller (230
in this example). In Figure 6.3 we providethe utilization of the link for several values
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of the buffer size. We note that in the simulation the minimum buffer size where we
observe 100% utilization is 450 packets. We note that the utilization when the buffer
size is 230 packets is already quite high since it is very close to 99%, Clearly our
fluid model predicts a much smaller value, which can be explained by the fact that the
simulated traffic is not as smooth as it is in the fluid model. However we note that
the fluid model estimation for B* is of the same order as the optimal value obtained
via simulations when comparing it with the BDP rule-of-thumb for AIMD given in
Villamizar and Song (1994).
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Figure 6.3: Utilization against buffer size
6.5.2 Trajectories of the dynamical systems
We simulate now the evolutionin time of the congestion window,the buffer occupancy
and the sending rate. We consider the same example as above, namely, {1 = 1Gbps = |
Gigabit per second and d = 5ms(thus T = 2d = 10ms). Thepacketsize is 4000bits.
Weconsider again Scalable TCP, that is, m = 0.01 and B = 0.875.
In Figures 6.4 and 6.5 we depict the curvesof x(t), w(t) and A(t) for B = 230 and
B = 500,respectively. As predicted by Theorem 6.1, for B = 230,the cycle is critical,
and the link is utilized at 100%. For B = 500, the cycle is unclipped and the bufferis
never empty. For B = 100, we plot the phaseportrait of a clipped cycle in the plane
(w,x) in Figure 6.1 for illustrative means.
The figures for sending rate A(t) might appear a bit odd from thefirst glance.
However, the flat part with the steep increasing part following it can be understood in
the following way. Consider the derivative of A with respect to ¢ (corresponding to
the part before x reaches buffer size B). Based on equations(6.1), (6.2) and (6.4), one
. A(m+l 2) . .can easily show that 44 = ~~“. Now,focusing on the numerator,clearly, di _y dt T+ i S dt
when A = [(m-+ 1), as confirmed also bythe figures. Say A(f) = (m+ 1). After this
point 7, we havea sliding mode, since A > (m+ 1) = ie <OandA <u(m4+1)=>
a > 0. This sliding mode explainsthe flat part. Onthe other hand, this motionis up
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Figure 6.4: Evolution in time of the buffer occupancy, congestion window and sending
rate for Scalable TCP with pp = 1Gbps, T = 10ms, and B = 230pkts.
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Figure 6.5: Evolution in time of the buffer occupancy, congestion window and sending
rate for Scalable TCP with p: = 1Gbps, T = 10ms, and B = 500pkts.
da mato the point when x reaches B. Thenasfar as x stays there, 9 = 77m) explaining theH
steep increasing partafter the flat part.
6.5.3 Pareto set
Now we compare the numerical Pareto Set with the expressions for A and given in
Propositions 6.1 and 6.2. We consider AIMD (New Reno version (Allmanet al (1999)))
and MIMDconnections.In the case of AIMD wewill obtain the Pareto Set for several
values of numberofpersistent connections, whereas for MIMD wewill only consider
one. We recall that several symmetric synchronized MIMDconnectionsare equivalent
to a single MIMDconnection.
Let NV denote the numberof persistent connections in the simulation. We will as-
sumethat each connection is connectedto the bottleneck link via its own accesslink.
The capacities of the N accesslinks leading to the bottleneck link are supposed to be
large enough(or the load on each access link is small enough) so that they do not
hinderthe traffic. For each of these N links, the delay and capacity are d; = Ims and
Ll; = 1000Mbps,respectively. The fact that the delays in the access links are the same
implies that the TCP connectionswill be synchronized.
Weconsider the following valuesfor the bottleneck link: capacity is . = 100Mbps,
bottleneck link propagation delay d = Ims, the access link capacity and delay are
1000Mbpsand Ims, respectively. Thus T = 2(d + dj) = 0.004 sec.
In Figure 6.6 we depict the Pareto set for the cases of AIMD with N = 2, N =5
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and N = 20 connections, and MIMDwith just one connection. The qualitative shape
of the curves agrees with what our modelpredicts. In particular, MIMDachievesthe
full link utilization with a much smaller buffer size than in the case of AIMD. We
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Figure 6.6: The trade-off curves for AIMD (N = 2, N= 5, N = 20, M = 1 packet = 500
bytes) and MIMD (N = 1, m = 0.01), B = 0.875, T = 0.004 sec, 4 = 1000 Mbps.
also display the theoretical trade-off curve for the mathematical fluid model as given
in Propositions 6.1, 6.2. It turns to be close to the curve coming from simulations.
However, when comparing the results obtained from the analytical model and from
simulations we have observed some differences. For example, whenthe buffersize is
zero, the simulated average sending rate is smaller than the one obtained with the fluid
model. Similarly, in the simulated scenario the minimal buffer size that guaranteesthe
full utilization of the link is larger than the one predicted by the fluid model. These
differences can be explained by the fact that the traffic in the simulations is not as
smoothas the fluid model that we have used.
6.6 Conclusion
We have analyzed a hybrid modelfor the interaction between the MIMDcongestion
control mechanism and a Drop Tail Internet router buffer. The present hybrid modelis
a significant extensionof the modelin Ayestaet al (2008). The present modelallowsus
to study the impact of the time-varying Round Trip Times on the system performance.
We have obtained conditions for the absence of multiple reductions of the congestion
window within one congestion cycle. It turns out that these conditions are violated in
the Slow Start phase of TCP New Renowithout the Delayed Ack mechanism. There-
fore, it is indeed recommended to use the Delayed Ack mechanism in the Slow Start
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phase. Fortunately, the obtained conditionsare satisfied by the parameters of Scalable
TCP. For Scalable TCP, we construct the Pareto set that allows us to choose a buffer
size which achievesa trade off betweenhighlinkutilization and small queueing delays.
6.7. Proof of main statements
The Appendix is organized as follows. Firstly, we prove a series of Lemmasand then
use them to prove Theorem 6.1. The proofs of Propositions 6.1, 6.2 comeat the end.
To make the model moretractable, we change the timescale and the variables as
 
follows. :
t
asi T+x(t)/H’y= x/B; and v= w/B.
Then . ae .
vi dvaw tt mw(s
ds = mv(s), 6.21AeR ee (6.21)
and
A ad dxdt — y(s) —q — y(s) if 0 < y(s) < 1,
or y(s) =O and v(s) > 4,
y
,
ae or y(s) = 1, and v(s
) <q+1
0 otherwise,
22)
where we have put g = a whichis a positive constant. Now everything is in the
new time scale. Let s* be the time momentin the new time scale whenthestate of
the system reaches 1. That is, y(s*) = 1. Then the impulsive control (6.3) can now be
written as
v(s*+1+0) = B*w(s*+1-0), (6.23)
where k = min{i= 1,2,--»: B'v(s* +1—0) <q+ 1}, and wenotice thatthe time delay
& has been standardized in the new time scale. With the new variables and timescale,
we see whenthe bufferis filled full, y(s*) reaches 1, after | RTT, the congestion signal
is received leading to a multiplicative reduction on v(s*) with a factor B*, where k
is just defined above. Note, reducing v below q + ia= ue +1 exactly correspondsto
reducing the instantaneous sendingrate defined as iid the capacity LL.7If we ignore the non-negativity constraint on variable y, then one cansolve (6.21)
and (6.22) for v(s) and y(s) with initial conditions v(0) = vp and y(0) = yo respectively,
and obtain
v(s) = voe"” (6.24)
i)
m+1y(s) =  
OmGg aa ao MO 5qre yor | cei (6.25)
and the existence and uniqueness of the above two solutions follow from the initial
value problemsof ordinary differential equations.
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With the new variables in the new time scale, we give a corresponding version of
Definition 6.1 as follows.
Definition 6.1’ A cycle is defined as the trajectory starting with the initial point (a
particular Vy € [B(q+1),q¢+1), y(O) = yo = 1) at s = 0, and reaching the same point
forthe first time at some S+1 > 1. And S+1 is called the duration of the cycle. A
cycle with y(s) staying at zero for a positive time intervalis called clipped. Otherwise
it is unclipped. In particular, a cycle withy(s) staying at 0 at a single time momentis
calledcritical, and it could be referred to as an unclipped cycle. In addition, cycles,
possibly with more than one instant jump though, are called simple, if they have only
one loop. Otherwise, they are called complicated.
In what follows, expression “unconstrained case" means that we ignore the non-
negativity constraint on variable y. Expression “general case" means that we impose
constraint y > 0. Under “trajectory” we meanthe phaseportrait y(s) against v(s): see
Figure 6.1.
Lemma6.1 /n the unconstrained case, I-cycleexists iff Be" <1.
Proof. Consider the unconstrained case. A 1~cycle exists iff there exists a nonnegative
Vo such that Vo € [B(¢+1),q+ 1), and it solves
BVpe™S5+)) = Vo (6.26)
 Vo ms —S Vo=— —qt 1 — ; (6.27)m+ if 7 ve m+1
where wehavealready put yo = I.
Firstly one can check the existence of a solution to equations(6.26) (6.27). Indeed
from (6.26) we have
1 1S=—In-=-1, 6.287 ng ( )
so that (6.27) results in
_ (1+q)e"B (1 — epi) (m+ 1)
6.29
i emtB (lin) : ;Vo
Secondly, one can check that Vo given by equation (6.29) is in the interval [B (q+
1),q+1), provided 1+ q > 0 and B € (0,e~”). Thelatter condition is necessary and
sufficientfor the presented reasoning to hold. To be exact, notice that Vo < q+ iff for
B € (0,e7""), the auxiliary function
f(B) = (m+ le"B (1 ~ eB) + emt! g(t4in) =el"B (m — mepin +1) <I.
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Andthatis true. Indeed, one can check f(0) =0< 1, f(e7”) = I, and
f'(B) =e" [m (1 - epi") ele epin| >0.
Similarly, it is noted that Vo > B(q + 1) iff for B € (0,e~"), the auxiliary function
g(B) =(m+ le" (1 - eB) 4 etl Bla Sa.
Andthatis true, because g(0) = (m+ Le” > 1, g(e7”) = I, and
g'(B) =—e"*! pine a + tpi ay <0B m B
i
In whatfollows,it is assumedthat eB < 1.
Lemma6.2 Consider the unconstrained case. Starting from an arbitrary initial state
vo € (0,1 +4), Yo = 1, component y(s) attainsits single minimum at the moment
1 = (1+q)(1+m) — vo
S| (vo) = —_1 >0. (6.30)m+1 mvo
The value y(s,) increases with vo and y(s}) + Lasvy 4 14+4.
A 1—cycleis critical for a single nonnegative value ofq given by
(m+ le” (1 ~ eB*) Be™i
T= a =; (6.31)1— e+! Bon — (m+ le” (1 — eB) Be™
 
|—el!
Bem ( 1—eB in
In the general case (if we impose constraint y > 0) the 1—cycle is unclipped iff
qq.
where sj = 51(Vo) = sot In , and V¢ is given by (6.29) with q =q".
Proof. According to equations (6.24) (6.25), we have the following equationssatisfied
by s1(Vvo):
v(s1,) = voel”™!
yo) = ae are(+a aay)
y(s1) = v(s1) 4.
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Indeed, s; (vp) is given by the solution to the equation:
VO ms, (vo) ~s (v9) Vo ns (v9)—— —~gqte /(1+9g—-— we’ —_1 q (l+q 1 ) =Vvo q
Ss poet") + e100) ((] + ql + m) as vo) = vo(m + Lei (v0)
> mvpel™1(0) = e1°0)((1 4. g)(1 +m) — v0)
eunt tsi (vo) _ (1 tq +m) — Vo
mvVo ’
which gives
l l l —¥sul) =< Ln LEDC +m) v0
m+1 mvo >0,
because vo < 1+.
Put s;(vo) given by (6.30) in (6.25) and obtain
y(si(vo)) (1+q)(1+m) —vo\ 7~ One
1) anit
= ((1+4)(1 +m) — vo)vovg' -qmyo
(+a)(1+m)—woof~ m —“e
i Lia ait_ (l+q)(l+m)vgi — vo" _
= — q-
Onecaneasily check that y(s;(vo)) — 1 as vo — 14+q. For Ch we have
Lim al
1
!1
  
 
dy(si(vo)) om (L+q)(1+m)vg = v9"
dvo ~ m+ m
(i+q)Vt+m) q-1_ lim72YO mee
ti Lim mitm_ (1+g)(1-+m)véi = v9"
m+1 m
1 aha(as ‘ad +q- w)} > 0. (Recall vo < 1+.)
Let us fix an arbitrary g > 0 and consider the corresponding simple 1—cycle with
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the corresponding value of Vo defined in (6.29). Now
1 1 — eB
—In ———___ = 5} 6.32m+ me"B(1— ep) . _51(Vo) =
and accordingto (6.22) and (6.24)
y(si(Vo)) = v(s1) — ¢ = Voe™! ~ 4.
Since s} is q—independent, y(s;(Vo)) is a linear function of g. Let us show that it
decreases with q.
Indeed,if g — 0 then y(s;(Vo)) has a positive limit. When q increases, y(s1 (Vo))
becomesnegative. To see this, notice that at the beginningof the cycle, starting from
v(0) = Vo < 1 +q, y(0) = 1, componenty decreases. Moreover,a Vome™ — H(1+q~ 1s)
 
5 (m+ 1)q q oN
oee"B(1 — eB'/")(m+ 1)
or ne ae 1 — ert! Bitt/m a
as q — oo. Andthelatter expressionis negative becausethe limg_.o e™B(1—eB'/™) (m+
1) — Lemtgitt/m — 1, timgye meB(1 — eB '/)(m+1)— 1+ e™t'pltt/" =O,
and ip (e"B(I —eB'/")(m+1)-1 + ettipiti/m) — e"(m+1)(1 — eB'/") > 0 for
B €(0,e~"). Therefore, an decreases with time s, when s is small, at large values
of q, starting from initial value = = a meaning that ue) takes negative values if q is
sufficientlybig, i.e. the minimalvalue, y(s,) <0.
Therefore, there exists a single value q* > 0 such that y(s;(V)) = 0. Clearly, the
last equality holdsiff
(1+q*)e"B(I —eB'/")\(m+ 1) ans} :
J—emtlpitt/m ed =;
yew a q* a
It only remains to solve the equation obtainedfor q’*.
Thelast statementis obvious.Il
Remark 6.2 According to (6.29),
dV a (1+q)e"(m+1)[1 sell hp lins ott lpitl in 4 mt l(y 4 Lyplelany
dp a = etl Bl+l/m)2
SO}
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if B € (0,e7"). Indeed,
lim (: — of Lypin—emttgitting mttcy + appt) =1,
B-=0 m m
lim (: —e(1+ Lyplin— emitting emet(r g Lypietin) —0,
Boe m m
and
d I 1—(1—-e(l4+— I/m _ m+l l+t/in m+ | oe I+1/msyle bey em pilingely plein)
1= —— (1+ 1/m)ep"! — (1+ U/mye™*"BU" + (1+ 1/m)reBil
= ep" 1/m)—(-1 + e"B) <0,
Trajectories (v(s),y(s)) cannot cross whenstarting from differentinitial points (v(0) =
Vj .y(0) = 1) and (v(0) = V2,y(0) = 1); thus the minimal value y(s\(Vo)) increases
with B.
Corollary 6.1 In the general case, where constraint y(s) > 0 is imposed, if a trajec-
tory starting with some vy € (0,1 +4) is clipped, there will be some ¥o € (vo, 1+ q);
starting with which the trajectory just touches the horizontalvaxis, i.e., y(s1(Y)) = 0.
Furthermore, trajectories starting with vo € [f, 1+) are unclipped, while those with
vo € (0, %y) are clipped. As a result, if q <q", Vo = %o, where Vo is given by (6.29).
Proof. Everything followsdirectly from thefirst part of Lemma6.2, bearing in mind
that increasing v(s|(vo)) is a continuousfunctionofvo. |
Lemma 6.3 As m— 0, B* = or (1 — B +mlInm) +o(miInm) > ae
Proof.
ds, _ 1 {{ —pe" pant. eB'/" In B hin)
dm (m+ 1)? 1—e"B ~ m (1- eB '/n)m2
7 {In(1 — eB) —InB —m—Inm = In(1 — epi) \}.
Weeffectively prove
l— arnt plpijim
lim ——1—mlnmm0 minm (m+ Le"(1—eB!/")e"s
M, (m) —1—M)(m) _
 
= ii 0
in M(m) °
M —1= lim (7) =1(M\(m) =1 — eIBl+n, Mz(m) = mlnm),
m—0 M>(m)
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where L’H6pital’s rule is obviously applicable, because limo e”! = 1 as can be
easily verified. Notice that
d(m|nm) =1+Inm,in nm
and
d(M,(m) — 1) 1 {- fertyareiae
dm (m+ 1)2e2"(1 —eB I/iny2e2nsy
m+ L+1/my,
EAoat le"(1 -ep'mem)
m
-(1 _ antl giti/my dim + pen —epl/™)endm
—elttl Bltt/in (rg + 1)\(1— mBYI — ep lm)
(m ae 1)2e"(1 us ep 1/in)2 ems}
atl — etl gltl/my (in + 1)7e"(1 gp iygery
x (crm ~pmymat
h)
+(m+1)(1—eB'/")(s) +m} ;
where : —ert'gl+l/nim + 1)(1— 2B)(1eB") :
a (m as 1)2e"(1 SS eB L/m)2ems, ) ae
‘ : y 1/mbecause one can easily verify that lim»,9 —- = 0.
Furthermore, ee eB 1+L/m
lim, (m et 1)e"(1 we eB L/m)2ems) =
(m+aeZs
m—0 m2
lim (comme — pln) +
(m+1)(1—-eB'/)s, .  —Inm= lim =
m—0 1+1nm m0 1+ 1nm ;
and
ds; — pRl/m Ilim, (mm +1)(1-eB \nrn
m—'
= i —Be" Il epi/m In B
=. sin { 1 —eMnB =e oe a — eB '/")m? (m+ 1)
~ {in(1 —e"B) —InB —m—Inm—In(1 —epimy it aay
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dM,(in)~1 7dM(m)
din dmFinally all these collectively lead to lim,,—o ( ) = |, as required.
After the continuous trajectory starting with v(0) = vo < 1+ and y(0) = 1 com-
pletes, that is, the bufferis filled up and the congestion is noticed after the delay, there
will be a reductionon the variable vleading to v; € [B(1+q),1+ 4). Therefore, as the
process proceeds, we have a sequence {v;}. If this sequence has a limit, namely vo, a
limiting cycle exists and will be realized.
According to (6.24) and (6.25), we introduce the following denotations (for v <
1+q):
o(v) = Bve™*)), (6.33)
where s > 0 solves equation
—_ (ee) +(1-+ 9) (e*- 1) =0. (6.34)Flv, 8) = m+1
In the unconstrained case, (or if an actual continuoustrajectory is unclipped), if only
one jumpis sufficient, v;,; = @(v;). We shall also use the denotation y(v) = e(@(v)) =
~(v) for brevity.
Note that, if the actual continuoustrajectory starting from v(0) = v, y(O) = 1 is
clipped then,at the next time moment s* when y(s*) = 1, v(s*) < ve’ implying v(s* +
1+0) < 9(v), provided that only one jumpis sufficient in the unconstrained case.
Lemma6.4 /n the unconstrained case, starting with an arbitrary vo € [Be(1+q), 1+
q), the limiting simple cycle exists and is of orderone.
Proof. To start off, let us check that there exists only one s > O solving (6.34) for
v € (0,1 +4). To see this, notice that lim,F(v,s) = 0, lims.F(v,s) = 0, and
ws) =e {ht (me5 4.1) — (1+ a} = 0 hasonly onesinglepositive solution.
In addition,lim, a) =v-—(1+q) <0. The above reasoning leads to the function
F(v,s) decreasing fromzero and increasingupto infinity after a single stationary point,
resulting in a single solutionpositive s solving F(v,s) = 0.
It is convenientto investigate the mapping @ defined on the closed segment [Be(1+
q),1+q|: 9(1+q) = Bel(1 +4). (Equation (6.34) has only one zero solution for
v=14qand limy149-0 (v) = Be" (1 +4).)
Ourproofwill be donein three parts:
1. @(v) decreases with v. Hence y(v) increases with v. This statement holdsforall
vé (0,1+4).
2. p: [Be"(1+q), 1 +4] > [Be"(1+ 4), 1+] and y: [Be"(1 +9), 1+4] >
[Be"(1+q), 1+].
3. {"(v)} and {y"(v)} both converge to v.. € [Be(1 +q),1 +4).
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Foritem 1, according to implicit differentiation and partial differentiation,
dg(v) Bems+)) i Bret)m
(e “So ems)
dv v (me+e) —(m+1)(¢+ les
ah pmelts+)) test Dy — eM)(yg (q+ 1)vime™ Fe) — (m+gt Ne
pe {veme*) (m +1) — et) (im ii 1)(q+ )}
mees) — (mt Nat NeBe-“(m+ 1yemN(v=(q+1))v(me™ + e~*) — (m+ I)(q+ le
 = e
ll
(6.35) 
where the numeratorof the last expression is smaller than zero for v < 1+.
The denominatorofthe last expression equals
(1+q)(m+l)e*
ells a esv(e™m+e*) —(m+ I)(qt ler = Gils),
where G(s) = mel"+")s — me’ + 1 — e’"*. (We have put in v = Ua)eur)
cording to equation (6.34).) Finally, Gj(s) > 0 for s > 0, because lim,_.0 Gi(s) = 0,
and acts) = me"(me’ ~m+e>—1)>0.
For item 2, we consider v € [Be’(1+q), 1+). Accordingto item 1, p(1 +g) and
¢(Be'"(1+4)) give a lower and an upper boundsfor 9(v), respectively. We then need
to show that g(1+q) > Be(1+q) > B(1+q), and g(Be"(1+q)) < 1+. Since
9(1+q) = Be” (1 +4), it remainsto prove that p(Be"(1+q)) <1 +4.
Accordingto (6.34), where weput in v = Be'"(1+q), we have
> ac-
Crane (e” —e) + (14g) (e* = 1) = 0 & Ga(s,B,m) =0,
where G(s, B,m) = Bel”(e™ — eS) + (m+ 1) (e-* — 1). Then we observe that
lim Ga(s,B,m) = 0,
G2(s,B,m) — 2%
as § — ©,
OG2(s, B,m) p80 Be” (me'”® pent) —(m+ Le,
Os
and ac= = (Be—1)(m+1) <0,
s s=0
OG2(s, B, m) 1 m+1—fBe"=0es=—lIn > 0,Os m+1 Bem
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and OG2(s, B,m)
os
as s — 00, Hencefunction G2(s, B,m) firstly decreases with respect to s from zero and
— oo
then increases upto infinity after the single minimum point, giving a single positive
solution s solving (6.34) with v = Be(1+q).
Clearly, o(Be""(1+q)) = B2(1 + q)ee™*)), where s solves (6.34) with v =
Be" (1+q). Definethe increasing (with respectto s) auxiliary function G3(s) = B?(1+
gjee"+). We aim to show that for § such that G3(s) = 1+, ie. §(B,m) =
wing — 2, Go(S(B,m),B,m) > 0. That would say, (B,m) is greater than the solu-
tion of (6.34) with v = Be(1+q), and o(Be"(1+q)) < 1+.
We have
G2(s(B,m), Bm) = (eB) '—Be" (ep) + (m+ 1) ((e8#)"- \) = Gy(B,m).
Observe that G2(B,m) — as B — 0 and G2(B,m) + 0as B +e”.
Furthermore,
0G2(B,m) ma-2 m+2 5 2miz2  2(m+1) im, = emp-2( 4,2 P= 2m42Q 47 Se eltt2 Baiap eB me B + enn B
_ e~"B-?G3(B,m),
where G3(B,m) =—|]— m242m+2Be ¢ 2a)pn+2gi <0 for B E (0,e7"), be-m m
cause limp_.o G3(B,m) = -1 <0, G3(B,m) — -1— 24+ Zune) =Oas Be",m
and
 OGs(Bym) mM +2amagta 242m | 2m+?zdtMgeop m m m m
2m+2 2+m_ SuepteIeBe (1 _ Be") > 0.
m
Therefore, AGaifan) <0 = Go(B,m) > 0 © Go(s(B,m),B,m) > 0, as required.
It follows from item | that starting with anarbitrary v € [Be(1+q),1+4), {w"(v)}
is a monotonic sequence.It follows from item 2 that the sequence {y"(v)} is bounded
in the closedinterval [Be”"(1+q),1+q]. Hence, w"(vo) > Vo = W(Voo) € [Be(1 +
q),1+q] as n — . It also follows from item 2 that with eB < 1, exactly one jumpis
enough,starting with v € [Be’"(1+q),1+4).
For item 3, assume @(V.0) = V4, # Veo. Let Sp and S3 be such that
Vv
O= a (ete) + (1 +9) (0= 1) (6.36)
Voo_ mS; _ S83 l S31), 6.37)= Mee SA eQV(eH—1
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Then S + 1 and $3 + 1 are the durations of continuoustrajectoriesstarting with vi, and
Veo, respectively. (See (6.34).) Then by the definition of V.0,
v= BBv.ce3+emS2+1),
leading to
B = en y(S2+5342) | (6.38)
Bythe definition of v.,, we have v,, = Bvoe™53+)), But from (6.36) we havein paralleloe) i j Se ‘i, =deg Equating these two expressions, substituting the expression
for Veo coming from (6.37), and using formula (6.38), we have that
(1+ g)(1+m)(1—e7%) | (L+q)(L+m)(1 — e753)e125342)gin(S3+1)
 eS2 — e-S2 ee eS; — e—S3
1 I(1 ei e752)e252 (a re e753)e2M53 ss
eS? — e~S2 Pee pllids aSs (6.39)
Lic 1 1Bie Z sspts\e otis me (sm-VzNowdefine the auxiliary function G3(z) = Wee =reThen
iol) = { (med : (4m 1) e(in-s) fel a)
if (em: —elm") (me'"= a e)} (e" te e~*) -2
G4(z)
(em: ats e-=)? :
 
After some rearrangements we obtain
Glee fe e ae 1etabeim:2 2, 2 2
l : (m+1)z z—zme +e oe ey
“
seee=eI"™Gs (z).
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It is easy to see that lim._,9 Gs(z) = 0, and Gs(z) < Oas z — o. For (Osis
dGs(z) l 1 .qe = —5m(m+2)eelnt2)e 4 s(n + Lens
1. eo—5me* + (m+ LemFVe 9
2 l (n+ L)z l mz= @&¢- sim(m + 2)e “+ 5m(m-+ Ie :
l <=— amt (m+ Le" — i}
= e-G6(<).
Observe that lim-_,9 Ge(z) = 0 and Ge(z) < 0 as z — o». Furthermore,
 dG6(= l - 1 - -za ) = —5m(m +2)(m+t Lee4 57m(m+ Le" + m(m + Le”
- 1 - 1= or {Lim2)(m- Ie + 3mPn+ 1)+m(n-+ 1}
= e'™G7(z) <0
ays)because Gr (0) = 0, G7(z) < 0 as s > &, and obviously =~) <Q. Therefore, function
(oeseltt strictly decreases if z > 0. Hence Sp = S3 and vi, = Va < 1 +g becauseels =
o(1+q) = Be"(1+q) #144. Consequently, 0"(v9) + Voo as n — 2. a
Remark 6.3 /t follows from item3 in the proofofLemma 6.4 that in the unconstrained
case, starting with anarbitrary vo € [Be'"(1 +4), 1+), complicated cycles cannot be
realized, and V.. coincides with Vo given by (6.29).
Corollary 6.2 —1< doo) V <0, so that the mapping @ is a contraction in a neigh-dvo  
bourhoodofthe stable point Vo.
Proof. By putting in Vo given by (6.29) and S given by (6.28) into (6.35), we have
dg(v) - epi Un+le"B | mel! 'p! 1 t/a dor)
ae a oenogIgri Wa—epivm We already know that < 0 (see itemdv
1 above). Hence we just need to prove that ego) > -1 = P\(B,m) > 0, where
P\(B,m) = (m+ 1)eB —2— melt! Bia + eB —m+m(epin)!, But P,(B,m) =
oo as B + 0, P\(B,m) +0 as B +e”, ane = (m+ le" — (14+ me"*! Bi +
 \
 
 
e" —eBaa, OP\(i _s —0o as <n Oy oP0 as B —e>", and OP) eo _
| | tay —lm+l =2it= _ mt ,-1 =2m-1 2 mi2eT THEN Bin~! +e! 2B = Mthe |B(1—e"?* Boa > 0 altogether
result in that function P| (8,7) monotonically decreases from to 0 for B € (0,e~”").
Corollary 6.3 In the unconstrained case, let vo € [Be"(1+q),1+q). Then Vie
{0,1,2,...}, v7 € [Be™(1 +), 1 +4), and viz2 € [min(vj, vi41), max(v;, ¥i+1)]}-
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Proof. Thefirst statementfollows from the proof of Lemma6.4.
Without loss of generality, we can put i= 0. That is, we aim to show that
v2 € [min(vo,v;),max(vo,v1)]. Accordingto item 2 in the proof of Lemma6.4, vj =
(v1). Consider the case vp > V1. Automatically we have v2 > v1, since @ is de-
creasing. Then there are two possibilities about the relationship between vo, v1, and
Vo.
l. vo > vo > VI.
2. WE [vy .Vo].
Supposethefirst possibility is true, that is, v2 > vo > v1. We aim to show by induc-
tion that in this case, v242 > Va >-+ > v2 > vo >>> vais, WEE {0, 12}.
These inequalities hold for i = 0. Suppose they hold for some é = 0. Consider the case
i+ 1. From the induction supposition we have v2;+2 > v2/- Therefore v2;4) > v2;43, and
Vo;44 > Vai42. Hence sequence {v;} does not converge which contradicts Lemma6.4.
Therefore,the first possibility is false. And v2 € [v, vo] holds automatically, as we
want. Exactly in the same manner, one can show that in the case vo < Vj, V2 € [vo,VI]-
Andthe case vo = Vy is trivial. Hence, v2 € [min(vo,v)),mMax(Vo, V1 )J, as Te uired.0
Remark 6.4 According to Corollary 6.1 and Corollary 6.3, in the generalcase, start-
ing with v € [Be(1 +q),1+), once twoconsecutive unclipped trajectories are real-
ized, all the subsequenttrajectories will be unclipped.
Lemma6.5 Jn the general case, under the main assumption ofeB <1, the trajectory
starting with v(0) = vo = B(1 +4), y(0) = 1 requires no more than two jumps.
Proof, Supposethetrajectory is unclipped. Starting with vp = B(1 +),let us examine
the value of Bp(B(1+q)) = B3(1+q)e"*!, whereSis the single positive solution to
L(s, B,m) =0, where L(s,B,m) = B(e”™—e °)+(m+1)(e *—1) accordingto (6.34).
Hence, B3(1+q)e"°+" is the value of v; after two instant jumps, if starting with
vo = B(1+q). Define the increasing (with respect to s) auxiliary function C(s) =
B3(1+q)e"°t). One can easily check that the behaviour of L(s,B,m) is similar to
that of G2(s, B,m) in the proof of Lemma6.4,in the sense thatit decreasesfirstly from
zero and thenincreasesupto infinity, with respectto s.
Let us show that L(5(B,m),B,m) > 0, where 5(B ,mr) is the single positive solution
to C(s) =1+q: &(B,m) = —AInB —1.
Now L(5(B,m),B,m) = B~2e-™ — Bm" e + (m+ 1)(Bme— 1).
Immediately L(s(B,m),B,m) — 2% as B +0. And as B > e", L(5(B,m),B,m)
— el" —e-2-" 4 (m+ 1)(e~* — 1) > 0, as can be verified easily. Now one cancal-
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culate the partial derivative
ee_ 9pagTSpiece Gh 4: pale
Immediately nen —+ —oco as B — 0. Moreover,
(Seen) = —2e2" _ Shit0 3(m+ 1) m2 = L\(m) <0limBoe-™ m m
for any m > 0. To see this, by L’H6pital’s rule one can easily check that Lj (m) —
—2+5e°? <0 as m — 0, and obviously L,(m) — —0 as m — 0, Nowcalculate the
derivative
atm — 42m _™=m2 3m =n - 3n-2 4 im L) gn—2
= —4e2_ 3o + Tene + 3+ 3mn-2
m m m
l— =. —4m?e2" 4 3¢e7? — 36"? + (3m? +.3m eln-2
m2
1
= —L iyme 2(m)
where L2(m) — 0 as m— 0, and L2(m) — —e as m — o, and
dL2(m): = —8me2" _ 8mze2" — Zell ~—2 + (6m +4 3)e" —2 + (3m? + 3m)e"?
m
= e2 {—8me""*? _ 8mze"t2 +9m+ 3m?}
< 0.
Hence L2(m) < 0 = Li(m) < 0 > L\(m) <0. Thatis to say, ee <0 as
B = el,
Let us analyze the second orderpartial derivative
 
d*L(5(B,m),B,m) 4.-m 3+m3,3_) 3(m+1)3-m,3_5ope BeBe etmPH e
3.2
= pe e {6mBPine"! — (3-+m)3B
+3(m+ 1)(3 —m)}
pn = 7a eL3(B,m).
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mObviously L3(B,m) — cas B + 0. Consider when B — e~
6m2e2"+3e-"—! _ (94 3m)e"™" + 3(m + 1)(3 —m)3 Bb w RD 3 lI
= 6me"+? — (94 3m)e"" + (3m+3)(3 —m)
= b6me"*2 — (94+ 3m)e"" + 9m — 3m? +9 — 3m
= Ly(m),
where L4(m) — 0 as m — 0, L4(m) — 0 as m — e, and
dL4(m)A = 12me""*? + 6me"*? —3e°" + (9+ 3m)e"" +6 — 6mm
= (12m+6m?)e"*? + (6+3m)e"" +6 —6m
S00:
Hence, L3(B,m) >Oas B —e™".
Finally one can checkthat the partial derivative
OEs(Bom) _ (9 3\6me-"+! p-3-— 3(3 +m) <0.op m
Nowit only remains to recognize that
OL3(B,m)
op
AL(5(B,m), B,m)
op
d°L(5(B,m), B,m)7B >0<0=313(B,m) >0=>
<0=> L(5(B,m),B,m) > 0,
as required.
Hence § < §(B,m) and C(S) < 1+ meaning that Be(B(1+q))<1+4¢.
If the trajectory is clipped then the value after the next two instantaneous jumpsis
even smaller than Bp(B(1+4q)). a
Corollary 6.4 [feB <1 then no cycle has more than two instantaneous jumps.
Proof, It is sufficientto notice that, after any instantaneousseries of jumps, v > B(1+q)
and Bg(v) < B@(B(1+q)).
Lemma6.6 Jn the unconstrained case, 2—cycles are absentiff B < B, where B is the
single solution in the interval (0,e~") to equation (6.7).
Proof. Clearly a 2—cycle, described by the starting point
_ (1+ qeB? (1 ~ eB*) (m+1)y2)
0 1 —emtip(2+a)
’
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(2)doesnot existiff he < 1+q. (Compare with the proof ofLemma 6.1.) Or equivalently,
Q1(B) = (m+ Le"B(1 = eBar) +e™*1BAUFin) <1,
Let us check the behaviour of Q,(8). Immediately, Q,(B,m) — 0 as B — 0, and
Q\(B,m) — 1 as B — e~7. And one can analyzethe partial derivative
9Q\(B,m)
op (m+1) {ert — eB) ~e"
Be=pi-'
emtB+9(] 7s ~)
"Lin 1) {1 eB) ~ ep|Il
2 l+ep%p2(1+2)}
= &"Q>(B,m).
It is noted that Q2(B,m) — (m+ 1)(k—1) > Oas B +0, and Q2(B,m) > (er —
1)(2+2) <0as B — e”?, indicating that wen — Oas B — 0, and an <0Mm lu . : :as B — e~ 2. Furthermore, one can analyze nowthepartial derivative
9Q2(B,m)
op
2 42 29 9.2(m1) {ep I o(=)pi \4
2 l,, 2(~ +I+=)2epm
= ptte{iman{-= (Eph +240 +226}
2. ~m(m+1)2—-4(m+1 2+m)(m+1)2Ba 'e{ (m+ 1)2~—4( FHA dC ae
 
2_|m—'e(m+1)2
24m e(m + 1 2= Peer(1+B) +2(B ~ 1)] <0.
wherethe inequality holds as B <e~? <1.
The above analysis of derivatives showsthat Q,(8) increases with B from Q\(0) =
O and,after a single stationary point, decreases up to Q| (e~?) = |. Therefore, equa-
tion (6.7) hasa single solutionin interval (0,e~ 2) > (0,e""”).
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Onecan easily check that
y2)— > 149) (6.40)
B Bae
whichis equivalentto peer a
Remark 6.5 Suppose B <e~". Then,in the general case, 2—cycles exist for some (big
enough) values ofB iff B > B. According to Lemma 6.1, 1—cycles also exist. Whatis
actually realized, dependson theinitial conditions v(0) = vo, y(0) = 1.
Lemma6.7 In the unconstrained case, the continuoustrajectory starting from v(0) =
vo = B(1+q),¥(0) = | reacheslevel y(§) = 1 with such a value of v($) that Bv(§+1)<
1+q ifandonlyifB < B.
Proof, Clearly Bv(§+1) = 9(vo) = B2(1+q)e"*)), where § > 0 solves equation (6.34)
at v = vp = B(1+q). Now Bv($+1)<1+q@ Bret) <1.
Firstly, one can check that equations
pret) =I: (6.41)
B(e™ — e*) + (m+ 1)(e7* — 1) =0 (6.42)
hold iff B = B. Indeed, substitute expression § = on —1 obtained from (6.41),
into (6.42):
—meBla — ep?!) + (m+ 1)(eB?/" — 1) =0 (6.7) 6B =B.
Secondly, from (6.42) we obtain
dé els _ eS
The numerator is positive for § > 0. After we substitute p= ies obtainedells end
from (6.42), into the denominator, we have
(m+ le(et — e~) — (Le)(m+ 1)(me"™+ e~*)
es — en8 <0 
because e”*~* — me’ + me'"~* — e~* < 0 at any positive § and m. More exactly,
lim (Gee tan, mel’ + mell~> as er =) a 0,
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Fm(C y _ me! +me" a e°) — el (Se “$s _ ms —~ l +e(1 +ms)) = eM(m,8),
m
OM(m,$ PMirae) =-—ftes<0.om
Thus a <0.df .
Finally, weintendto provethat limg_,) B?e"“*') =0. When B — 0,S increases, but
the limit cannot befinite. (Otherwise, passing to the limit in (6.42) would imply (m+
1)(e76 08 — 1) = 0.) Hencelimg9 $= ©, and from (6.42) we have limg_.9 Be’ =
m+ 1 = limpB2e"°t) = 0. Therefore, B*e™T) < 1S B < B becausef is the
single value of B providing B7e!"*") = 1, andtheleft handside is obviously a contin-
uous function of B. |
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Note that B is the single solution to equation (6.7) in the
interval (0,e~") according to Lemma6.6.If B < e~’” Lemma6.5 excludestrajectories
with three or moreinstantaneous jumps(perhapsafter one first continuoustrajectory is
realised).
(a) Suppose B < B and B > B* & q < q*. Lemma6.7 implies that (perhapsafter
the first one instantaneousseries of jumps) multiple reductions of component v never
occurand all the further values of v; belong to [Be’"(1 + q), 1+). For the proofof the
latter statement, rememberthe denotations introduced before Lemma6.4, and equality
~(1+q) = Be" (1 +q). Evenif a continuoustrajectory starting from v(0) = v;, (0) = 1
is clipped, v1 = (to) € [Be(1 +¢), 1 +4), where f%was defined in Corollary 6.1.
Supposethere exists a clipped continuoustrajectory starting from v(0) = v;,y(0) =
1. (Actually, i can equal 1 or 2.) The next trajectory starting from v(0) = vi41 €
[Be"(1 +q),1+4q),¥(0) = 1 cannot be clipped because otherwise we would have ob-
tained a clipped 1—cycle which contradicts the last statement of Lemma 6.2. Thus
Vin > Vo and vin2 = P(v;41). Since vj41 = (Hy), We can use Corollary 6.3: vi+2 2 Bo,
so that trajectory starting from v(0) = v;42,¥(0) = | is also unclipped. According to
Remark 6.4, all the subsequenttrajectories are unclipped and converge to the limiting
unclipped 1—cycle in accordance with Lemma6.4.
If B > B then, according to Remark 6.5, statement(a)is false.
All the presented reasoning holdsalso if B < B <e~™ and vo € [Be’”(1+), 1+):
multiple jumps never occur and Vi > 0 vw; € [Be"(1+¢),1 +4). (See the proof of
Lemma6.4.) On the other hand, according to Remark 6.5, for some initial condi-
tions, a simple 2—cycle canbe realized if B is big enough. This observation justifies
Remark6.1.
(b) If B = B*, the previous paragraphis correct, but (independently of the initial
state) no-one continuoustrajectory can have multiple jumps at the end, because it can-
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not be situated below the curve starting from v(0) = q,y(0) = 0 whichresults in the
single jumpat the end. Thus,trajectories converge to the | —cycle thatis critical ac-
cording to Lemma6.2. The necessity of inequality B < e~™ can be proved similarly to
the part (c).
(c) Similarly to case (b), continuoustrajectories having multiple jumps at the end
cannotberealized if B < B* = q > q*. According to Lemma6.2, one cannot meet an
unclipped 1—cycle. Corollary 6.1 and Lemma 6.4 imply that % € [Be"(1 +4), 1+
q). Moreover, 9(%) < %y because otherwise, starting from v(0) = fo, y(0) = 1 we
would have had twoconsecutive unclippedtrajectories leading to an unclippedlimiting
1—cycle according to Remark 6.4 and Lemma6.4.
Now oneof the following two scenarioscan take place.
If vo < fy, then the first continuous trajectory is clipped and v; = (fp) < fo, so
that the next continuoustrajectory is also clipped, and the limiting clipped 1—cycle is
attainedafter one iteration.
If vp > Yo, then the first continuoustrajectory is unclipped, but vj = 9(vo) < Po.
(Otherwise we face two consecutive unclipped trajectories leading to the existence of
an unclipped 1~—cycle.) Hence v, gives a clipped continuoustrajectory, and, accord-
ing to the previous paragraph, wefinish with the clipped 1—cycle attained after two
iterations.
As Lemma6.1 says, an unclipped 1 —cycle doesnotexist if Be” < 1. One caneasily
show that inequality Be’ < 1 is also necessary for the existence of clipped 1—cycles.
Indeed,if Be” > 1 then formula (6.28) gives S < 0, and that formula remains the same
for clipped and unclipped cycles because equation (6.26) is universal.
The very last statementis justified in full by all the previous reasoning. a
Before proving Proposition 6.1, let us justify formula (6.9). Clearly,
Teyele S+1 BTe =I) a= | {r+ aN as,0 0 Lt
whereS is given by (6.28), and expression (6.9) now followsfrom the calculation
B fs BTigiie p= TS+= | y(s)\ds+T + —Lt Jo Ll
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Proof of Proposition 6.1. In the case gq < g* @ B > B* = o the cycle is unclipped.
. S'(s)dsThe average sending rate can be calculated according to formula A = fee =cycle
5Rr Voe"ds (see (6.24)). The average throughput can be calculatedas the fol-
Tevele
- 1 pe ( B )= A(t)dt+p(T+—
Teycte 0 ) H LU
{['wisids+u(T+2)}= ry =
Teycle 0 a
lowing.
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 1 s := 2 voetds+ ur +B}
Teycle 0
 UT 1= Vo(— - 1gmTeycle { o( SB )+an+m|
\
; 1 — eBin 1)\(1—e"mt HUT (q+1) oe epi )(m+ B) ah
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Also, the average amountofdata in the buffer is calculated as below.
1 fo 1 i x(s)x(t)dr= x(s)(T +—)ds
Teycle 0 ( ) Teycle 0 ( ) I )
ae {[-xvr+ HS) \464B(T + a)
 cad] lI  
 
 
Teycle u
S B2 ps B= ! {78[ y(s)ds + — / ooydsrar+ =},
cycle 0 Lt Jo LU
In case B < B* = q > q", the cycle is clipped. As before, we use ¢(s) for the original
(new) time scale. The graph of the cycle in the plane (v,y) looks similarly to Figure
6.1; one has only to replace “Buffer size (B)” on the y—axis by 1. Suppose the cycle
starts at s = S4 = 0 from pointA, reaches point B at time moment Sg and so on. We
shall use denotations like Sgc for Sc — Sp.
Point C has coordinates y = 0 and v = q,so that, when s € [Sc, Sp],
es 2anec), —(s—Sc)¢_4__
y(s) net gee ae
according to (6.25). Therefore, Scp = Sp — Sc is the single positive solution to equation
A(s) = 0 where
A(s) = qe" +e*qm—(m+1)(q+1).
(Note that lims_,9A(s) = —1 —m,lims.A(s) = e% and uo > 0.) Equation (6.13)is
proved. Formula Vi"?= y(0) = HT Be(Sco+") at the beginningofthe cycle follows
from (6.24), so that expression (6.12) is justified. According to (6.25),
yclipped ; yclipped
y(s) = 0 Cs GH ex l+q- 0 
m+1 mt+1
for s € [0, Sg], where Sg = S4gis the minimalpositive solution of equation yap(Sas) =
0. (The maximalsolution is phantom,correspondingto the last moment when compo-
nent y equals zero in case we ignore the non-negativity constraint, i.e., if we deal with
the unconstrained case.) Equation (6.15) is obtained.
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Now
S+l B T 1 B SB SpTeycte =| [r+ al ds = in B + i {| vast fF y(s)ds+ i} 
and formulae (6.16) (6.17) (6.14) are proved where we madethe trivial change of the
(new)timescale:
Ycp(s) = y(Sc +s); Yaa(s) = y(Sa +5) = y(s).
Proof of Proposition 6.2. Similarly to the case B > B*, A = ro ee w(s)ds leadsto
formula (6.18). .
For the average throughput we have,using (6.24):
c= alfa AParu (rsi)]zg = af a(s) (T+ ri ds+u ha
--i{f” wis)ds+ucr+ 2)Teycle
1 S- {2[ vs)ds+ur +a}
Teycle
I yclivped yclipped= Bi ?——e"S ©____ + pT +B
Teycte m m
1 Bygtirret |= —O (1) trees.
| m (Ben tert
 
 
 
 
 
Also the average amountof data in the buffer is calculated as follows.
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Chapter 7
General conclusion
In this chapter, let us summarizethis thesis as follows. Ina nutshell, this thesis revolves
aboutthe three problem sets raised in Chapter1. In this way, we firstly tackled the solv-
ability issue of CTMDPsin Chapter 2 (see Problem set (a) in Chapter 1). There, for
a discounted model in a Borelstate space, whenthere is only one performancecrite-
rion(thatis, in the unconstrainedcase), wefirstly developed the dynamic programming
approach by showing the existence and uniqueness(up to the class of w’-bounded func-
tions, where w” is a boundedfunction) of a solution to the Bellman equation, studied
the relations betweenthe Bellman equation and the DLP, and established the existence
of a deterministic stationary optimal policy. When there are more than one criteria
(that is, in the constrained case), the dynamic programming approach often turns in-
convenient, and thus we developed the convex analytic approach, which studies the
original CTMDPoptimization problem via an equivalentproblem in the form of a PLP
in the space of special measures, knownas occupation measures. Forthis PLP, firstly,
we studiedits relations with its DLP by showingthe absenceof duality gap, whichin
somesense, allows one to conclude the duality between the convex analytic approach
and the dynamic programmingapproach:and secondly, with the w’-weak topology, we
showed the compactnessofthe feasible region as well as the lower semicontinuity of
the objective function with respect to the occupation measure, which thenfinally led
to the existence of a (possibly randomized) stationary optimal policy. The conditions
assumedhere werestandard, but did allow unboundedtransitionrates andcostrates, as
illustrated by an example. It should be noted that the solvability of CTMDPshas never
been addressed by the momentof writing up this thesis, as soon asthe features of a
Borel state space, unboundedtransition rates and cost rates, an arbitrary finite number
of constraints, and general history-dependentpolicies meet together.
Secondly we respondedto Problem set(b) by addressing the approximation issues
of CTMDPs.Indeed, Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter5 areall onthe fluid approx-
imations of CTMDPs, whichallow oneto obtain a policy for the underlying CTMDP
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with a satisfactory performance(that is, an AFO policy) by solving its appropriately
formulated fluid model. Such fluid approximations have been widely used in engineer-
ing problems, and in the context of optimization, they are often verified by simulations.
However,in the sense of fluid scaling, the difference between the performance func-
tional in the stochastic model and thatin the fluid model can be estimated with explicit
formulae involving only primitives, as doneinthis thesis. To our best knowledge, while
the comparison ofthetrajectories in the stochastic model with thosein the fluid model
has beenrich in the literature, that at the level of performance functionals has only
received relatively limited attention, especially whenthe estimate of the difference is
concerned. Nevertheless, this difference can be indeed important and useful, as it can
be taken as a measure when comparing different AFO policies. Indeed, this difference
is often read as the efficiency of the underlying AFO policy.
Forthis, in Chapter 3 for a CTMDPwith total expected cost and an absorbing
state, which can be read as a one-dimensional Birth-and-Death processora controlled
M/M/\ queueing system, wefirstly proposed an appropriate fluid model, which can
differ from the naturally looking one, as confirmed by means of an example. Then,
for this fluid model we showed a feedback (state-dependent) translation of the fluid
optimal policy results in an AFO and AO policy, with its efficiency being estimated
explicitly involving only the primitives. While they are interesting in their ownright,
one direct application of this type of results obtained in Chapter 3 can be found in a
special CTMDPwitha long run expected average,asillustrated by Chapter 4, which
studies the sameissuesof fluid approximationsof inventory level-dependent EOQ and
EPQ models.In this link, it is not too harmfulor disgraceful to regard Chapter 4 as a big
corollary of Chapter 3. The translations in Chapter 3 and Chapter4 are both of feedback
type, and their efficiencies are both o(+), wherevis the fluid scaling parameter. An
alternative one is the tracking policy, as considered in Chapter 5. The tracking policy
is resulted in by a time-dependent but nearly state-independent translation of the fluid
optimalpolicy. For a special finite CTMDPin the form of a bandwidth sharing network
for which one aims at the optimal resource application to minimize the expectedtotal
holding cost, we studiedthe efficiency ofthe tracking policy. By showing the existence
of a fluid optimal policy, which is in the form of a piecewise constant function in
time, we firstly dealt with a general bandwidth-sharing network, where by general is
meant no extra conditions being imposed on the network parameters, for which we
showedtheefficiency of the tracking policy to be O( ai and secondly, after imposing
some extra conditions on the network parameters so that the time horizonis relatively
small, we showedthat the tracking policy could be also of the efficiency o(t). By
means of an example, we are assured the feedback translation cannot generally result
in an AFO policy of the efficiency better than o(+). Therefore, the observation of a
situation leading to the efficiency of o(+) for the trackingpolicy is indeed putting the
tracking policy in a favoured position when compared with the feedback translation,
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simply because ofthe less information required to implementit. As a matter of fact,
the efficiency of the tracking policy was only mentioned briefly in Gajrat et al (2003)
to be O( zz) in a different problem (a tandem of two queuesin the discrete time),
and has beenthus regardedpreliminarily less efficient than the feedback translations.
Therefore, the observationof the efficiency of O( 1) for the tracking policy is deemed
interesting.
One should feel free to regard Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 as formal jus-
tifications of fluid approximationsin their specific settings. Given such preliminary
beliefs in fluid approximations, in Chapter 6 weinvestigated a fluid model of an In-
ternet router under the MIMDcongestioncontrol, specifically corresponding to STCP.
This is a response to Problem set (c). In greater detail, by formulating a fluid model
taking into accountthe dynamicsof congestion window,consisting of a continuouspart
and a discrete part in the form of an instantaneousreduction (that is, a hybrid model),
wefirstly studied the long run behaviouroftrajectories (the number of packets in the
router along thetime), for which a limiting regime,in the form of a cycle, was shown.
This limiting regime then allowed one to compute the performance criteria (dependent
onthe buffersize) in the formsof two long runaverages by focusing on only onecycle.
Wethen studied the optimal buffer size, given as a Pareto set, as usual when dealing
with problems with multi-objectives. The mostinteresting case of this model is when
the parameters are tuned to correspond to STCP,for which simulation results (from Dr.
Urtzi Ayesta) can confirmthe obtained results and verify the underlying fluid model.
Indeed, even though the buffer sizing problem (see problem set(c) also) has been in-
tensively studied for TCP New Reno,for STCP it was not much addressed. One such
example is Ayesta et al (2008), where at anearly stage of this research we considered
a simpler and rougherfluid model ! Since the current TCP New Renois undervari-
ous challenges mainly forits incapability of using the high speed network capacity,it
makesgreat sense to consider fundamentalproblemssuchas the buffer sizing problem
in the network design forits possible alternatives such as STCP, which betterfits high
speed networks, and such an attempt wascarried out in Chapter 6.
Asfor the future, the following extensions and continuationsofthis thesis are of
particular interest to us. Firstly, we believe that the approachesdeveloped in Chapter
2 can be applied to CTMDPsinothersettings, such as the case of long run expected
total costs, the case of an absorbing state as well as the caseofa finite horizon, though
for the latter case, we foresee that the optimal policy is generally not stationary. To
start with, one might consider the simpler case of a countable state space. Such ex-
tensions will fill in the gaps between Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chap-
ter 5, respectively, because in the former two (resp. latter one), we indeed restricted
ourselves to the class of deterministic stationary policies (resp. deterministic Markov
policies). Secondly, given that studies of fluid approximations in Chapter 3, Chapter
 
'Bor this reason and completeness, we include that model in Appendices.
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4 are about problemsin one dimensional case, and Chapter 5 was indeed reduced to a
one dimensional case, it would be interesting to study similar problemsin the multidi-
mensional case. For example, in our opinion, thereislittle doubtthat the approach(via
the application of Dynkin’s formula) demonstrated in Chapter 3 can be readily applied
to justifications of fluid (deterministic) SIR (Susceptible-Infected-Recovered) models
in epidemics such as Clancy and Piunovskiy (2005); Piunovskiy and Clancy (2008);
Gleissner (1988); Kermack and McKendrick (1927), where oneis particularly inter-
ested in the process up to the absorptionat state zero. The similar approach may also
be applied to study the fluid approximationsto the scheduling of special single-server-
multiclass-jobs networks, where the general optimal solution is already obtained for
the fluid model. Thirdly, regarding the EPQ model considered in Chapter 4,it was as-
sumedthere that the machineis perfectly reliable. A more realistic assumption would
allow the productionrate to be dependent onthe state of the machine, too. For exam-
ple, in case the machineis only associated with two states, “on” and “down”, if the
(random)life time of the machine is sufficiently long relative to the production time,
then fluid approximations are often used so that the inventory-level process during the
life time is taken to be deterministic, see Bermanet al (2007); Chen and Mandelbaum
(1994) for instance. A more general case can be that the state of machineitself fol-
lows a Markovprocess with a richerstate space. It wouldbe interesting to justify such
Markov-modulated fluid models. One examplefitting in this line can be found in Alt-
manet al (2001), but again the interesting object for us is the estimate of accuracy.
Fourthly,afterall, in this thesis the fluid approximations were justified in the sense of
fluid scaling. Recently, anotherdirection in this topic is towards justifying fluid ap-
proximationsnotin the senseoffluid scaling, but with respectto the certain values of
parameters: for its concerned problem, the fluid approximation was shownto be ac-
curate in Meyn (2005) whenthere is heavy traffic loading. Undoubtedly, it would be
interesting to justify fluid approximationsin this sense to other problems. Fifthly, apart
from fluid approximations, there are other possibilities to obtain a nearly optimal pol-
icy as well as the value of the concerned CTMDP.Particularly, having in hand the PLP
for the constrained CTMDP,besidesits qualitative properties, it would be interesting
to study possible numerical procedures to solve it. On this topic, to our best knowl-
edge, in such aninfinite dimensional case, there has been not so many results as in
the finite dimensional case. Sixthly, leaving the PLP alone, valueiterations andpolicy
iterations have been well known numerical techniques for CTMDPs. Such procedures
are subject to potential technical difficulties when the underlying CTMDPistoobig,
say whenthestate space and action space are too rich. In particular, to implementthe
policy iteration, at each step, one needs calculate the performance functional of the
underlying model undera fixed policy, and this step has been one of the main sources
of difficulties. Recently, for some optimization problems in queueing networks, there
have been heuristic results such as Li and Glazebrook (2010) on the situation when
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onereplaces the performance functional for the underlying stochastic model with that
of the corresponding fluid model when carrying outpolicy iterations. Another similar
work is Meyn (1997). We deemit interesting to study morecarefully the impact of
the fluid approximationsin such numerical procedures. Finally, one may consider the
formaljustification of the fluid model considered in Chapter6.
Appendices
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A rougherfluid model of an Internet router
In this section, we shall consider the same problem as in Chapter 6, but by taking a
simpler and rougher model. Theresults to be presented are based onourearly research
Ayesta et al (2008). To avoid unnecessary duplications, below we will only sketch
the mathematical model and some main results. Accordingly, we excuse ourselves for
skipping the sections of introduction and conclusion.
Mathematical model
Let one long-lived MIMD TCPconnection send data through a bottleneck router with
buffer size B and transmission capacity 2. Denote by A(t) the instantaneous sending
rate of connection at time t € [0,cc). We consider a fluid model. Namely, data is
represented by a fluid that flows into the buffer with rate A(t), and it leaves the buffer
with constantrate 1, if there is a backlog in the buffer. Denote by x(t) the amount
of data in the buffer at time rt € [0,c°). Then, the evolution of x is described by the
following differential equation
 dx(t) -{ A(t)—w, if.x(t) > 0,orif x(t) =O and A(t) > MW, Osdt 0, if x(t) =O and A(t) < L.
If x(t) < B, the sendingrate of the connectionincreases exponentially in time with rate
m. Thus,if x(t) < B, A(t)
dt
When x(t) reaches B, a congestion signal is sent to one or several TCP connections.
=mi(t). (2)
Uponthe reception of the congestionsignalat time ¢, the TCP connection reducesits
sendingrate by a multiplicative factor B € (0,1), thatis, A(t +0) = BA(r—0), where t
is a momentof congestion. Wecall such moments ‘jump moments’ (of component A).
Let us now formulate performancecriteria. On one hand, weare interested in
obtaining as large throughputas possible. That is, we are interested to maximize the
average sending rate
=O tA = lim ~ | A(s)ds.0[> t
Onthe other hand,weare interested to make the delay of data in the buffer as small as
possible. That is, we are also interested in minimizing the average amount of data in
the buffer in
¥= lim af x(s)ds.
[0 f
As usual, the solution will be given as a Pareto set, in the form of a trade-off curve
on the plane (A, %).
For the sake of simplicity we put m= 1, jt = 1. In the general case, one should
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make change of variables: 7 = mt,= (m/u)x, A =A/w. Clearly, A and ¥ must be
multiplied by wu and by jt /m,respectively.
In what follows, we investigate the trajectories of dynamical system (1), (2) which
turn to convergeto (stable) cycles. Remember that A(t +0) = BA(t — 0), wherer is
such that x(t-0) = B, A(t —0) > 1, andin principle there can be several instant jumps
meaningthat B above should bereplaced by B*.
Definition .1 A trajectory of (1), (2) on a finite interval t € [0,T] is called a cycle if
x(0) =B, A(0) <1, x(T) =B, A(T) > Land A(0) = BkA(T), where k > 1 is such that
BE-'A(T) > 1. A evele is called simple if k = 1 and Vt € (0,T) x(t) < B. (One cannot
exclude in advancethesituation when a cycle has several different loops resulting from
the jumps of A to several different points.) Cycles with component x being zero during
a positive time interval are called clipped (Figure 1).
Actually, a cycle is a one period of the vector-valuedperiodic function (x(t), A(t)),
but it is better to represent it graphically as a phaseportrait: x(r) against A(r). For
clipped cycles, A and ¥ both increase as B increases. The trade-off of ¥ versus A is
described in Theorem .3.
Asit will be shown in Theorem .2, only a simple cycle can exist which is clipped
or unclipped dependingon the values of parameters B and B.
    
X(t) XO)
B
| a
! |
8 oath | Mt) Mt)Unclipped cycle. Clipped cycle.
Figure 1: Possible cycles.
If x(0) =B, A(0) = Aw is the starting pointof a cycle then obviously x(kT +0) = B,
A(kT +0) = Aw for all integer k > 0.
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It will be also shownthat for fixed values of B and B, only one (simple) cycle
exists which is stable in the following sense. Suppose x(0) and A(0) are arbitrary and
let A; be the value of A(t) immediately after the i-th jump. Then limj..A; = Assi TO
putit different, any trajectory converges to the cycle which will be sometimes called
‘limiting cycle’.
Mainresults
Theorem .1 Let
  —1eg,eee,BinB 1-B
Then unclipped(clipped) cycle exists iff B > By (B < Bo). The duration of the cycle
equals T = —Inf,forall B > 0.
(3)
By denotes the minimalbuffer size such that the queue is never empty, see Figure 1.
Thusit is natural to call Bo ‘critical’ buffer size.
Remark .1 /f r 41, 41 thenthe ‘critical’ buffersize will become Bo = (u/r)Bo.
Theorem .2 Let A, be the value ofA(t) immediately afterthe k-th jump. Then,starting
from anyinitial value Ag, limp—so Ak = Aco.
(a) If B > Bo then Au. = =POP.
(b) If B < Bo then Aw = Be®, where @ is the single non-negative solution to 28
1—-0=B. Inthis case Ay = A3 =... = re.
(c) There exist only simple limiting cycles shown in figure I, i.e. instant series of
more than one jump are neverrealized, and all the values of A(t) immediately aftera
jump coincide with d.. for the trajectory starting from xy = B, Ay = Aw. The limiting
cvcle is stable.
Remark .2. The meaning of variables can be understood from Figure 1: 0 is the time
interval corresponding to part c-d, 6 is the time interval correspondingto the part a-b.
Theorem .3 /fB > Bo then
In
ae
CR wD El.x lAc= Is pone
w
IfB < Bo then
;eeepeas —4(6+6)
ng InB :
where @ is defined in Theorem .2 and 6 is the minimal positive solution to Bee _
Be® -5+B=0.
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Corollary .1 Let B < By. Then 6, 6, A and ¥ monotonously increase with B. If B
approaches zero then
 
IfB approaches Bo then
Nowit is clear that the Pareto set for objectives (%,A) is realized for 0 < B < Bo:
the minimal value of ¥ equals zero and corresponds to B = 0; the maximal value of
A equals 1 and corresponds to B = By. If B > Bo then ¥ increases with B and A=1
remains the same. Thus,solutions on the vertical dashed line (Figure 2), when B > Bo,
are obviously dominated.
  
 
xX |
|
|
||
In pe gk
Bing 2
0 fi 1 A 
Figure 2: Tradeoff curve.
Proof of main statements
Proof of Theorem .1. Clearly, the first jump (orthefirst instant series of jumps)of the
trajectory starting from (0) = Ao, x(0) = xo results in the value A, € [B,1). Assuming
the trajectory is not clipped and has no jumpson [0,¢], equations (1),(2) imply
A(t) =Aoe’, x(t) = Ape’ —t + x0 — Ao. (4)
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Equations xy = x(T) = B, BA(T) = Ao result in formulae
- =p inpto  1T =I1n B (the duration of the cycle);
The minimal value Xjof trajectory (4) starting from (Ay = =pue x0 = B) corre-
spondsto f* =In say Therefore an unclippedcycle exists iff
Xmin = x(t*) =B-—By> 0.
In whatfollows, we use denotation A.. = pe since the initial value Ay may bearbi-
trary.
In case B < Bo,starting from (Ap = 1,xy = 0), the trajectory reacheslevel x(@) =B
at moment @ satisfying equation e? — 1 — @ = B, andinitial values (Ay = Be®,xo = B)
generate the trajectory with Xin <0 meaning that we have constructed the clipped
cycle. Conversely, if the clipped cycle exists then the above reasoning must lead to
Xin <0 which is equivalent to B < By. Note that the duration of the cycle equals
T =—Inf for any B > 0. a
Let us give some preliminary lemmas, based on which,the results in Theorem .2
becometrivial.
Lemma .1 /f the constraint x(t) > 0 is withdrawn, for any B > 0, limpooo Ay = Aw =
—B InB
I-B °
Proof. For an arbitrary Ay € [B, 1) we define
(Ao) = Boe”), (5)
where T (Ag)is the single positive solution to equation
F(A, T) = Ave’ — A -T =0. (6)
T (Ap) is well defined becauseofthe observations of F(Ap,0) =0, F (Ao, T) + ee as T —
200, ge nap 771 < Os and $75 =Ape™ >0.
Here 7 (Ao)is the timeintervalup to the next jump. This function T (Ao)is decreas-
ing as well as (Ag). Indeed,
dt) 4(zat) eh 1-7
 
 
oo tn ieoF 7
dT(A) ae oy, l-e
dry oe Age™ — 1?
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and
dp _ dp dgdT _ wr _l-etah = Tho t OF dlo = PO + Be" 7,—_——
Be" (Age™ — 1) + BAve™ (1 —e7)
Age? — 1
Bel(Ay— 1)
ee
 
<0.
One can show that T(B) < —2InB. Indeed, function F(B,-) has a single mini-
mum andthe value F (8 , —2 In B) is alreadypositive, because limg_,, F(B, —21n B) =
anq EBene) oe < 0. Therefore g(B) = B2e7'P) < 1 meaningthatin fact
: [B, ob) ] — [B, 9(B)]. Another important consequence: starting from A,, instant
series of more than one jumpare neverrealized. (See Item (c).)
Since @ is decreasing, the doubleiteration (Ap) S (g(Ag)) is an increasing func-
tion meaningthat the sequence Ag, A4, A¢, ... is monotonousand hence convergesto Aco
such that Y(Aco) = Aco. We intend to prove that P(A.) = Aco. Suppose P(Aco) = AL F Aco
and let J; and 7) be non-negative solutions to equations
Awe" —Aw—-T;=0, Ave? —AL—-T =0. (7)
We know that B2A.e71+? = A.., hence B = e~'"1+")/?, Since
TAl, = Q (Aco) = Basel! = Be" =——,
we have from (7): AL = naan = Bh Finally, using the formula for B we conclude
that Tiel [2 Tyeh/2
er—-1 eh-1-  
ed (e*—feF 1-9)
(e™~-1)2 ,
ai (et _
oe, g/d.But function j(t) = 4 is monotonous on [0,cc). Indeed, a = 
where the numeratortakes the value of zero when t = 0, which,in addition to
Ze"—- 1-5) = 5(et —te* —1) <0, implies that g(t)is strictly decreasing.Hence
T; = T) and A. = AL.
Equation @(A..) = A. results in formulae
—BInBlT=1n 7B.3 (the duration of the cycle); Aw. =
and no other cycle exists. a
Remark .3 Consider anv fixed Ay € [B,1) and ¢(-) defined in Lemma .1. When the
constraint x(t) > 0 is withdrawn, A, = (Ao). With the constraint x(t) > 0, P(Ao) = A
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if the trajectory starting from (Ag, Xo = B) is unclipped.
Lemma.2 /fthe constraint x(t) > 0 is withdrawn,forany arbitrary An € [B,1), Ante €
[min{A,, Anti i, max{A,, 7p 1 }] :
Proof, For any Ay € [B, 1), there are three possibilities about Ai: Ay < Ap, At = Ao, OF
A > Ao.
Consider the case 2; < Ap. Then there are two possibilities about Az: Az € [Ai Ao]
or Ap > Ay > Ay. Clearly one only needsto considerthe possibility of Az > Ay > Ar,
which, together with Remark .3 and the fact o() is decreasing and y(-) is increasing,
where ¢(-) and y(-) are defined in Lemma.1, leads to Vn € {3,4...} Aan > Agn—1) >
> An > Ay > AP >> Aan—1 > Aang. But this contradicts Lemma.1.
The case of Ay < A; canbetreated in exactly the same way,and the case of Ap = A
is trivial. Ml
Lemma.3 /f the trajectory starting with Ay € [B,1) is clipped, then there exists a
single he (Ag, 1), starting with which the trajectory is critical, by which is meantthat
the trajectory only hasits x componentbeing zero atone time point.
Proof, Suppose the constraint x(t) > 0 is withdrawn. Thenthe trajectory starting with
Ap attains its minimum at f, = In bs such that A(f,) = 1, and x(f,) =1—Ing +B-
Ay = £(4p,B). (See (4).) Clearly, 22 > 0.
Now imposethe constraint x(t) > 0. Thatthe trajectory starting with Aois clipped
(critical) is equivalent to €(Ap,B) < 0 (= 0). Then the lemmafollows from the fact that
&(1,B) = B > 0, £(A, B) is increasing and continuousin Ao. a
Remark.4 /t can be the case that i fails to exist, for example when B is sufficiently
large. However, it follows from the proof of Lemma .3 that when A exists, trajectories
starting with Ay € (A, 1) are unclipped.
Remark .5 With the constraint x(t) > 0, Lemma .2, Lemma .3 and Remark .4 imply
that once two consecutive unclipped trajectories are realized, all the further trajecto-
ries will be unclipped. In this case, the limiting cycle, whose existence follows now
from Lemma.1, will be unclipped.
Proof of Theorem .2 (a) Consider case B > By. Fix some arbitrary Ap € [B,1). If
the trajectory starting with A is clipped, then A is well defined, and the onestarting
from A, cannot be clipped, since otherwise it would contradict Theorem .1. Thus
we have A, > A. Furthermore A; € (min{A,,A},max{A,,A}] due to Lemma .2. We
now already have two consecutive unclipped trajectories and the result follows from
Remark .5. If the trajectories starting with Ay and A, are unclipped, then the result
follows from Remark .5 and Lemma.1. If the trajectory starting with Ao is unclipped,
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butthe onestarting with A, is clipped, we have A € [B,1) well defined. In addition,
Ap = (A) >A since otherwise a clipped cyclewill be realized, contradicting Theorem
1. Then A3 = 9(Az) € [min{Az,A},max{Az,A}] due to Lemma .2. Hence now we
have two consecutive unclippedtrajectories and the result follows from Remark.5.
Since dQ | Be’ (T —e7 +1)
dy Te™ ~eT +1
whereT is given by (6), we concludethatat the stable point
_B=1-BinBi. B-1-InpB ~dpdhy  
meaning that Ea < 1 in the neighborhoodof A.., so that the limiting cycleis stable.
(b) If B < Bo then, maximum after one jump(starting from A,), the trajectory is
clipped, because otherwise we would have faced a sequence A, A2,... resulting in un-
clipped trajectories and, according to Remark .5, there would haveexisted an unclipped
limiting cycle. Therefore, Ay = A3 =... = Ac, and the value A.. = Be® follows from
equation x(@) = e? — 1 — @ = B describingthetrajectory starting from (A = 1, xo = 0).
(c) The last statement follows from the previous reasoning. a
Proof of Theorem .3. According to Theorems.1, .2, the trajectories converge to a
single cycle with initial values (Ay = Aw, x9 = B). Hence
i l 7 _ 1 T=7/ (t)dt, i=zf x(t)dt.
Consider the case B > By. Having in mind Theorem .2, formulae (4) and T =
—InB. We have
rT In 4 Int= _ p Bing = 1,
0 In B 1- B 1- B
¥o= © [xyas=% ['ls) 548 —Aalds
Bing
1-6
  a [- “ds Avoe®= — e =T Jo T  
and
 1/7 T
InB  BinB
2TTB
Consider the case B < By. Here onehasto calculate the integrals along branchesa-
b, b-c and c-d (Figure 1). Additionally let us put 7 S T — 0. Equation for 6 comes from
condition x(5) = fortrajectorystarting from (Ay = Aw = Be®, xo = B). Before further
= Bt+ +1.
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calculations for A and &,let us verify that parameters @, 7 and 6 are well defined.
For @, according to (4), @ satisfies the equation B = e? — | — 0, which hasa single
positive solution since on [0, °°) the right hand side increases with @ from zero upto ©.
For 6, again according to (4), 6 satisfies the equation
x(5) =B+A(8)—2(0) -5=B+ Pere? — Be® -5 =0
=> Bere —5 = Be® = B. (8)
In the below we will verify that the above equation has two positive solutions.
Let us put g(5) = Be®e® — 5, with os = Be®e® — 1, and HK Ss Be® —1. Since
g(0) = Be® > Be® —B,in order for solutionsto (8) to exist, ag must be negative at
5 =0. Otherwise, g(5) will be increasing, never meeting Be® —B. Furthermore, we
must also have namely gmin < Bee —B, where ginin Means the minimum of g(6) on
[0,cc), which clearly exists. In particular, in case ginin = Be? — B, there will be two
identical solutionsto (8).
Firstly, let us verify that ginin — Be® +B <0. One can check that 2ynin = 1+InB +0.
Keepingin mind that the B-independent @ solves e® =1+6+B and increases with B,
we have ginin — Be? +B = e9(1—B) +InB. Also notice that @ < Onax, Where Anax 18
the single positive solution to 1 + Onax + Bo = e9nav, Tt then suffices to show e%(1 —
B) +1nB = gi (Omar) < 0. Recall (3) for Bo. Then Onay solves
1-8 Bing
Bynax a In iP ae BBing 1-8
—_ max 
  Ss Oe ae Oma ae In tf
ind’ ; (7 ieee Ind
The observation of e ee indicates that 0,,¢, = In (7) . Now we have
81(Onax) = 0 as required.
Secondly,let us verify 4 = Be® —1 <0. Equivalently, we will show ee ri: neo IngFrom the aboveproof wealready knowthat e® < em = —B- However, it can beeasily
Intchecked that rea < as required. Hence, we concludethat Be®e* — Be® —5+B =0
has no more than twopositive solutions, and 6 is correspondingto the smaller one.
For 77 to be well defined, we need to show T — @ = z — 6 >0. But we already know
in the above proofthat e? < e%< t =e! as required. Up to now, we have verified
that all the parameters @, 5 and 1) are well defined, and weare readyto calculate A and
x.
For A, with in mind T = Ing and (4), we have A = + fy A(s)ds = +An(e7 — 1) =
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Be? 5-1) 9(B—1
Ing ee InB
For <, to get the desired expression, we will do some manipulationsfirstly. Due to
(4), we have
Ao = — = Be®, (9)
and
x(5) =B+A(5) —Aw—-5 =0
 
6-B §-—e9+1+0& Aw== = —_———_, 10eo —] e —1 (10)
where we havereplaced B by e® — 1 — 9. (See Theorem.2 for the definition of 8.)
Nowequate (9) to (10), and we have
e§ —1 =e1(6—09 +148). (11)
On one hand,
6 82[ Has = BS + Ise? — de ~ hed — 5
0
6 2_ 0 e=l22= 06-808$3 =
(by using the definition of @ and (9))
= 6—05-+140-2- using (11))oD y g :
Onthe other hand,
n+0 6| dade = [ (x(7)) +e* — 1 —s)ds (due to (4))
n 0
@2
= 6 “— ———e 1-98 a
2
Eventually, we have
l 6 n+0B= r(f x(s)as-+ [ x(5)ds)
T 0 n
_ fe 5.8?= 7 (#3-08-5-F-5)
0/7 ~B\_ 1 2_ 22U )
HOF
OY
using 7 = In and (4)).7 InB
a
Proof of Corollary .1. The monotonicity of @ follows directly from its equation. The
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value of A increases because @ increases. 6 is the first moment when coordinate x(t)
becomeszero. As B and A.. = Be® increase, the value x(t) at an arbitrary ¢ correspond-
ing to the part a-b (Figure 1) increases with B meaning that 6 increases. The reasoning
presented implies that the value of the integral Ieat)dt increases, and hence ¥ in-
creases. (Remember T = —Inf is constant.) To be more precise, by combining (9)
and (10) and using the definition of 8 we have
Bere’ — Be? —5+e8-1-9=0 (12)
a dé ee ies Spee =|
dQ Be%eo — | :
os the numerator is obviously positive, and the denominatoris ae meaning
do > 0. ynee Beets < 1 follows the fact @+5<T=IngB when B < Bo.
Recall that £2ue > 0, we eventually have 42i> 0.
For a wefirstly have
 dln 5xWB = beB)+(1-p)e"SS (0+ 8)+1)
déme~ Be® - 5-0) +5e%(1- B)-5-~
= Bee? —Be® +e® 14 52° — 5e°B — 5 — @ (dueto (12))
= 6e9(1—) > 0 (dueto (12) again).
Hence a > 0. (Recall a > 0.)
If B — 0 then 6 — Oand 6 — 0. If B — Bo thenvam(Gs aesmsm(88) =mEP)
Calculations ofthe limits are straightforward. a
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